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Summary 
The thesis contains two parts including the following eight papers (eight chapters) 
finished during the first two and a half years from the end of 1992 to the beginning 
of 1995 of my stay in the Netherlands as a Ph.d student under the guidance of 
Professor O. Axelsson. 
[LW] (with Z.-Y. Wen) Solution of a forward-backward heat equation, (submitted) 
[LI] Galerkin and weighted Galerkm methods for a forward-backward heat equa­
tion, (submitted) 
[LM] (with J. Maubach) A finite element method and variable transformations for 
a forward-backward heat equation, (manuscript). 
[L2] A uniform-consistency barrier on finite-difference schemes of positive type 
for convection-diffusion equations, SIAM J. Sci. Comput., 16 (1995), 169-
172. 
[ALP] (with O. Axelsson and B. Polman) On the numerical radius of matrices 
and its application to iterative methods, Linear and Multilinear Algebra, 37 
(1994), 225-238. 
[L3] Matrix compensation and diagonal compensation, J. Comp. Appi. Math., 
(to appear). 
[AL] (with О. Axelsson) On eigenvalue estimates for block incomplete factoriza­
tion methods, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appi. 16 (1995), (to appear). 
[LA] (with O. Axelsson) Conditioning analysis of incomplete block factorizations 
and its application to elliptic equations, (submitted) 
Part 1 deals with the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution, finite element 
methods for forward-backward heat equations and a uniform-consistency barrier 
on finite-difference schemes of positive type for convection-diffusion problems con­
sisting of the first four chapters (papers [LW], [LI], [LM] and [L2]). Part 2 which 
includes the remaining chapters deals mainly with the use of the numerical radius 
to analyze the rate of convergence of iterative methods for nonsymmetric linear 
systems, generalization of diagonal compensation, estimates of condition number 
and eigenvalues for block incomplete factorization methods and their applications 
to elliptic equations. I summarize the thesis part by part. 
1. Forward-Backward Heat Equations and a Barrier of Finite 
Difference Schemes 
Many finite element methods for heat equations have been proposed and ana­
lyzed in the literature (cf Thomée [27]). A common approach for a heat equation 
is first to apply a Galerkm method in space to reduce the equation to a set of 
ordinary differential equations. Then a suitable method is applied to integrate the 
ordinary differential equations. Unfortunately, some heat equations do not fit into 
VII 
viii SUMMARY 
the standard methods, for example, forward-backward heat equations 
(0.0.1) aut =ruxx - qux-pu +f, ν ( χ , ί ) £ Ω , 
• и(
А
і1(<),0 = «Ы0.<) = 0, <€(0,Г), 
(0.0.2) \ u(x,0) = u
o
(x) forcr(x,0) > 0, 
. u(x, T) = uT{x) for σ(χ, Τ) < 0, 
where Ω = {(x,<) : μι(ί) < χ < /іг(і), 0 < ί < Τ}, βι{ί) and μί{ί) are continuous 
and piecewise smooth functions, σ, r, ç, ρ, uo, UT are known functions, r > ρ > 0. 
The diffusion coefficient σ changes sign in Ω. 
Problem (0.0.1), (0.0.2) arises in various applications, such as, boundary layer 
problems in fluid dynamics [25], [26], plasma physics and astrophysics in the study 
of propagation of an electron beam through the solar corona [19]. 
Problems like a(x,t)ut — uxx — f(x,t) with σ(χ,ί) taking different signs were 
first considered by Gevrey [13], [14]. He treated in particular the case cr(x,t) = xm 
with m an odd integer. Later, in 1968, Baouendi and Grisvard [10] dealt with the 
case <χ(χ,ί) = χ in detail. A similar treatment in a context where the second-order 
derivative is replaced by a suitable nonlinear differential operator can be found in 
Lions' book [20]. Franklin and Rodemich [12] considered also the case σ[χ,ί) = χ 
and treated the equation on —oo < χ < oo, 0 < t < T. In 1976, Pagani showed the 
existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of problem (0.0.1), (0.0.2) for a special 
case σ = ω(χ), w(x)sgnx > 0 for χ φ 0, μι(<) = α, /¿г(*) = Ь and щ = «τ = 0. In 
1984, Goldstein and Mazumdar [15] gave also an existence and uniqueness theorem 
of a weak solution for the equation (0.0.1) subject to 
/ 
(0.0.3) 
u(a,t) = u(b,t) = Q, V¿e(0 ,T) , 
u(z,0) = uo(x), V i e (0,6), 
I u{x,T) = uT{x), Vx€(a ,0 ) , 
under certain assumptions. Unfortunately, the problem (0.0.1), (0.0.3) is overde-
termined in general even if their assumptions are satisfied. 
To understand forward-backward heat equations correctly, our task in Chapter 
1 is to show the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for the problem (0.0.1), 
(0.0.2) in a certain Hilbert space and show that the problem is well-posed in a 
certain sense. The proof is based a variant of the Lax-Milgram lemma due to Lions 
[20]. Comparisons with previous result, i.e., Pagani 's result [24], on the existence 
and uniqueness of solution of (0.0.1), (0.0.2), the results presented in Chapter 1 
have the following advantages: 
• The new result is applicable to a much wider class of equation than Pagani 's 
result. The assumption made on the coefficients of equation is weaker than 
Pagani's assumption even if σ = ω(χ), w(x)sgnx > 0 for χ φ 0 and UQ = 
UT — 0. The new result and Pagani's result on the existence and uniqueness 
are given in different sense, but the new one is much stronger than the old 
one. Pagani's result follows immediately from the result in Chapter 1. 
• The new result provides a mathematical basis for finite element methods for 
problem (0.0.1), (0.0.2) in Chapters 2 and 3, but Pagani's result cannot be 
used for the same purpose. 
SUMMARY IX 
In the past few years, some authors have already paid attention to numerical 
solution methods for the model problem of μι(<) = —1, А*г(<) = 1 and ρ = q = uo = 
UT = 0. In 1990, Vanaja and Kellogg [29] presented some iterative methods to solve 
finite difference approximation to (0.0.1), (0.0.2) if <r(x,t) = σ(χ) or at(x,t) < 
0. In [8], [9] and [21] Aziz and Liu considered some other numerical methods 
for (0.0.1), (0.0.3). Though problem (0.0.1), (0.0.3) may have no solution, Aziz 
and Liu's numerical methods can be used to solve (0.0.1) and (0.0.2) with some 
straightforward modifications. Their approaches are to transform the problem to 
a first-order system of partial differential equations and to solve the systems in 
(£ 2 (Ω)) 2 by a Galerkin method [8] and a least squares method [9]. 
Following the analysis of the existence and uniqueness we focus our attention 
on finite element methods, namely space-time methods, for forward-backward heat 
equations. In Chapter 2, we present Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods 
for (0.0.1), (0.0.2) without transforming the equation to a first-order system of 
partial differential equations for the model case, i.e., μι(ί) = —1, μι = 1 and 
ρ = q = uo — UT = 0. Wc consider a simultaneous discretization of space and time 
variables by using continuous finite element methods. If there exist two functions 
g, q G Я 1 (Ω) such that \q\ < С < +oo and 
(0.0.4) l-g
x
 -
 X
-at - aqt - 9
2
 > ß-g2, 
which holds in particular for σ^(χ,ί) < 6 < 7г2/2, our results show that the L2 rate 
of convergence is 0(hk), where h is the meshsize of space and time, if the solution 
и G Hk+1(Q) and piecewise polynomials of degree к are used. The linear systems of 
the discrete equations arising from the methods are positive definite. Comparison 
with previous methods known for the forward-backward heat equations, for example 
Vanaja-Kellogg's method [29] and Aziz-Liu's method [8]. The methods presented 
in this thesis have the following advantages: 
• The new methods can be used to solve a much wider class of equations than 
Vanaja-Kellogg's method and Aziz-Liu's methods. The assumption made 
on the coefficients of the equation is weaker than previous ones. Aziz-Liu's 
assumptions are stronger than (0.0.4) if their method is used to solve (0.0.1), 
(0.0.2). Their assumptions imply the inequality (0.0.4). Furthermore, it is 
shown that if Aziz and Liu's method is applicable to (0.0.1), (0.0.2), so 
is the weighted Galerkin method. The difference between at < π
2/2 and 
Vanaja-Kellogg's assumption at < 0 is essential. A example shows that 
doing a transformation у = y(t) for a wide class of equations (0.0.1), (0.0.2) 
with at > π
2 /2 for some points in Ω, we obtain new forward-backward 
heat equations (0.0.1), (0.0.2) such that the corresponding σ satisfies at < 
7г2/2, but there is no transformation у = y(t) such that the corresponding 
σ satisfies at < 0. 
• The new methods require less regularity for the solution of the equations 
than the previous numerical methods. Vanaja-Kellogg's method requires 
that the solution possesses a continuous derivative of order 4 in a; and order 
2 in t to obtain the rate of convergence 0(k+h2), where к and h are meshsize 
in time and in space, respectively. Aziz-Liu's method requires the solution 
Щ,Щх,и
хх
 G ¿2(Ω) if it is used to solve (0.0.1), (0.0.2). The new methods 
need only the solution и G i/ 1 (Ω). 
χ SUMMARY 
• Both Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods need fewer computations 
than Aziz-Liu's method because they only involve half the number of un­
knowns compared with Aziz-Liu's method [8]. 
• Unlike Aziz-Liu's methods, the new methods do not need to preprocess 
the boundary condition to match the boundary condition required by the 
corresponding first-order systems. It still remains unknown how to do such 
preprocessing. 
In Chapter 3, we generalize the methods to the general case. The generalization 
is based on the result of the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for (0.0.1), 
(0.0.2) given in Chapter 1 and possesses all advantages mentioned above. To solve a 
wide class of the equations (0.0.1), (0.0.2), we do variable transformations χ — χ and 
y = y(t) for the equation such that the new equation can be solved by the Galerkin 
method. We derive some conditions under which we can do the transformation 
to solve a wide class of equations (0.0.1), (0.0.2) and show how to construct the 
transformations. In particular, the conditions are automatically satisfied if σ is 
separable, i.e., σ = κ(χ)φ(ί). For other important cases where a(x,t) is a function of 
x+ct+d, i.e., σ{χ,ί) = a(x+ct+d) we first do variable transformations y = x+ct+d 
and t = t. Then using a simple function transformation we obtain a forward-
backward heat equation which satisfies all assumptions for our generalization. 
It is well-known that finite difference schemes of positive type are efficient for 
convection-diffusion problems. Unfortunately, in 1978, Kellogg and Tsan showed 
that any 3-point difference schemes of positive type cannot approximate L(u) — 
—£u" + b(x)u'+g(x)u to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly in ε [18]. Note that this 
barrier can be overcome somehow in one dimension by slightly adding meshpoints 
depending on ε. Recently, Axelsson and Nikolova showed an 0(h2) accuracy uni­
formly in ε by using 0 ( l o g e _ 1 + h~l) points [7]. In the last chapter of this part we 
show a uniform-consistency barrier on finite difference schemes of positive type for 
convection-diffusion equations, i.e., any difference scheme of positive type cannot 
approximate Lu = —εAu + f • Vu + gu to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly in ε. 
2. Analysis of Iterative Methods. 
The concern in this part is to analyze the basic iterative methods and SOR 
method for quasi-Hermitian positive definite matrices by using numerical radius, to 
generalize diagonal compensation for symmetric positive definite matrices to posi­
tive definite matrices and to estimate eigenvalues of block incomplete factorization 
methods and compensative preconditioners. 
Commonly the spectral radius is used to analyze the rate of convergence of 
iterative methods. However, for a nonsymmetric iteration matrix В this gives only 
information about the asymptotic rate of convergence. In Chapter 5, it is shown 
first that the numerical radius r(B) is a more reliable measure of the convergence 
behavior for the initial iterations, because 
r{Bm)~ < \\Bm\\± < 2-r(5 m )™ < 2 » r ( £ ) . 
A matrix A is called a quasi-Hermitian positive definite if there exists a non-
singular block diagonal matrix Ρ such that РАР~г is Hermitian positive definite. 
Next in the analysis of the successive overtaxation method for quasi-Hermitian 
positive definite matrices it is shown that a crucial parameter (7) depends on the 
numerical radius of the (block) lower triangular part (L) of the standard splitting 
of the matrix. 
SUMMARY 
χι 
It is shown also, using the numerical radius, that one can derive an upper 
bound of the largest eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix C-1A, when Л is a 
symmetric and positive definite matrix partitioned in m χ m blocks and С is an 
block incomplete factorization of A. Under a certain condition this upper bound is 
2m. 
When we construct a preconditioner for a positive definite matrix, it is im­
portant to preserve the positivity of matrices. We introduce matrix compensation 
for the purpose. Let Л be a positive definite matrix. Roughly speaking, matrix 
compensation is to find a matrix G such that G — A is positive semidefinite. In 
general, it is not easy to find a good compensative matrix G to construct a good 
preconditioner for A by using G. On some occasions, however, the diagonal com­
pensation can be easily used to obtain matrix compensation for symmetric positive 
definite matrices for constructing good preconditioners [4], [5]. It is well known that 
diagonal compensation acts as a key in modified block incomplete factorization. We 
show how to do diagonal compensation for nonsymmetric matrices. 
Let A = В + R be a symmetric positive definite matrix and M = B + D, where 
S is a symmetric matrix and D is a diagonally compensative matrix of R. M can 
be an efficient preconditioner of A (see, e.g., [4], [5]). If Bv > 0 for some positive 
vector ν or p{A~lR) < 1, some general results on upper bounds of eigenvalues 
and condition number for M~1A are derived by using the spectral radius p(B~1R) 
and the condition number κ(Μ~1Β) in [4]. Sometimes, however, it is difficult to 
estimate p{B~l R) and к(М~1В) accurately. In Chapter 6, we show some new up­
per bounds of eigenvalues and condition numbers for compensative preconditioners 
involving p{B~l D) or p(M~1D). Condition numbers of preconditioned matrices 
are estimated if the matrix compensation is used to construct preconditioners for 
symmetric positive definite matrices. 
To estimate the rate of convergence of preconditioned iterative methods such 
as the Chebyshev iterative method and the conjugate gradient iterative method, 
one needs to know the extreme eigenvalues and the distribution of eigenvalues of 
the preconditioned matrix respectively, see [1], [2], [17], [16], [6], [28]. Naturally, 
this problem by itself is difficult, especially for the distribution of all eigenvalues. 
Fortunately, it has been shown (see [3]) that under certain conditions lower and 
upper bounds of some eigenvalues can be derived and they provide the information 
necessary to compare modified and unmodified incomplete factorization methods 
for symmetric positive definite matrices, for instance. 
Consider the implicit preconditioner on factorized form 
C=(X + L)X-l{X + LT) 
of a symmetric matrix A. Let A = DA + LA + L^, where DA is a block diagonal 
matrix. If Л is a Stieltjes matrix and L = LA in some cases, some methods to 
estimate upper bounds of eigenvalues of C~lA were derived in [11], [3], [23], [22]. 
However, the assumptions limit the applicability of the results because for incom­
plete factorization methods they do not hold in general. In Chapter 7, we discuss 
upper bounds and distribution of eigenvalues of block incomplete preconditioners 
for the general case of A being only a symmetric matrix. All of results allow that 
LA differs from L. Even when the assumption of Л is weakened, we can have 
strong results. The results here unify some of the previous results on upper bounds 
of eigenvalues of incomplete preconditioners. We also generalize the well-known 
XU SUMMARY 
inequality that the spectral radius is bounded by the trace for symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrices to block form. 
Let λ,· (A) denote the ith eigenvalue of A and assume that the eigenvalues of a 
matrix are ordered in a non-increasing order. Chapter 8 continues our analysis of 
block incomplete factorization methods. We show that if there exist two constants 
a,- and σ,· such that ο/,· < Α,·(Χ_1 Κ) < σ,·, where К = A — L — LT, then 
А
т і
п(М(
а і
·)) < Xi{C-lA) < A
m a x
(MK·)) , 
where M{a) = (I+L)-1+(I+LT)-1 + (a-2){I+L)-1(I+LT)-i, L = χ-τΙΧ~τ. 
The result yields immediately a simple upper bound 1/(2 —σ,·) for the ith eigenvalue 
of the preconditioned matrix C~yA if σ,· < 2, which result generalizes the old one 
for the maximum eigenvalue in Chapter 7. Considering the relation between A and 
С and using the generalization of the well-known inequality that the spectral radius 
is bounded by the trace for symmetric positive sernidefinite matrices to block form 
in Chapter 7, we show also that m + 1 is another upper bound for the maximum 
eigenvalue if σχ < 2 and A — С is positive semidefinite. The results are used to 
estimate bounds of each eigenvalue if the generalized SSOR method is used to solve 
an elliptic equation 
(0.0.5) - ¿ ( « і ( х , У ) £ ) - ^ ( а 2 ( х і 3 / ) | ) = ƒ ( * , » ) οηΩ, 
u(x, у) = g(x, у) on Г = <9Ω, 
where Ω = (0, α) χ (0,6), а\(х,у) and 0,2(2,у) are positive functions. By doing a 
transformation, we show how the coefficients a\(x, y) and 02(2, y) influence bounds 
of eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix. The analysis of eigenvalue estimates 
yields an 0(h~l) upper bound for the condition number of the preconditioned 
matrix if the modified block factorization method is used for elliptic equations 
(0.0.5) with variable coefficients under the assumption that l o g á i s , y) satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition for χ which implies that we allow that a\(x,y) has jumps in 
y-direction. 
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Part 1 
Forward-Backward Heat Equations 
and a Barrier on Finite-Difference 
Schemes 

CHAPTER 1 
Solution of a Forward-Backward Heat Equation* 
Abstract. The existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for a forward-backward heat equation 
are shown that provides a mathematical basis for a finite element method for the equation. The 
stability criterion presented in the paper shows that the problem is well-posed on a certain Hilbert 
space. 
Key words, existence and uniqueness, forward-backward heat equation, well-posed problem 
A M S subject classifications. 35K05 
1.1. Introduction 
Consider a forward-backward heat equation 
(1.1.1) сгщ = ru
xx
 — qu
x
 — pu + ƒ, ν ( χ , ί ) 6 Ω , 
(1.1.2) 
( u{a,t) = u{b,t) = 0, < е ( 0 , Г ) , 
u(x, 0) = UQ(X) for σ(χ, 0) > 0, 
u(x,T) = uT(x) for σ(χ,Τ) < 0, 
where Ω = (α, b) χ (Ο,Τ), σ, τ, q, ρ, щ, UT are known functions, г > ρ > 0 and 
—oo < < z < 0 < 6 < o o . The diffusion coefficient σ changes sign in Ω. 
Problem (1.1.1), (1.1.2) arises in various applications, such as, boundary layer 
problems in fluid dynamics [11], [12], plasma physics and astrophysics in the study 
of propagation of an electron beam through the solar corona [6]. 
Problems like a(x,t)ut — uxx = f(x,t) with σ(χ,ί) taking different signs were 
first considered by Gevrey [3], [4]. He treated in particular the case σ(χ,ί) = xm 
with m an odd integer. Later, in 1968, Baouendi and Grisvard [1] dealt with the 
case σ(χ,ί) = χ in detail. A similar treatment in a context where the second-order 
derivative is replaced by a suitable nonlinear differential operator can be found in 
Lions' book [7]. Franklin and Rodemich [2] considered also the case σ(χ,ί) = χ and 
treated the equation on —oo < χ < oo, 0 < t < T. In 1976, Pagani showed the 
existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of problem (1.1.1), (1.1.2) for a special 
case σ = ω(χ), w(x)sgnx > 0 for χ φ 0 and «о = " τ = 0. In 1984, Goldstein and 
Mazumdar [5] gave also an existence theorem of a weak solution of the equation 
(1.1.1) with r = 1 subject to 
* This chapter is baaed on the papers, H. Lu and W.-Y. Wen, Solution of a forward-backward 
heat equation, Report 9439, October 1994, Department of Mathematics, University of Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands (submitted). 
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(1.1.3) 
' u(a,t) =u(b,t) = 0 w e (Ο,Γ), 
u(i,0) = uo(a;) Va; 6(0,6) 
. u(x,T) - uT(x) Vx € (α,Ο) 
under certain assumptions. Unfortunately, the problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3) is overde-
termined in general even if their assumptions are satisfied as mentioned in §1.5. 
The aim of the present paper is to show the existence and uniqueness of a weak 
solution for the problem (1.1.1), (1.1.2) in a certain Hilbert space and show that 
the problem is well-posed in a certain sense. Comparisons with previous result, i.e., 
Pagani's result [10], on the existence and uniqueness of solution of (1.1.1), (1.1.2). 
The results in this paper have the following advantages: 
• The new result is applicable to a much wider class of equation than Pagani's 
result. The assumption made on the coefficients of equation in this paper is 
weaker that Pagani's assumption even if σ = u>(x), u(x) sgn χ > 0 for χ φ 0 
and UQ — UT = 0. The new result and Pagani's result on the existence and 
uniqueness are given in different sense, but the new one is much stronger 
than the old one. Pagani's result follows immediately from the result in the 
present paper. 
• It is well known that a common approach for a heat equation is first to apply 
the Galerkin method in space to reduce the equation to a set of ordinary 
differential equations. Then a suitable method is applied to integrate the 
ordinary differential equations. However, the forward-backward heat equa­
tion (1.1.1), (1.1.2) does not fit this category because the diffusion coefficient 
a(x,t) changes sign. The new result can serve a mathematical basis for a 
finite element method for problem (1.1.1), (1.1.2) that discretizes space and 
time variables simultaneously by using continuous finite element methods 
(see [8]), but Pagani's result fails for the purpose. 
1.2. Notat ion 
In this section we introduce notation used in the rest of the paper. Denote the 
boundary dCi by Γι U • · · U Γβ, where T¿ are defined as follows: 
xe(a,b), < = 0, σ ( χ , 0 ) < 0 } , 
x = a, t e ( o , T ) , } , 
xe{a,b), t = T, σ(χ,Τ)<0}, 
x£ (a,ò), t = Ta{x,T) > 0}, 
x = b, ί ε ( θ , τ ) } , 
x G (α,δ),ί = 0, σ(χ,0) > 0}. 
Let L2 (Ω) be the standard space of square integrable functions on Ω with inner 
product (·, ·) defined by 
?i = \ 
T2 = \ 
r3 = ] 
r4 = 
Ts = \ 
Te = \ 
(x,t) 
(x,t) 
(x,t) 
(x,t) 
(x,t) 
(x,t) 
u,v) = / 
Jn 
uvdQ. 
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and norm ||u||o = (u, ti) 1/ 2. We use also the classical Sobolev space Я т ( 0 ) provided 
with the norm 
\ 1/2 
N1™= Σ J¡V«Í \2dQ 
The set (7(1·0)(Ω) = {ƒ e (7(Ω), f
x
 G C(O)} is a linear space with the operations 
(Λ + /з)(*,0 = / i ( M + Í2{x,t) and (α/)( ι , ί ) = «*ƒ(*, t), where (χ,i) G Ω, 
ƒ : Ω -> i l and a G R. 
For ƒ 6 (7(Ω) the support of ƒ is the closure in Ω of the set {(x, t) G Ω : 
f(x,t) φ 0}. (7ο(Ω) is the subset of those functions in (7(Ω) with compact support. 
Similarly, we define <^1 , 0 )(Ω) = С^°ЩпС0(Сі). 
If ƒ : A —¥ В and С С A, notation f\c denotes the restriction of ƒ to C. We 
define a linear space of functions on the closure Ω as follows: 
c(ll0)(ñ) = {/lñ: fecilfi\R2)}. 
On (?(1,0)(Ω) we define an inner product by 
(ƒ,$) = i(fg + f*9
x
)dn+ [
 K{x,t)fgdS, 
JSÌ JdSi 
where κ(χ,ί) is a nonnegative function on <9Ω. In the present paper we choose 
Γ |σ|, if ( х , < ) б Г 1 и Г 3 и Г 4 и Г б , 
K(X,t) = < 
\ o, i f ( i , i )er 2 ur 5 . 
Define Я ( 1 ' 0 ) (Ω) to be the completion of the linear space (7(1>0)(Ω) with the 
norm || · ||(i,o) = (•, ·) 1 / 2 · Then Я(1 '0)(Ω) is a Hilbert space. 
Let U - {и 6 Я ^ 1 ' 0 ^ ) : и = 0 at Г2 U Г 5}. Í7 is a Hilbert space with the 
norm || · ||(i,o). Finally, define V = {v e Я 1 ^ ) : ν - 0 at Γ2 U Г5}. 
1.3. Existence and Uniqueness of a Weak Solution 
In this section we show the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for the 
equation (1.1.1), (1.1.2) if the coefficient q, p, the right hand function ƒ and the 
boundary condition UQ(X) and UT{X) are real. For the complex case the result can 
be derived in a similar way. To this end, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3.1. Let А, В, С and D be nonnegative numbers, if A2 + B2 < 
T(CB + D2), where τ ts a positive constant, then there exists a positive constant λ 
depending only on τ such that A + Β < λ (С + D). 
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that 
{A + В + D)2 < ЦА2 + B2 + D2) < 3(r + 1){CB + D2) 
< 3(r + 1){C{A + B) + D2) < 3(r + 1)(C + D){A + B + D). 
Therefor, A + В < A + В + D < 3(r + 1)(C + D). D 
THEOREM 1.3.2. Assume that a,r,p,q,at,rx,rxx,qx G Я
0
^ ) are bounded 
and r > ρ > 0. If there exists g G Н^х,0Ци) satisfying inequality 
(1.3.1) g
x
 - <rt - rxx - qx + 2p > — g
2 
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with a positive constant к > 1, then for each f G H°(íl), there exists an unique 
и ξ. U such that for all ν G V 
(1.3.2) a(u,v) = r(v), 
where a(u, v) and r(v) are defined by 
a(u, v) = / (—u(av)t + ruxvx - u((rx + q)v)x + puv)dÇi + I \a\uvdS, 
r(v) = / fvdÇi+ I auo(x)vdx — Ι συτ(χ)νάχ. 
JCÌ Jr6 Jr3 
Furthermore, the weak solution и satisfies the following inequality 
(1.3.3) | M |
r
 < Cfll/Ho 
+| |k(x I0)| 1/ 2«o( ar) | |o,r. + l lk(*.0)|1/2UT(*)lkr í), 
where С is a positive constant, 
I H I x = f l H l o + IKIIo+ f W\u2ds) 
Mo,r*=(ju2dx) , \\u\\0:r3=(iu2dxj 
Proof. Denote the outward unit vector normal to 3Ω by η = (nXì щ). If u is a 
classical solution of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2), a straightforward calculation shows that 
a(u, v) = I (ащ — ru
xx
 + qu
x
 + pu)vdQ 
in 
— I antUvdS + / \a\uvdS 
= / fvdQ+ I auovdx — Ι συ,τ(χ)νάχ, 
Jet J r 6 Jv3 
which implies that и is a solution of (1.3.2). 
To finish our proof we define an inner product space V = {v : ν E V} with the 
inner product (·, ·). Our task now is to prove that there exists а и G U such that 
(1.3.2) hold for all υ G V. Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 
/ \a\uvdS <( [ \a\u2ds) ( [ \a\v2ds] 
The trace inequality (Necas, 1967 [9], pp 84) assets the existence of a constant D 
such that 
/ , 
\ff\v
2dS < Ό\\\σ\1/2ν\\2, Vt» G V. 
/г,иг< 
Therefore, it is straightforward to show that there exists a positive constant M 
such that 
a(u, ν) < Μ| |« | | (ι, 0) | |υ | | ι , Vu G U, υ G V, 
which implies that a(u,v) is continuous in the first variable in U x V since ||t>||i < 
oo for t; G V. On the other hand, a(u,v) is sesquilinear and r(v) is linear and 
continuous in V. Using the Lions' Projection Theorem [7], we deduce the existence 
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of и G U satisfying (1.3.2) for all ν € V provided we can find a positive constant μ 
such that 
α(υ, ν) > μ |Μ|( 1 ) 0 ) 
holds for all υ ε V. 
Let g € #( 1 , 0 )(Ω) be a function such that (1.3.1) holds. A straightforward 
computation shows that for all ν E V 
α(υ, ν) = / (-v(av)t + rv
x
v
x
 - v((r
x
 + q)v)
x
 + pvv)dSl 
Ja 
— I gvv
x
d£l+ I gvvxdCÌ+ j \a\v2dS 
= / (ô(#* -fft - rxx - qx + p)v2 + gvvx + rvl)dQ+ - / K(x,t)v2dS JíiK¿ / ¿ J9iï 
> f (—g2v2+gvvx + rvl)dÇl+- f n{x,t)v2dS 
= ï/0(?+l*),'e+j[(i-ï)"iA+ïL',c-<",is 
- {l~ï)Pj u*dÇÎ+\f Ф- <^  
For any ν EV, Friedrichs' first inequality shows that there exists a positive constant 
D\ such that 
Í Іаи>0,\\ \\1 VvtV-
Since к > 1, it is readily seen that there exists a positive constant ν such that 
(1.3.4) a(v,v)>v(\\v\\l + \\v
x
\\l) 
+ - f κ(χ,ί)υ2ά8>μ\\ν\\10), ¿
 Jan 
where μ < min(f, 1/2). 
Now we show the uniqueness. Let W = {φ(χ,ί); φ 6 Co(fì), <px,<pt,<pxx G 
С (Ω)} and 5 be a set of W which is dense in the class of weak solutions. Take a 
sequence {u(n)} which converges in || · ||(i,o) norm to a weak solution of (1.3.2) and 
put 
(1.3.5) ση[η) = ru
x
nJ - quW - pu<n) + / ( n ) . 
Then multiply both side of equation (1.3.5) by u(n) and integrate on Ω. It follows 
from the proof of existence that 
H\\«in)\\î + \№\\î) + U k(x,t)(u{n))2dx ¿
 Jdfi 
< [ /<»ν»><κι + им1/ >||2
іГ
, + HM1'2«(»)||2
ιΓβ 
Jíl 
< ll/(n)llo||U(n)||o + |||0r|1'2«<")||g.r, + IIM1/2«(n)ll3.r.. 
which implies that 
Wu^wl < 2μ-1(||/(")||o||u(n)||o + |ΙΜ 1 / 3 « ( η >|β
ι Γ
, + цм1 / а« (">ц2,
г
..) 
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Setting η —> oo and using Lemma 1.3.1 we obtain the inequality (1.3.3) for the 
weak solution u. Furthermore, (1.3.3) shows that the weak solution is unique. D 
The stability criterion (1.3.3) shows that the canonical solution и depends con­
tinuously on ƒ, uo, ит, and so the problem (1.1.1), (1.1.2) is well-posed in a certain 
sense. 
COROLLARY 1.3.3. Let r > ρ > 0. ¡fat + rxx + qx - 2p < с < 2n2p/(b - a)2, 
where с is a constant, then (1.3.2) has a solution и £ U. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume с > 0 and с = hp, where 0 < h < 
2π2/{Ь — α) 2 . Let d be a constant such that h < d < 2π2/(6 - α) 2 . Consider 
g = v2hpt&n (1/0/2(2: — (6-f α)/2)). A simple calculation shows that 
9x-o't-r
xx
-q
x
 + 2p>g
x
-c = g:¡:-hp> —g2 < —g2, 
¿ρ ¿τ 
where к = \Jdjh > 1. Theorem 1.3.2 finishes the proof. D 
1.4. Comparisons with Pagani's Result 
In 1976, Pagani consider a special case of <r = u(x) and w(x)sgnx > 0 for 
equation (1.1.1) subject to condition (1.1.2) with щ(х) = ит(х) — 0 under the 
following assumption: 
Pagani's assumption 
i) ω(χ) G C°([a,b]), w( i ) sgna:>0, ω(χ) = χ -\- o(x) for χ -»· 0, 
ii) reC2(Q), \/\<r<\ ( 1 < λ < ο ο ) , 
iii) gSC^il), реС°(П), \q\, |p| <!/<«>, 
iv) P- 2Ях~ 2Τχχ - ° o n Ω 
Write equation (1.1.1) in a divergence form 
ш(х)щ - (au
x
 + ßu)x - -fux - Su = ƒ, 
where a = r, ax + β — S = —q, β
χ
 + δ = —p. Let 
Ф = {ф; 0еС
о
1 (П);^ = ОопГ 1 иГ 2 иГ4иГ5} 
Pagani's weak solution is to search a υ G L2([Q,T]; H¿(a,b)) such that for every 
φ G Φ the following equality holds 
(1.4.1) ƒ ( - u(x)vjt + {axvx + βν)φχ 
-{•yvT + δν)φ\αη = f f фай. 
Under his assumption Pagani showed the existence and uniqueness of a weak solu­
tion ν satisfying (1.4.1) 
Let us make the following weak assumption 
Assumption A 
i)
 σ
 = ω{χ) G C°([a, 6]), r G 6"2(Ω), r > ρ > 0 
qGC^a), peC°(iì), \q\, \p\ < и < OO, 
11) P- цЯх- -¿rxx>--2 " 2 " ~ (b-a) 2 ' 
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If UQ(X) = UT(X) = 0 and Assumption A is satisfied, it follows from the proof of 
Theorem 1.3.2 and Corollary 1.3.3 that there exists an unique ν G U such that for 
every φ £ V (1.4.1) holds. Since Assumption A is weaker than Pagani's assumption 
and Φ is a subspace of V, Pagani's result follows immediately. Therefore, all results 
on regularity of a weak solution in Pagani's sense in [10] hold for the weak solution 
in the present paper. 
Let « be a weak solution in the sense of this paper and ν be a weak solution in 
Pagani's sense with σ = ω(χ) and UQ(X) = UT(X) = 0. In general и GV, but ν £ Φ. 
Therefore, the weak formulation (1.3.2) can be used for finite element computation 
for the weak solution. The existence and uniqueness of the weak solution provides 
a mathematical basis for a finite element method. The finite element method based 
on these results is shown to be one of the most efficient numerical methods for 
forward-backward heat equations [8]. The weak formulation (1.4.1) and Pagani's 
existence and uniqueness cannot serve the same purpose even if σ — ω(χ) with 
u)(a:)sgn:E > 0, uo(x) — ит{х) = 0 and Pagani's assumption is satisfied simply 
because ν ^ Φ. 
1.5. A Note on Goldstein and Mazumdar's Paper 
In 1984, Goldstein and Mazumdar [5] showed the existence for a weak solution 
of the forward-backward heat equation (1.1.1) subject to (1.1.3). Unfortunately, 
the problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3) is overdetermined in general even if their assumptions 
are satisfied. 
Let us recall Goldstein and Mazumdar's result first. To prove their weak ex­
istence theorem for the forward-backward heat equation (1.1.1), (1.1.3), Goldstein 
and Mazumdar made the following assumptions: 
Hypothesis GM. (i) p,q, q
x
 Ε £°°(Ω). 
(ii) σ, σ, Ε ¿°°(Ω); σ(χ,0) > 0 in R = (0,6); σ(χ,Τ) < 0 in L = (α,Ο). 
(iii) at < Ci a.e. in Ω where c\ is a constant and either 
1) q is real, Ci — min{0, ess inf(p+ p— q
x
)} and c\ < 4(6 — a)~2 + сг, or 
2) ci < 4 ( 6 - a ) - 2 - V2{b-a)-1\\q\\
oo
+min{0, ess inf(p + p)}. 
Let F = L2(Q) be a Hilbert space under the norm 
\\u\\F=ii i \ux\
2dxdt) = (j \u
x
\2У . 
and define 
Ф={ф£РПС1{Щ :ф(х,0) = 0іпЬ, ф(х,Т) = 0 in R}. 
Φ is an inner product space with norm 
| Φ = I H I F -+ ƒ σ(χ,0)\φ(χ,0)\2άχ- J σ(χ,Τ)\φ(χ,Τ)\2άχ\ 
Let uo, UT be given and suppose 
(1.5.1) \a(;0)\^o()eL2(R), \a(;T)\iuT(-)EL2(L). 
Using this notation, Goldstein and Mazumdar [5] showed their result on exis­
tence of a weak solution for the forward-backward heat equation (1.1.1), (1.1.3) as 
follows: 
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Let F* denotes the anti-dual of F and (·, ·) denotes the conjugate duality be-
tween F" and F. If the Hypothesis GM and (1.5.1) hold, then for each ƒ G F* 
there exists а, и £ F such that for all φ £ Ф, 
(1.5.2) Е{и,ф) = М{ф), 
where 
Е(и,ф) = - η{σφ)ι + / и
х
ф
х
 - / и(дф)
х
 + / риф, 
Jn Jn Jn Jn 
fb i-O 
Μ{φ) = {/,φ)+ σ{χ,0)α0{χ)φ[χ,0)άχ- σ(χ,Τ)υ.τ(χ)Φ{χ,Τ)άχ, 
Jo Ja 
Using their result, they made the following remark (see Remark 3.3 in [5]): 
Let e is a positive constant such that 
- / φ(σφ)( + f φχφχ - [ ф(дф)х + f ρφφ> ε\\φ\\% Jn Jn Jn Jn 
and N(M) = sup{|M(^)| : φ G Φ, \\φ\\
Φ
 < 1}. Then for any solution u of (1.5.2) 
\\u\\F< ε~
ι
Ν{Μ) 
(1.5.3) N{M) < \\f\\F. + \M-MII2M\L4F) + \M;T)\1/2UT\\L>{L)· 
With using (1.5.3), They concluded that the equation (1.1.1), (1.1.3) is well-posed. 
To show the first difficulty assume that и is a solution of (1.1.1) and (1.1.3) 
with a σ satisfying σ(χ,Ο) < 0 in L and σ(χ,Τ) > 0 in R. Denote 
S- = {(x,t) : t = T, xeL, σ(χ,Τ) < 0}, 
ST = {{x,t): t = T, χ EL, σ(χ,Τ) = 0}, 
5+ = {(x,t) : t = 0,x£R, σ(χ,Ο) > 0}, 
So = {(*,*): ¡ = 0 , і е Л , ( г ( і , 0 ) = 0], 
uoo ΐοτ (x,t) e S+, ( UTO for (x,t) e S-, 
UQ = \ UT = \ 
uoi for (x,t) e So, I uT\ for (x,t) G ST, 
Multiplying (1.1.1) by и and integrating by parts, we get 
(1.5.4) = ( fudQ+\ f a{x,0)u(x,0)2dx-^ f a{x,T)u{x,T)2dx 
Jn ¿ Ja 2 Ja 
< l l / I I I M I + ¿ / Ф,0)и(х,0)4х-^І а{х,Т)и{х,Т)Чх, 
f \ll2 
where | |u | | = f /nu2dÇl\ . It follows immediately from the Hypothesis GM that 
1 1 1 1 2 
2"£ 2Ч'^И- 2 Ч Т 2 0 ^ ( 6 - α ) 2 ' 
Using the well-known inequality 
№**<&?№* 
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for functions satisfying g(a) = g(b) = 0 shows that 
/ uldii > jr^—, f u2<m, 
Jn {b - a)- Jn 
which implies that there exists a positive constant C\ such that 
ƒ ( ( ~ ^ " \qx + p)t/2 + "*) dÇi^CiJ ("2 + uDdÙ-
Therefore, it follows from (1.5.4) that there is a positive constant С such that 
(w2 + ul)dü 
uW + \ Í <^(x,0)u(x,0)2dx-^ f a{x,T)u(x,T)2dx\ . 
Applying Lemma 1.3.1 shows that there exists a positive constant С such that 
IMI + IMI < с l и/и + Π σ(χ, ом*, o)2dx J 
+ l í -v{x,T)u(x,T)2dx) 
which implies и is uniquely determined on So U ST by ƒ, UQQ and что if и is 
continuous on Ω. In particular, the canonical solution of the problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3) 
is the case if it has a solution. Therefore, problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3) is overdetermined 
if the measure of So U ST is large than zero. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Galerkin and Weighted Galerkin Methods* 
A b s t r a c t . Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods are proposed for the numerical solution of 
parabolic partial diffeiential equations where the diffusion coefficient takes different signs. The 
approach is based on a simultaneous discretization of space and time variables by using continuous 
finite element methods. Under some simple assumptions, error estimates and some numerical 
results for both Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods are presented. Comparisons with the 
previous methods show that new methods not only can be used to solve a wider class of equations 
but also require less regularity for the solution and need fewer computations. 
K e y w o r d s . Galerkin method, weighted Galerkin method, forward-back ward heat equation, 
error estimate 
A M S s u b j e c t classif ications. 65N30, 35K20 
2.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In this paper we consider Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods for the 
following forward-backward heat equation: 
(2.1.1)
 ff(x,t)ut-uxx = f(x,i), V ( x , i ) e i i = ( - l , l ) x ( 0 , l ) l 
{ u(±l , t ) = 0, Vi G (0,1), u(z,0) = 0 forir(i,0) > 0 , 
u(x,l) = 0 for σ(χ, 1) < 0, 
where the coefficient cr(x,t) changes sign in Ω. 
Problem (2.1.1), (2.1.2) arises in various applications, such as, boundary layer 
problems in fluid dynamics [13], [14], plasma physics and astrophysics in the study 
of propagation of an electron beam through the solar corona [8]. 
Problems like a(x,t)ut — u
xx
 — f(x,t) with cr(x,t) taking different signs were 
first considered by Gevrey [6], [7]. He treated in particular the case <r(x,t) = xm 
with m an odd integer. Later, in 1968, Baouendi and Grisvard [2] dealt with the 
case cr(x,t) = χ in detail. A similar treatment in a context where the second-order 
derivative is replaced by a suitable nonlinear differential operator can be found in 
Lions' book [9]. Franklin and Rodemich [4] considered also the case σ(χ,ί) = χ 
and treated the equation on —oo < χ < oo, 0 < ί < T. Recently, Lu and Wen [10] 
showed the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for the equation (2.1.1), 
(2.1.2) on a certain Hilbert space. The existence and uniqueness of a weak solution 
* This chapter is based on the paper, H. Lu, Galerkin and weighted Galerkm methods for a 
forward-backward heat equation, Report 9410, January 1994, Department of Mathematics, Uni­
versity of Nijmegen, The Netherlands (submitted). 
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in a different sense for a special σ = cr(x) satisfying σ sgn χ > 0 was given by Pagani 
in 1976 [11]. The stability criterion in [10] shows the problem is well-posed. 
It is well known that a common approach for a heat equation is first to apply 
the Galerkin method in space to reduce the equation to a set of ordinary differential 
equations. Then a suitable method is applied to integrate the ordinary differential 
equations. However, the forward-backward heat equation (2.1.1), (2.1.2) does not 
fit this category because the diffusion coefficient a(x,t) changes sign. In 1990, 
Vanaja and Kellogg [15] presented some iterative methods to solve finite difference 
approximation to (2.1.1), (2.1.2), in which the unknowns are swept in the order 
suggested by the equation, if σ(ιτ,ί) = σ{χ) or <rt(x,í) < 0. In 1991, Aziz and Liu 
[1] consider a finite element method for (2.1.1) subject to 
( u ( - l , í ) = u ( l , í ) = 0 . Vi G (0,1), 
(2.1.3) i u ( i , 0 ) = 0 , V x e ( 0 , l ) , 
I ti(i,i) = o, Vie (-1,0). 
Though the problem (2.1.1), (2.1.3) is overdetermined in general as we have seen in 
the previous chapter, Aziz-Liu's method can be used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with 
a straightforward modification. Their approaches are to transform the equation to 
a first-order system of symmetric-positive partial differential equations in the sense 
of Friedrichs [5] and to solve the system by a finite element method. 
The aim of the paper is to present Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods for 
(2.1.1), (2.1.2) without transforming the equation to a first-order system of partial 
differential equations. We consider a simultaneous discretization of space and time 
variables by using continuous finite element methods. If there exist two functions 
g, q G Я 1 (Ω) such that \q\ < С < +oo and 
(2.1.4) ÍgT-ltrt-trqt-gl>ígÍt 
which holds in particular for σ ^ ι , ί ) <b< π2/2, our results show that the L2 rate 
of convergence is 0(hk), where h is the meshsize of space and time, if the solution 
и £ Нк+1(Сі) and piecewise polynomials of degree к are used. 
It is shown also that the Galerkin method works well under certain assumptions 
even if at(x,t) > π 2 /2 in some points of Ω, but there exist some σ(χ, t) for which the 
Galerkin method may fail to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2). The weighted Galerkin method 
can be useful to solve a wide class of the forward-backward heat equations like 
а(х,і)щ — uTX — f(x,t). Some examples show that for some cr(x,t) the weighted 
Galerkin method can be used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2) efficiently in case the Galerkin 
method fails. The linear systems of the discrete equations arising from the methods 
are positive definite. Comparisons with previous methods known for the forward-
backward heat equation, for example Vanaja-Kellogg's method [15] and Aziz-Liu's 
method [1]. The methods presented in this paper have the following advantages: 
• The new methods can be used to solve a much wider class of equations than 
Vanaja-Kellogg's method and Aziz-Liu method. The assumption made on 
the coefficients of the equation is weaker than previous ones. Aziz-Liu's 
assumptions are stronger than (2.1.4) if their method is used to solve (2.1.1), 
(2.1.2). Their assumptions imply (2.1.4). Furthermore, it is shown that if 
Aziz and Liu's method is applicable to (2.1.1), (2.1.2), so is the weighted 
Galerkin method. The difference between at < π
2/2 and Vanaja-Kellogg's 
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assumption σ( < 0 is essential. A example shows that doing a transformation 
у = y(t) for a wide class of equations (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with at > π 2 /2 for 
some points in Ω, we obtain new forward-backward heat equations (2.1.1), 
(2.1.2) such that the corresponding σ satisfies at < π2/2, but there is no 
transformation у = y(t) such that the corresponding σ satisfies σ% < 0. 
• The new methods require less regularity for the solution of the equations 
than the previous numerical methods. Vanaja-Kellogg's method requires 
that the solution possesses a continuous derivative of order 4 in a; and order 
2 in t to obtain the rate of convergence 0(k+h2), where к and h are meshsize 
in time and in space, respectively. Aziz-Liu's method requires the solution 
Щ, u
x
t, u
xx
 G ¿2(Ω) if it is used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2). The new methods 
need only the solution и G Η1 (Ω). 
• Both Galerkin and weighted Galerkin methods need fewer computations 
than Aziz-Liu's method because they only involve half the number of un­
knowns. 
• Unlike Aziz-Liu's methods, the new methods do not need to preprocess 
the boundary condition to match the boundary condition required by the 
corresponding first-order systems. It still remains unknown how to do such 
preprocessing. 
At the end of the introduction we introduce some notation to be used in the 
paper. Denote the boundary 5Ω by Γι U · · · U Гб, where Г, are defined as follows: 
Γι = {{x,t) : χ G (-1,1), t = 0, σ(χ,0) < 0}, 
r
a
 = {(x, í) : x = - l , f G (0,1)}, 
Γ 3 = {(χ, ί ) : s € (-1,1), í = l, σ ( χ , 1 ) < 0 } , 
Γ4 = {{x,t) : χ e (-1,1), t = 1, σ(χ, 1) > 0}, 
Γ 5 = {(*,<): χ = 1 , t € (0,1)}, 
Г6 = {(*,*): * e ( - l , l ) , i = 0, σ ( χ , 0 ) > 0 } , 
and the outward unit vector normal to ΘΩ by η = (п
х
,щ). 
Let L2(Q) be the standard space of square integrable functions on Ω with inner 
product (·,·) defined by (u,v) = f
n
uvdCl and norm ||u||o = (u,и)з. We use also 
the classical Sobolev space /ίπ ι(Ω) provided with the norm 
N1"·= ( Σ J¡VUIS . da 
ι |a |<m * 
and the seminorm 
н-= ( Σ / j ^ i 2 
Finally, define the test and trial space by 
V = {veH1{Q): ν = 0 at Γ = Γ2 U Г 3 U Г5 U Г 6}. 
and for и G Я 1 (Ω) define 
ΙΗΙ* = (ΝΙο + ΙΜο)1/2, IHk» = IMI*, 
where w G Я 1 (Ω) is a positive function. 
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2.2. A Galerkin Variational Formulation 
Define a(u, v) = {aut,v) + (ux,vx). The Galerkin variational formulation of 
equation (2.1.1) for a given ƒ € £2(Ω) is to find а и E V such that 
(2.2.1) a(u,v) = (f,v), VveV, 
Note that for any и € Я 2 (Ω) Π V it is readily seen that 
a(u, v) = (ащ, ) - {u
xx
,v). 
THEOREM 2.2.1. If there exists a function g Ç. Я 1 (Ω) such that 
(2.2.2) g,-ct> ß-g2 
with β > 1, then there exists a positive constant С such that 
(2.2.3) \\u\\l<Ca(u,u), Vu(=V. 
Proof. Friedrichs' first inequality shows that there exists a positive constant 7 
such that 
/ u2
x
dn > 7ІИ0, Чие , 
Jn 
which implies that (2.2.3) holds if and only if there exists a positive С such that 
(2.2.4) f u2
x
dn<Ca(u,u). 
Jn 
On the other hand, a simple computation shows that 
a(u,u) = / (ащи + и2 — gu
x
u + guxu)dÇl 
Jn 
= / [-х{^и2)(--atu2+ ul--(gu2)x +-gxu2+guxujdn 
= J ( j (ir - <rt)u2 + gu
x
u + u^dÜ + J ( - ( σ ι χ 2 ) , - - ( s - u 2 ) * ) ^ . 
With the use of Green's formula, the last integration turns out to be 
= I l-antu2 — -gn
x
u
2)dS = / -antu2dS > 0. 
Л\иг< ^ 2 2 ' Л\иг 4 2 
Hence, assuming that g is a function satisfying (2 2.2), we have 
a(u,u) > ƒ f j i 2 « 2 + guxu + u2\dÇl 
= [ (ß(gu/2 + ux/ß)2 + (1 - l/ß)u2x)dn 
Jn 
> С-1 f u2
x
dSl, 
Jn 
* l " " " l 
where 1/C = 1 - l/ß. • 
Applying Theorem 2.2.1, we have the following nice simple condition for (2.2.3). 
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COROLLARY 2.2.2. Suppose at < b < π
2 /2, where b is a positive constant. 
Then 
(2.2.5) \\u\\l<Ca(u,u), Vu G V, 
where С is a positive constant only depending on b. 
Proof. Since 6 < π 2 /2, there exists a positive constant с such that b < с < π2/2. 
Consider the function g(x) = v2& tan, 1-х. A simple computation shows that 
gT-at > 9x - b = Vbcta,n
2J-x + Vb(y/c— ч/б) 
= \^/ + Sb{sic-Sb). 
Applying Theorem 2.2.1 finishes the proof. Π 
The following example shows that the difference between at < π2/2 and Vanaja-
Kellogg's assumption at < 0 is essential. 
Example 1. Let σ = е1 (х) — φ(χ), where θ(χ) and ψ(χ) are a continuous 
function for —1 < χ < 1 such that a changes sign in Ω and ψ < b < π 2 /2. Doing 
a transformation у = (1 — e _ t ) / ( l — e _ 1 ) for (2.1.1), (2.1.2), we obtain a new 
forward-backward heat equation 
a{x,y)vy -v
xx
 = f{x,y), V(x,j/) G (-1,1) x (0,1) 
subject to condition (2.1.2), where v(x,y) = u(x,t), f(x,y) = f(x,t) and a(x,y) = 
(θ(χ) - φ(χ))/{1 - e - 1 ) + <p(x)y. Therefore, ay(x, y) = ¡p{x) <b< ir/2. 
Denote the corresponding σ by a after transformation y ~ y(t)- Now we 
show that there is no transformation y = y(t) such that at < 0 in general. A 
straightforward computation shows 
ay = at + (\ogy')'a. 
Hence, for the zero points of a, ay = at = е* (х) = ψ{χ), which implies that there 
is no any transformation y = y(t) such that at < 0 if <p(x) > 0 on the zero points 
of a. 
Inequality (2.2.3) may not be true for some a if the conditions of Corollary 
2.2.2 are not satisfied. The following example shows that there exists at least one 
function и € V such that a(u,u) < 0 if infert > 7г2/2. 
Example 2. Assume that inf at > π
2 /2. Consider и — t(t — l)cos|-x. It is 
readily seen that 
a{u,u) = i ( - -atu2+ u\))da< f( - ^-w2 + u 2 )df i 
= - ^ - / t(t - 1) (cos2 ^ -x - sin2 ^-x) dn = 0 
¿ Jfi V 2 2 / 
Example 2 shows that the Galerkin approximation based on (2.2.1) may fail 
for solving (2.1.1), (2.1.2) if the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1 are not satisfied. Our 
next example, however, shows that there exists a positive constant С such that 
(2.2.3) hold for some a G Я 1 (Ω) even if at > π 2 /2 for some points ( ι , ί ) G Ω. 
Example 3. Let a = txta,n2bx, where 0 < b < π/2 and — 1 < χ < 1. Consider 
g(x) = c tandz with π/2 > d > max(v/2, b) and d - y/d2 - 2 < с < d + \/d2 - 2. 
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We have 
cd « cd о 
g
x
 — σ( = —г-; χ tan όχ > — — tan οχ coszdx cosz αχ 
> — % - г - tan2dx > (cd - 1) tän2dx > ír σ2, 
cos
J
 αχ 2 
where /? = 2(cd — l )/c 2 > 1. Theorem 2.2.1 shows that there exists a positive 
constant С such that a(u, и) > СЦиЦ2. for Vu G К. 
2.3. A Weighted Galerkin Variational Formulation 
As we have seen in the previous section, the Galerkin approximation fails for 
solving equations like a(x,t)ut — uxx = f(x,t) in some cases. In this section, 
we will introduce a weighted Galerkin variational formulation for (2.1.1), (2.1.2) 
to solve a wide class of the equations. To this end, let w(x,t) G Ηλ(Ω) be a 
function such that ki < w(x,t) < &2, where k-[ and &2 are positive constants, and 
W(u, v) = (awut,v) + (wxux,v) + (wux,vx). Our weighted variational formulation 
of equation (2.1.1) is to find и G V such that 
(2.3.1) W{u,v) = {wf,v), Vt>GK. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. If there are two functions g, q G #*(Ω) such that \q\ < a < 
-foo and 
(2.3.2) y
x
 -
 l
-at - aqt - q\ >
 ß
-g2 
with β > 1, then there exists a positive function w G Я 1 (Ω) such that ki < w < kn 
and 
(2.3.3) W(u,u)>C\\u\\l
w
. 
where k\, &2 and С are positive constants. 
Proof. Consider w = a2, where a — exp(q). Then 
W(u,u)= I (аа2щи + 2а
х
аи
х
и +α2η2)άΩ. 
Ja 
Since 
α щи = (ttu)t(au) (au) = щи — qtu , 
a 
Ί Ο / ч О 0 0 /^О О *vO r-v 
а и
х
 = (аи)
х
 — а
х
и — 2а
х
аи
х
и = и
х
 — q
x
u — 2а
х
аи
х
и, 
where и = au, it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 that 
W(u,u) = J (ащи — aqtü2 — q2u2 + u2)dii 
- / \\29x~ Tft-vqt-qx)ñ2+ gûxu + u2x)dSl. 
Hence, if (2.3.2) holds, we have (2.3.3). Ü 
Theorem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.2.2 show the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. If there exists a function q G Я 1 (Ω) such that \q\ < a < 
+00 and 
1 π 2 
(2.3.4) 2 σ ' + σ ? ί + ^ - 6 < Τ ' 
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then there exist a positive function w G Я 1 (Ω) such that k\ < w < &2 and 
w(u,u)>c\\u\\l
w
, 
where ki, к-χ and С are positive constants. 
The following example shows that the conditions of Corollary 2.3.2 still hold 
for some σ even if (2.2.3) fails. 
Example 4- Consider σ = \x + bt2, where π 2 /4 < 6 < π2 — 1. 
First we prove that there is no function g G Я 1 (Ω) such that (2.2.2) holds. If 
it is not the case, we have gx/(ßg2/2+ 2bt) > 1, which implies that 
(2.3.5) g(x, t) > 2 J — tan (yjbßix + c(t)). 
Since g(x,t) G Ηι(ίί) and <7(0,ί) > tanc(<), we have that c(t) is bounded by 
π π 
τηπ — — < c(t) < τηπ + —, 
where го is an integer. Let c(t) = mK + ó(t)% with - 1 < S(t) < 1. (2.3.5) yields 
that 
g(x,t) > 2J^tBia(y/bßix + S{t)^). 
Since ό > π 2 /4 and β > 1, there are some points (χο,Ιο) £ (—1> 1] x [0,1] such that 
^bßlx+S{t)^ J - 0 , 
ian(y/bßtx + S(t)^-) 
І-У/ЩХ-6(Щ' 
when {x,t) -> (xo — 0,<o) or 
s/bßix-
tm(y/bßtx + S{t)^) 
bßtx + S(t)^->~+0, 
' 2 ' 
-і-^ЦЩх-бЩ' 
when (χ, t) —»• (xo + 0, ίο). For example 
( ζ ο , ί ο ) = " 
- ¿ ( ? ) ί + ϊ 1 
Vb '/?, 
-*(£)f-f l' 
*
 i f í ( i ) > o 
i f J ( ì ) < 0 . 
This contradicts to that g G Я 1 (Ω). In particular, it is easy to find a function 
и £V such that a(u, u) < 0 if 6 > 7Г2/2. For example, и — t(t — l )cos^i . 
Now we prove that there is a function q G Я 1 (Ω) such that (2.3.4) holds. 
Consider q = —σ1. A computation shows that 
-at + aqt + ql - bt - 46ίσ
2
 + σ 2 
<-ñ< {2σ + 1)5(1 - 4 σ 2 ) + σ 2 . 
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Note that σ > - ± . Let r(x) = J\{2x + 1)^(1 _4χ2)
 + χ 2 with χ > -\. Then 
r'(x) = -J^i'lx + l) '(10x - 1) + 2x. 
If χ > | , r'(x) < -л/б(10х - 1) + 2x < 0. Hence 
lax rix) = max rix) < max \/-(2x + 1) 3 (1 — 4x2) + -
>-* - i < * < i ; - - ì < r < ì V2V 4 max 
= У | ( 2 - IO"1 + 1)*(1 - 4 · IO"2) + ^ 
4 
<- №Ш*(1) 
π
2 
< Τ 
This example implies that the weighted method based on (2.3.1) can be useful 
for the solution of a wide class of the problems of the type σ(χ, і)щ — u
xx
 — f (χ, t) 
where σ(χ, t) changes sign in Ω in case the Galerkin method based on (2.2.1) fails for 
the purpose. Therefore, the weighted variational formulation (2.3.1) is an essential 
generalization of the variational formulation (2.2.1) for equation (2.1.1), (2.1.2). 
2.4. Galerkin Approximations and Discretization Error Estimates 
In this section, we will discretize our finite element schemes and derive L2 
error estimates for the Galerkin approximations. The Galerkin variational formu­
lation can be viewed as a special case w = 1 of the weighted Galerkin variational 
formulation. 
Let Vh be a finite-dimensional subspace of Hilbert space V satisfying the 
boundary condition tt |r = 0, where Γ = Γ 2 U Γ3 U Γ5 U IV The weighted Galerkin 
approximation of the equation (2.1.1) is to find a uh £ Vh such that 
(2.4.1) W{uh,vh) = (wf,vh), 4vheVh. 
THEOREM 2.4.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 hold. Then there 
exists a unique uh £ Vh satisfying (2.4.1). Moreover, 
(2-4.2) | |«л | |х,»<С7||/ | |о, 
where С is a positive constant. 
Proof Let {фу} be a basis for Vh and denote uh = Σ uj<l>i, u = (ui> · • • > un)T 
and b = (61, . . . , 6
n
) T , where 6¿ = (wf, фі). Then u is the solution of the following 
linear system 
(2.4.3) Ли = b, 
where A = (a¿j)"j= l with aij = У (ф],фі). It follows from (2.3.3) that A is a 
positive definite matrix. Hence (2.4.3) has a unique solution. On the other hand, 
Theorem 2.3.1 shows 
\\A\l,„ < C,W(u\uh) = Ci(wf,uh) < C | | / | | o | | u f c k „ , 
which implies (2.4.2). • 
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It is shown in [10] that the inequality (2.4.2) holds for the canonical solution и 
of (2.1.1), (2.1.2), i.e., ||и||х,ц, < С| |/ | |о, where С is a positive constant. Therefore, 
both the canonical solution of (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and our finite element solution depend 
continuously on the right hand side function of the equation (2.1.1). 
The linear system (2.4.3) of the discrete equations arising from the method 
is positive definite. We have a large number of efficient algorithms to solve it, 
for example, generalizations of the conjugate gradient method [3], [12] showing 
monotone convergence for positive definite linear systems. One can also use sparse 
¿[/-factorization for the system. 
We now derive L2 error estimates for the Galerkin approximation (2.4.1). 
THEOREM 2.4.2. Let и and uh be solutions of problems (2.3.1) and (2.4.1), re­
spectively. If conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 hold, then there exists a positive constant 
С such that 
(2.4.4) \W-uh\\XiW<C inf ||w(u —v A ) | | ! . 
vHÇVh 
Proof. For a given vh € Vh Theorem 2.3 1 shows that 
Ci||uh-t>*||2 iU, < W{uh-vh,uh-vh) 
= W(u -vh,uh- vh) < C2\\w{u - ^ ) | | i | | u h - г»л||
г
,
ш
. 
Setting C3 - Ci/Ci shows that | |u h - vh\\XiW < C3\\w(u- υ Λ ) | | ι . Since 
II« - « h | k » < I N « - г>Л)||і + \\uh - vh\\XiW, 
choosing С — C3 + I shows our result. D 
To analyze the error of our method, we make the following assumptions: 
1. There is an s > 0 such that ие ПН'(СІ). 
2. {V>>}h>o is a regular family of finite elements, where Vh is a subspacc of V 
consisting of piecewise polynomials of degree к with к < s — 1. 
Now we have the error estimate as follows: 
THEOREM 2.4.3. If conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 and assumptions 1, 2 hold, 
then there exists a positive constant С > 0 such that 
(2.4.5) | | « - « * | | x l l 0 < C A f c | t i | f c + i . 
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 2.4.2 and the usual interpolation 
theoretic result. D 
COROLLARY 2.4.4. If conditions o/Theorem 2.3.1 and assumptions 1, 2 hold, 
then there exists a positive constant С > 0 such that 
(2.4.6) | | u - u h H o < C A * | t i U + 1 . 
Proof. Since w > ki > 0, 
_
u
„ | ) o < 1 Н « - « * ) | | о < I I " - " " I k * . 
k\ rei 
The corollary follows from Theorem 2.4.3. D 
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2.5. Comparisons with Aziz-Liu's Method 
In 1991, Aziz and Liu [1] presented a finite element method for the problem 
(2.1.1), (2.1.3) by reducing the equation to a first order system of partial differential 
equations under the following assumptions 
HI : λασ - - (au) , + -{ησ)
χ
 > k
u 
HI : α > k2, 
ЯЗ : a
x
 + ησ < 2\Jk
x
k2 
HA : σ η , |
Τ ι υ Τ 4 > 0, 
where k\ > 0 and k2 > 0 are positive constants, Ti = {(x,Q) : - 1 < χ < 0} and 
T 4 = { ( J M ) : 0 < X < 1 } . 
Though the problem (2.1.1), (2.1.3) is overdetermined in general, their method 
can be used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with a straightforward modification under # 1 -
ЯЗ. In fact, by a transformation 
и
і ι -xt -Xt 
u
 Ι , «ι = e
 л с
м, u2 = e
 ЛІ
и
х
, 
it follows from [1] that equation (2.1.1) may be written as the symmetric first-order 
system 
Aiu,; + A2ut + A3u = f, 
where 
Because of this, to solve the forward-backward equation Aziz and Liu [1] presented 
a Galerkin method to find a vector-valued function u = (щ,и2)т '• Ω —> R2, which 
is a solution of the first-order system 
(2.5.1) Aiu
x
 + A2ut + A3u = g in Ω, 
with the boundary condition M u = ui = 0 on ГгиГзиГбиГб, where the function 
g = ( / i , / 2 ) T e ( ¿ 2 ( f i ) ) 2 . 
Define a 2 χ 2 matrix-valued function Τ by Tv = Ι ν, where α 
and 7 are known function to be specified such that Τ is bounded, and define a 
function space V by V = {u e (Я 1 (Ω))2 : M u = 0}. Let В : V χ V ->• R. by 
Я(и, ) = {Lu,Tv), where (·,·) denotes the (£ 2 (Ω)) 2 inner product. Their weak 
formulation of (2.5.1) for a given g £ (Χ2(Ω))2 is: to find a u G V such that 
(2.5.2) B(u,v) = (g,Tv), V v e F . 
If Hl-HZ hold, following [1] shows that Aziz-Liu's fundamental result that 
there exists a positive constant С such that the basic condition 
| | u | | 2 < C £ ( u , u ) 
holds for problem (2.1.1), (2.1.2). 
First we show that if ЬП-ЬГЗ hold then there exist two functions q and д such 
that (2.3.2) holds. If follows from ЯЗ that there is a positive constant β > 1 such 
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that ß(ja)2 < 4Лі&2 — 2ησα
χ
 — a
2
. Let q = | l o g a — Xt and g = ησ/α. A 
straightforward computation shows that 
1 1 2 l ( (Ίσ)χ Ίσαχ \ 1 1 <*<*t ,
 λ
 1 α? 
_ Λασ - \{ac)t + \{ησ)
χ
 2ησα
χ
 + aj
 > h _ &ι&2 β (7<*)2 > ß_ 2 
a 4α 2 ~ a a 2 4 a 2 — 4 
Second, let «χ = e~Xtu, «2 = e~xtu
x
. Then u i
x
 = и 2 . If ν = (υ,0) τ , where 
ν С V, we have 
В (и, ν) = I (aauitv — au2tv + \aau\v — βσυ.\χν + ßau2v)dQ. Jn 
= Ι (ασυ,ι,ν + Хаащ — au2xv)dQ Ja. 
= / (aae~Xt(-\u + ut)v + \aae~xtuv- ae~Xtuxxv)diï Jn 
= I (aae~ utv — ae~ uxxv)dÇl 
Jn 
= / (aae~ utv + axe~ uxv + ae~ uxvx)dii — Ι σε~ nxuxvdS 
Jn JdCl 
= / (aae~ щ + a
x
e~ u
x
v + ae~ uxvx)dÇl 
Jn 
In this case, choosing tu = e~xta, we have 
B{u,v) = W(u,v), Чие Г)Н2(П)ьпа е , 
which implies that if Aziz and Liu's method is applicable to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2), so 
is the weighted Galerkin method presented here. On the other hand, the weighted 
Galerkin method needs les6 computations than Aziz-Liu's method, simply because 
the weighted Galerkin approximation is done on L2(Q) while the later one is on 
(L2(Q))2. If the weak formulation (2.5.2) is used to solve the forward-backward heat 
equation (2.1.1), (2.1.2), it requires that n , u t , u I t , « „ G L2(Q). Our variational 
formulations (2.2.1) and (2.3.1) need и € Я 1 (Ω). Finally, both methods share the 
same rate of convergence if they converge for (2.1.1), (2.1.2) in theory. 
2.6. Numerical Examples 
In this section we implement our methods for some particular examples. We 
performed all of the following experiments by using triangular elements and piece-
wise linear functions as our basis. First, we consider the example implemented in 
[1]· 
Example 5. Consider the problem (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with σ(χ,ί) = χ and 
f 2x(x2 - 1)ί[(ί - l ) 2 - 4x2 + t{t - 1)] 
-2t2[{t - l ) 2 - 24x2 + 4], Vx > 0, t б [0,1], 
ƒ ( * , * ) = < 
2 x ( x 2 - l ) ( i - l ) ( 2 í 2 - í - 4 x 2 ) 
-2 ( í - l)2(t2 - 24x2 + 4), Vx < 0, t £ [0,1], 
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where ƒ has been chosen so that 
f (*3 - 1)*2[(* - l ) 3 - 4*3], V* > 0, t G [0,1], 
[ ( x 2 - l ) ( < 2 - 4 x 2 ) ( < - l ) 2 , Vx < 0, t € [0,1]. 
For this example it is straightforward to show that 
ГЧ = {(*,<): ι ε ( - Ι , Ο ) , í = 0}, 
Γ2 = {(*,*): χ = - 1 , * G (0,1)}, 
Г 3 = {(х,<): * е ( - 1 , 0 ) , í = l } , 
Γ4 = { ( ϊ , ί ) : * 6 ( 0 , 1 ) , ί = 1 } , 
Γ
Β
 = {(*.*) = ζ = 1 , i e (0,1)}, 
Γ6 = {(*,<): x G ( 0 , l ) , í = 0}. 
In Table 1 we give some numerical results that show the performance of the Galerkin 
method. 
TABLE 1. Galerkin method with cr(x,t) = χ 
h 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
β 
1 
12 
1 
16 
1 
24 
1 
32 
max |e| 
0.5180 
0.3237 
0.1480 
0.0849 
0.0548 
0.0285 
0.0176 
L2 error 
0.2456 
0.0909 
0.0274 
0.0125 
0.0069 
0.0028 
0.0015 
L2 rate 
1.4340 
1.7301 
1.9356 
2.0655 
2.2244 
2.1696 
Let и be the solution of the forward-backward heat equation (2.1.1), (2.1.2) 
and uh be the solution of the problem (2.4.1). The L2 error in the Table 1 and 
throughout this section is defined by 
L2 error = ||u - uh | | 0 = ( ƒ |u - uh \2dü 
Subdividing Ω into squares, Aziz and Liu [1] performed their method with 
piecewise bivariate polynomials of degree< 2 as basis. Table 2 shows their numerical 
results. 
In Table 1 and Table 2, we can see the L2 error and the L2 rate of convergence 
for various meshsize h of the Galerkin method and Aziz-Liu's method, respectively. 
The corresponding max|e| and the L2 error in Table 1 are smaller than that in Table 
2. The corresponding L2 rate becomes approximately the same after h — 1/8. This 
example shows that the Galerkin method in the present paper with a basis of 
piecewise linear functions achieves at least the same accuracy as Aziz and Liu's 
method with a basis of piecewise bivariate polynomials of degree< 2 does. 
• · 
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TABLE 2. Aziz-Liu's method with σ(χ,ί) = χ 
25 
h 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
8 
1 
16 
max |e| 
4.271 
1.208 
0.316 
0.078 
L2 error 
1.104 
0.276 
0.067 
0.016 
L2 rate 
1.99 
2.02 
2.01 
The second numerical example gives some numerical results when our method 
is applied to the problem (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with ct(x,t) > π2/2 in some points of Ω. 
9π 
Example 6. Let σ(χ,<) = xexp((l — x)2) + t tan 2 — χ and 
20 
f(x,t)={ 
7ττ г49тг2 
< { c o s y χ [и£-*((< - I ) 2 - 18*2) + 18* + ((t - l)(2i - 1) - 18x2) 
(x exp((l - x)2) - <)] + c o s y χ [=£t({t - l ) 2 - 18a;2) + ((< - 1) 
2 
(2* — 1) — 18x2)(x exp((l - x)2) - t) + 18i + cos^x \^rt((t - l ) 2 
-18x 2) + 2(((i - l)(2f - 1) - 18x2)(xexp((l - x)2) +t) + 18*)] 
„„ Γ7π . 7тг 2л- . 2π . π i l
 w
 .
 r
_ ... 
—Зол; — s i n — χ + —-sin-—χ + πβιη —χ >, Vx > 0, ι G [0,1J, 
Lo 5 5 5 ζ J J 
, . r 7π Γ49π2 (< - 1){с  Icos—-χ -(ί - 1)((ί - Ι ) 2 - 18χ2) + (*(2* - 1) - 18χ2) 
2π Γ2ΤΓ2 
+ cos—-χ 
5 ^ ( ' - ΐ ) ( « - ΐ ) ' 
5 L 50 
( x e x p ( ( l - x ) 2 ) - í ) + 1 8 ( t - l ) 
-18χ 2 ) + (*(2* - 1) - 18x2))(xexp((l - χ) 2 ) - t ) + 18(* - 1)] 
2 
+ c o s | x ^-{t - 1)((ί - Ι ) 2 - 18χ2) + 2((<(2* - 1) - 18χ2) 
(χ exp((l - χ) 2) +ί) + 18(* - 1))1} - 36χ(ί - Ι ) 2 [ ^ s i n ^ x 
J J L 5 5 
2тг . 2π . τ ι ,,
 Λ r
„ ,ι 
+ — s i n — χ + πβιη-χ , Vx < 0, t G [0,1]. 
V O O ¿i 
One can check the solution of the equation is given by 
c o s | x ( c o s ^ x + l)<2[(i - l ) 2 - 18x2], Vx > 0, t G [0,1], 
c o s | x ( c o s ^ x + l)(< - \)2[t2 - 18a;2], Vx < 0, t G [0,1], 
It follows from Example 3 that there is a function g G Я 1 (Ω) such that g
x
—fft > 
\g2 with β > 1 for σ = xexp((l - x)2) + < t a n 2 | | x . Thus, the Galerkin method 
is available to this example. Γ ι , . . . , Гб are the same as those in Example 5. The 
numerical results in Table 3 show that the L2 rate is approximately 2. 
u(x,t) = < 
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TABLE 3. Galerkin Method with σ = xexp((l - x)2) + ftan2§g-x 
Λ 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
8 
1 
12 
1 
16 
1 
24 
1 
32 
max |e| 
1.2333 
0.5501 
0.2145 
0.1199 
0.0783 
0.0418 
0.0262 
L 2 error 
0.4143 
0.1450 
0.0322 
0.0136 
0.0073 
0.0030 
0.0016 
L2 rate 
1.5146 
2.1709 
2.1257 
2.1628 
2.1932 
2.1851 
Finally, the following example shows that the weighted Galerkin method can 
be used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2) efficiently even if the Galerkin method fails for the 
purpose. 
Example 7. Consider the equation (2.1.1), (2.1.2) with σ(χ,ί) = \x + ^-^t2 
and 
' <cos^{[x + (π2 + l)t2][(t - l)(2i - 1) - 8 ( v W l - l) 
n't, 
ƒ ( * . < ) = { 
exp(v/z2 + 1)] + — [ ( < - I ) 2 - 8 ( \ ¿ E 2 + 1 - l )exp(\ /x2 + l)] 
+8<[ * + l lexp(\ /x 2 + l ) } - 8;rf2xsin^exp(Vx2 + l ) , 
L V Ï + 1 J } ¿ 
V x > 0 , í € [0,1], 
(t _ i ) c o s ^ { [ x + (π 2 + 1)ί2][ί(2ί - 1) - 8(v/z2 + l - l) 
exp(v^TT)] + π 2 ( < Γ 1 } [<2 - δίχ/ϊ^+ϊ - 1) 
V ^ T T 
+ 1 exp (\/x2 + l)} exp(Vi2 + l ) ] + 8 ( < - l ) 
- 8 x i 2 x s i n ^ e x p ( \ / x 2 T T ) , Vx < 0, t G [0,1]. 
The solution of the equation is given by 
' <2cos™ [(* - l ) 2 - 8(s/x2 + 1 - 1)ехр(ч/х2 + l ) ] , Vx > 0, 
u(x,t) = < 
(t - l ) 2 c o s ^ [ * 2 - 8(\/x2 + l - l ) e x p ( v / x T + T ) ] , Vx < 0. 
In this case the Galerkin may fail when it is used to solve (2.1.1), (2.1.2) as 
mentioned in Example 4. Now we apply the weighted Galerkin method to solve 
it. To make the weighted method efficient, we will seek a function q(x,t) £ II1 (Ci) 
such that 
1 - π 2 
2<rt + cqt + q'x < — 
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and the weight w = exp(2q) is sufficient large so that the coefficient matrix of 
(2.4.3) is not near singular. To this end, let 9 = — fg- Similarly to Example 4, we 
find 
1 
-at +vqt + qx= 2 
π
2
 + 1, π2 + 1 
8 ta
¿
 + 256 
<- ι /Φ^'-^Η 
π
2 
< Τ" 
For σ = ^x + w £xt2 it is easy to see that Γι, Y-¿, Γ5, Гб are the same as those in 
Example 5, but Г3 = 0 and Г4 = {{x, 1) : χ € (—1,1)}. In Table 4, we give some 
numerical results that show the performance of the weighted Galerkin method for 
our last example. 
TABLE 4. Weighted Galerkin method with σ = \x + ^^t2 
h 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
8 
1 
12 
1 
16 
1 
24 
1 
32 
max |e| 
1.6825 
1.0249 
0 5262 
0.3233 
0 2202 
0.1223 
0 0781 
L2 error 
1.0988 
0.4510 
0.1494 
0.0736 
0.0441 
0.0212 
0.0125 
L2 rate 
1.2847 
1.5939 
1.7461 
1.7804 
1.8065 
1.8363 
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CHAPTER 3 
A Finite Element Method and Variable 
Transformations* 
A b s t r a c t . The global space time finite element method for the forward-back ward heat equation 
as introduced by Lu is generalized to include a wider class of diffusion functions σ with the use 
of a result on the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to such problems proven by Lu 
and Wen. First, the theory is extended to forward-backward equations which contain additional 
convection and mass terms and secondly, the conditions on the diffusion function under which a 
unique solution exists are further weakened via more refined estimates and transformations of the 
computational domain. Conducted numerical tests corroborate the obtained results. 
K e y w o r d s . Galerkin method, forward-backward heat equation, error estimate, variable 
transformation 
A M S s u b j e c t classifications. 65N30, 35K20 
3.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Let Í2 = {{x,t), μι(<) < x < ^г(0> 0 < ί < Τ}, where μι(2) and /І2СО are 
continuous and piecewise smooth functions on [0,T]. In this paper we consider a 
Galerkin method for the following parabolic boundary value problem 
(3.1.1) aut = uxx - qux - pu + ƒ, V ( i , ( ) £ ß , 
' t i ( / i i ( t ) ,< )=«M*) .* )=r j V í€ (0 ,T) , 
(3.1.2) ¡ u(x,0)-u0{x) ίθΓσ(χ,Ο) > О, 
. u(x,t) = и
т
(х) for σ(χ,Τ) < О, 
where σ, q, ρ, ƒ, «о, ^т are given functions. The diffusion coefficient σ changes 
sign in Ω. Problem (3.1.1), (3.1.2) arises in various applications, such as, boundary 
layer problems in fluid dynamics [18], [19], plasma physics and astrophysics in the 
study of propagation of an electron beam through the solar corona [9]. 
Problems like a(x,t)ut — uxx = f(x,t) with σ(χ,ί) taking different signs were 
first considered by Gevrey [7], [8]. He treated in particular the case σ( ι , ί ) = xm 
with m an odd integer. Later, in 1968, Baouendi and Grisvard [4] dealt with the 
case σ( ι , ί ) = χ in detail. A similar treatment in a context where the second-order 
derivative is replaced by a suitable nonlinear differential operator can be found in 
Lions' book [10]. Franklin and Rodemich [6] considered also the case <r(x,t) = χ 
and treated the equation on -co < x < o o , 0 < i < T . Recently, Lu and Wen [12] 
* This chapter is based on the paper: H. Lu and J. Maubach, A finite element method and 
variable transformations ¡or a forward-backward heat equation, (manuscript). 
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showed the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for the problem (3.1.1), 
(3.1.2) in a certain Hilbert space and that the problem (3.1.1), (3.1.2) is well posed. 
In the past few years, some authors have already paid attention to the nu­
merical solution methods for the model problem of μι(<) = —1, μ 2 (0 — 1 and 
ρ = q = UQ = UT = 0. In 1990, Vanaja and Kellogg [21] presented some iterative 
methods to solve finite difference approximation to (3.1.1), (3.1.2) if σ(χ, i) = σ(χ) 
or at(x,t) < 0. Aziz and Liu's numerical methods [3] can also be used to solve 
(3.1.1) and (3.1.2) with some straightforward modifications as mentioned in [11]. 
Their approaches are to transform the problem to the first-order systems of partial 
differential equations and to solve the systems in (£ 2(Ω) 2) by a Galerkin method. 
Recently, Lu [11] purposed a new Galerkin method for (3.1.1), (3.1.2) based on 
a simultaneous discretization of space and time variables by using continuous fi­
nite element methods without transforming the problem to a first-order system. If 
there exists a function g G Η°(Ω) such that g
x
 Ε Η°(Ω) and the Iliccati inequality 
9x — &t > kg2/2 holds with a positive constant к > 1, the method is efficient for 
solving the equation (3.1.1), (3.1.2). In particular, if σ( < π 2 /2, there exists a 
function g satisfying the condition. 
In this paper, we generalize the Galerkin methods in [11] to the general case. 
The generalization is based on the result of existence and uniqueness of a weak 
solution for (3.1.1), (3.1.2) given by Lu and Wen [12] and possesses all advantages 
of Lu's methods. We present an error analysis that shows an improvement of the 
error estimate in [11]. For the case fii(t) — —1, μ2(ί) = 1 and q = ρ = щ = UT = 0, 
Lu in [11] suggested a weighted Galerkin method for a wide class of the problems 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2). It remains a open problem how to construct a weight function 
in general. To solve a wide class of the equations (3.1.1), (3.1.2), we do variable 
transformations χ = χ and y = y[t) for the equation such that the new equation 
can be solved by the standard Galerkin method. We derive some conditions under 
which we can do the transformation to solve a wide class of equations (3.1.1), 
(3.1.2) and how to construct the transformations. In particular, the conditions are 
automatically satisfied if σ is separable, i.e., σ = K,(x)<p(t). For another important 
case where a(x,t) is a function of x + ct + d, i.e., (r(x,t) — a(x + ci + d) we first apply 
variable transformations y = χ + et + d and t = t. Then using a simple function 
transformation we obtain a forward-backward heat equation which satisfies our 
more general assumptions. 
3.2. Galerkin Approximation 
In this section we consider a finite element approximation of the equation 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2). First, we introduce some notation to be used throughout the paper. 
Denote the boundary 3Ω by Γχ U · · • U Tg, where Γ\ are defined as follows: 
14 = {(z,0) : * & Μθ),μ2(0)) Φ,Ο) < 0}, 
Γ2 = {(μι(t), t) : Í G ( 0 , T ) , } . 
Гз = {(χ,Τ) : χ G (μι(Τ),μ2(Τ)), σ(χ,Τ) < 0}, 
Γ4 = {(χ,Τ) : χ G (μι(Τ),μ2(Τ)), σ{χ,Τ) > 0}, 
Г5 = { Ы 0 . * ) : <<Ξ(0,Γ)}, 
Γ 6 = { ( Ϊ , 0 ) : χ G (μι(0),Αΐ3(0)), σ(χ,0) > 0}, 
and the outward unit vector normal to 9Ω by η = (n
r
, nt)T. 
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Let L2(Q) be the standard space of square integrable functions on Ω with inner 
product (·, ·) defined by 
( « , v ) n = / 
Jn 
uvdSl 
and norm ||U||O,ÍÍ = (u, w)5· We use also the classical Sobolev space Hm(Cl) provided 
with the norm 
1/2 
and the seminorm 
||«||m,n= i Y, í \dau\2díi) 
|«u,n = f Σ i \даи\2<т\ 
\\°\=Ja ) 
The set <7(1'0)(Ω) = {ƒ G С (Ω), f
x
 G С (Ci)} is a linear space with the operations 
(fi +f2)(x,t) = Λ ( ϊ , ί ) + fi{x,t) and (af){x,t) = af{x,t), where (x,t) G Ω, 
ƒ : Ω -> it and α G Ft. 
For ƒ G (7(Ω) the support of ƒ is the closure in Ω of the set {(x,t) G Ω : 
f(x,t) φ 0}. (7ο(Ω) is the subset of those functions in (7(Ω) with compact support. 
Similarly, we define ( # , 0 ) ( Ω ) = C^'°\0) Π (70(Ω). 
If ƒ : A —> ß and С С -A, notation f\c denotes the restriction of ƒ to C. We 
define a linear space of functions on the closure Ω as follows: 
с
(1
-
0)(П) = {ƒ!„= fec^0)(R2)}. 
On (7(1,0)(Ω) we define an inner product by 
(ƒ,ff> = / (/5 + fx9*)dQ + f K(x,t)fgdS, 
Jn Jdn 
where κ(χ,ί) is a nonnegative function on <9Ω. In the present paper we choose 
f Η, i f (* , í )Gr 1 ur 3 ur 4 ur6 , 
\ 0, if(x,<)Gr2ur5. 
Define # ( 1 , 0 ' ( Ω ) to be the completion of the linear space (7'1,0^(Ω) with the 
norm 
II · Ι Ι ( ΐ . ο ) = ( - , - > 1 / 2 · 
Then Η^·°\Ω) is a Hilbert space. 
Let U = {и G Н^-°ЦП) : и = 0 at Г2 U Г 5}. U is a Hilbert space with the 
norm || · | | ( 1 , 0 ) . Finally, define V = {v e H1^) : ν = 0 at Γ2 U Г 5}. 
Using this notation, the variational formulation of (3.1.1), (3.1.2) for given 
ƒ, q, ρ e ¿2(Ω), «о G Ь 2 (Г 6 ), ит G ¿2(Г 3) is to find a t i g V such that 
(3.2.1) a(u,v) = r(v), VveV, 
where a(u, υ) and r(v) are defined by 
a(u,v) = / (—u(av)t + u
x
v
x
 — u(qv)
x
 + puv)dQ + I \a\uvdS 
J η Jriurt 
r(u) = I fvdCl + I auo(x)vdx — Ι σητ(χ)υάχ. 
Ja Jr
e
 Jr3 
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Following the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2) in [12] for μι(ί) = a and рг(<) = b we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. If there exists a function g Ε Η°(Ω), g
x
 € #°(Ω) satisfying 
the Riccatt inequality 
β 9 
(3.2.2) g*-<rt-q* + 2p> |<7 
with β > 1, then there exists an unique solution и G С/ satisfying the weak formu­
lation (3.2.1) and 
(3.2.3) \\v\\¡l0i<Ca(v,v), Vü€V, 
where С is a positive constant, 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.1 in [12]. D 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. If at + qx-2p< c(t) < 2π2/(μ2(ί) - ni(t))2, where c(t) 
is a continuous function on [0,T], then the condition (3.2.3) holds. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that c(t) > 0 on [0,T]. Since 
c(t), ß\(t), / Í 2 ^ ) are continuous functions on [0,T], there exists a continuous 
function d(t) on [0,T] such that c(t) < d(t) < 2π2/(μ2{ί) - μι(<))2· Consider 
g = yj2c{t) t'à,n(\/d(t)/2(x — (/¿г(<) + Pi{t))/2)). Л simple computation shows that 
, ч \ М 0 / Ф ) 1 ß •> 
• vt-qx+2p>gx- c(t) > V V ^ W g 2 > ^g\ 
where β = mino<t<T \fd{t)/c(t) > 1. D 
For the case 2p — q
x
 > 0, we also have the following result: 
COROLLARY 3.2.3. Assume 2p — q
x
 > 0, σ, at, axt G С(П) are bounded. If 
there exists a continuous function r(t) such that μι(ί) < r(t) < μ2{ί) for 0 < t < Τ 
and 
1. {x - τ(ί))σ4 > 0, axt >0forat>0 and ¡ffi ^¡dx < ir/y/2, or 
2. (x - r(i))fft < 0, axt < 0 for fft < 0 and ¡fft) ^/a¡dx < ж/у/2, 
then the condition (3.2.3) holds. 
Proof. We prove for the condition 1 only. The proof for 2 follows in a similar 
way. Define a function 7 by 
{ at, if χ >r{t), 0, if χ <r(t) 
and consider the function g = v^S^tan-^- f*,t* yj^dy, where β > 1 is a positive 
constant such that β №*\ y/jdx < π/\/2. A straightforward calculation shows 
that 
í 2JL? г-н + 7 І * а п 4 Г ^tdy' [{x>T{t)' 9x={ c o s ^2Jr(t)V^idy V2 V2JT(t) 
0, if x<r(t) 
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and g
x
 is continuous on Ω under the assumptions made in the corollary. Hence, we 
have 
(3.2.4) g
x
 - crt - qx + 2p > gx - 7. 
If χ < r(t) then g
x
 — 7 = 0 > fg2. Otherwise, A computation shows that 
9χ-Ί = c o s
 72 Mt) V^d2/ V2 V2 Λ(θ 
^ 2 1 ? ^ -frrt + (/?-l)<r, 
c o s
 72Mt)^dy 
> /fottan 2 -^ / V ^ d y 
V2 Λ(ί) 
/? 2 
which leads to the desired result. Π 
Example 1. Consider σ = Cxntm — D and μ\{ί) = —è, ^г(^) = b, b > 0 and 
ρ = g = 0, where η is an odd integer, m is a positive integer, С and D are constants 
such that σ changes sign in {—b,b) χ (0,T). Then 
at =Cmx
ntm-1 < m l C ^ r 7 - 1 . 
Corollary 3.2.2 requires \C\ <
 2mt,n+aTm-i to guarantee (3.2.3). In this case, choos­
ing r(t) = 0 we find that conditions of Corollary 3.2.3 are satisfied. Furthermore, 
Corollary 3.2.3 shows a better bound \C\ < (Ц1)
 2 m t,„+iTm-i · 
This example shows that Corollary 3.2.3 indeed extends the result formulated 
in Corollary 3.2.2 in some way. 
COROLLARY 3.2.4. Assume 2p-g
x
 > 0, σ, at > 0, axt G C(ü) are bounded. If 
there exists a continuous function r(t) such that μι(ί) < r(t) < /¿г(*) for 0 < t < Τ 
and (x- r(t))a
xt > 0 for (x, t) G Ω and max ( ¡^?\ y/a¡dx, jT / t \ y/ëtdx) < π/y/U, 
then the condition (3.2.3) holds. 
Proof. Let g = y/2atta.n·^ / T , t · . y/oldy. The proof is essential the same as that 
of Corollary 3.2.3. D 
Example 2. Consider Example 1 if η is an even integer. It is easy to show that 
there is no function r(t) such that the conditions of Corollary 3.2.3 are satisfied. 
However, the conditions of Corollary 3.2.4 are satisfied for r(t) = 0. Corollary 3.2.4 
shows a bound С < (Ц1) гтб-'+'т"'-' f o r (3-2.3) which is larger that
 2 m b „ j i T " - t 
a bound of С required by Corollary 3.2.2 for (3.2.3). 
Let Vh be a finite dimensional subspace of Hilbert space V. The approximation 
of (3.2.1) is to find a discrete solution uh G Vh such that 
(3.2.5) a{uh,vh) = r{vh), Vv* 6 V4. 
THEOREM 3.2.5. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 hold, then there 
exists a unique uh G V* satisfying (3.2.5). Moreover 
(3.2.6) | | t i* | | ( 1 , 0 ) < C(||/| |o,n + | |M 1 / 2 «o| |o,r . + НМ 1 / 2«т| |о,г,), 
where С is a positive constant. 
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Proof. Let {φ,} be a basis for Vh and denote uh = ^,и,ф,, и — (u\,... ,u
n
)T 
and b = (61, . . . , 6„) T , where 6, = г(ф1). Then u is the solution of the following 
linear system 
(3.2.7) Ли = Ь, 
where A = (a»j)"J =] with α,·_, = a{tj>j^l). It follows from (3.2.3) that Л is a positive 
definite matrix. Hence, (3.2.7) has a unique solution. 
Applying Theorem 3.2.1 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 
ll«*ll(i,o) < Cia{u\uh) = Cir(uH) 
= d ( i fuhdQ + / auQ{x)uhdx - J auT(x)uhdxA 
< ci(imio.«ii«fciio.«+HH^uoikr.iiki1/ ц0,Гб 
+ I I M 1 / V r | | o , r 3 | | k | 1 / V | | 0 i r 3 ) 
< C i | | « h | | ( l l 0 ) ( | | / | | 0 l n + ІІИ1/2«о||о,Гв + | | Μ 1 / 2 « Τ | | Ο , Γ , ) , 
which implies the inequality (3.2.6). D 
3.3. E r r o r Analysis 
In this section, we derive error estimates for the Galerkin approximation (3.2.5). 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let и and uh be solutions of problem (3.2.1) and (3.2.5), 
respectively. If the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 hold. Then there exists a positive 
constant С such that 
(3.3.1) \\u-u%li0)<C inf | | и - т Л | | 1 і П . 
vhçVh 
Proof. For a given vh £ Vh Theorem 3.2.1 shows that 
\\uh - vh\\\ifl) <Cia{uh -vh,uh -vh) 
< Cia{u-vh,uh -vh) 
= Ci (J (-(ti - vh)(a(uh - vh))t + (u - vH)x{uh - t,*)r 
- ( u - vh){q{uh - vh))x + p(u - vh){uh - vh)) d£l 
+ / a(u - vh)(uh - vh)ds) 
= Ci Π (σ(« - vh)t{uh - vh) + (11 - vh)x(uh - vh)x 
q{u - vh)
x
{uh - vh) +p(u - vh)(uh - »*)) dn 
+ f a ( u - « * ) ( u h - t ; * ) ) d 5 - / σ(« - vh){uh - vh)dS 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 
/ (σ(ιι - vh)t(uh - «h) + (u - vh)x{uh - v'% 
Ja 
q(u - vh)
x
{uh - vh) +p(u - vh){uh - vh)) dÜ 
< f?||u - ^ | | ι , η ( | | « Λ - ^ | | 2 , n + | | (« л - vhU\l
n
Y'2, 
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where η is a positive constant. On the other hand, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
and the trace inequality (Necas, 1967 [15], pp 84) shows that 
Ι σ{η - vh){uh - vh)dS 
< (Í a(u-vh)2ds) (I a{uh-vh)2ds\ 
< № - « * l l i , n ( / cr(uh-vh)2ds\ , 
re 
\ 1/2 / л \ 1/2 
where βι is a positive constant Similarly, there is a positive constant ßi such that 
- Í a{u - vh)(uh - vh)dS < ß2\\u - vh\\1¡n (- f σ(«Λ - vh)2ds) . 
Therefore 
¿ l l u - w % i ) < 4 ΐ Ι « - * Ί ΐ ι , η Ι | « * - « Λ | | , ,
η 
+0і\\и- %
а
П a(uh-vh)2ds\ 
+ß2\\u-vh\\i,n(- f a(uh-vh)2ds) 
1/2 
La 
..All IL.Л Л | < C 2 | | u - i ; A | | x i n | | « f t - t ; f t | | ( l i o ) 
Choosing Сз = C\Ci shows that 
||t*fc — wA[l(i.0) < Call« — w||i,o 
Again using the trace inequality (Necas, 1967 [15], pp 84) shows that there 
exists a positive constant /?з such that 
ΜΙ(ΐ,ο) < Ä l M k n , Vu G V 
Hence, 
II« - «Λ | |(ΐ
ι 0 ) < II" - ι>Ίΐ(ι,ο) + ||ti* - fh||(i,o) < ßz\W - t;ft||i,n + ||ti* - г;л | | ( 1 ) 0 ). 
Choosing С — ßz -f Сз finishes our proof Π 
To analyze the error of our method, we make the following assumptions: 
1 There is an s > 0 such that и G V Π Я'(Ω) 
2 {Vh}h>o is a regular family of finite elements, where Vh is a subspace of V 
consisting of piecewise polynomials of degree к with к < s — 1. 
Now we have the error estimate as follows 
THEOREM 3 3 2 If the conditions o/Theorem 3 2 1 and assumption 1, 2 hold, 
then there exists a positive constant С such that 
(3 3 2) | | u - u * | | ( l i 0 ) < C A * M f c + 1 , n 
Proof The theorem follows from Theorem 3 3 1 and from standard interpola­
tion theoretical results Π 
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3.4. Variable Transformations 
In this section, we consider variable transformations for the equation. Our 
purpose is to search transformations such that we can solve a wide class of equation 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2) by using the method in §3.2 after the transformations. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that there is no point <o G (Ο,ΐ1) such that a(x,to) = 0 for 
all χ G (μι(ί),μ2(ί)), because we can divide the problem (3.1.1), (3.1.2) into two 
subproblems 
aut = uxx — qux — pu + ƒ, V(x,t) Είϊι, 
Γ ufa1{t),t) = ufa(t),t) = 0 Vi € (0,1ο), 
[ u(x, 0) = u0(x) for σ(χ, 0) > 0, 
where Ωι = {(χ,ί) : (x,t) £ Ω and 0 < t < to}, and 
crut = uxx - qux - pu + ƒ, V(x, t) G Ω2, 
f υ{μι{ή,ΐ) = υ(μ2(ί),ί) = 0 VíG(ío,r), 
\ w(x, T) = м
т
(ж) for σ(χ, Τ) < 0, 
where Ω2 = {(x,t) : (χ J) G Ω and ¿о < t < Τ}. According to Lu and Wen's result 
on existence and uniqueness [12] both subproblems have unique weak solutions. 
Therefore, wc solve the subproblems separately if there is such a point. Let y = y(t) 
be a function such that y(0) = 0, y(T) < oo and y'(t) > 0, for t G (0,T). After the 
transformations χ = χ and y — y(t), the problem (3.1.1), (3.1.2) becomes 
(3.4.1) a(x,y)vt = vxx -qvx - pv + f, V ( i , i ) £ f i , 
(3.4.2) 
f w(/ii(*(»)),ff)=«(/*2(i(î/)),y) = 0, і/е(0,»(Г)), 
ν(χ,ϋ) — uo(x) f o r a ( x , 0 ) > 0 , 
υ{χ,y(T)) = ит(х) for а(х,у{Т)) < 0, 
where Ω = {{х,у) : μι(^)) < χ < μ2(<(2/)), 0 < y < y(T)}, t(y) is the inverse of 
У = yß), v(x,y) = u[x,t), a(x,y) = y'(t)a(x,t), q(x,y) = q{x,t), p(x,y) = p(x,t) 
and f(x,y) = f{x,t)- A straightforward computation shows that 
(3.4.3) ay = at + a{\ogy'Y. 
Our task now is to find a transformation у — y(t) such that 
(3.4.4) at + <r(log2/)' + qx-2p< Cl(t), 
where Ci(<) < 2π2/(μ2(ί) — μι{ί))2 is continuous function in [0,T]. 
We now consider conditions for existence of a transformation у = y(t) satisfying 
the condition (3.4.4) and how to construct the transformation. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let Ω0 = {(x,t) : σ{χ,ί) = 0, (x,t) G Ω}, Ωι(ί) = {χ : 
σ(χ,ί) > 0, χ G (μι(0./*2(ί))}. Ω2(ί) = {Χ : σ(χ,ί) < 0, χ G (μ1{ί)ίμ2{ή)}, 
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c(x,t) and r(x,t) be continuous functions defined on Ω. Fort G (Ο,Τ) define 
M0 = < 
i n f h c - a t - r ) , ^ Ω ι ( < ) # 0 , 
ΓςΩι(ί) σ 
M*) = { 
sup - ( c - t r t - r ) , ifdl{t) = Ç\, 
ien2(t) σ 
sup - ( c - a t - r ) , ¿ /Ω 2 (<)^0, 
ί€Ω2(ί) ^ 
inf ί ( ο - σ , - Γ ) , ι/Ω2(ΐ) = 0-
x€üi(t) σ 
Ifat(x,t) + r< c(x,t) for all (x,t) G Ωο and #ι(ί) > 02(ί), ίΛεη there exist a smooth 
function y = y(t) satisfying 
(3.4.5) at + a{\ogy')' + r<c{x,t). 
Proof. It is readily seen that Ωι(ί) and Ω2(ί) are open sets for fixed t G (0,T). 
Denote 
Ω! = {t : Ωι(ί) ^ 0, ί G (Ο,Τ)}, Ω2 = {< : Ω2(ί) φ 0, i G (0,Τ)}. 
Then Ωχ and Ω2 are also open sets. 
Since at(x,t) + r < c(x,t) for all (x,t) G Ωο and there is no t G (Ο,Τ) such that 
a(x,t) = 0 for all χ G (α,b), functions \{і) and 02(ί) are well defined for t G (О,Γ). 
On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that \(і) and #2(i) a r e continuous 
on Ωι and Ω2, respectively. This implies that there is no t G (Ο,Τ) such that both 
θ\(ί) and 02(t) are discontinuous at t because Ωι υ Ω 2 = (Ο,Τ). Hence, there exists 
a continuous function 9(t) such that #2(t) < 0(f) < #i(f). Let y be a solution of 
(logy7)' = 9(t). Then y is a smooth function on (0,T). If (x,t) G Ωο, it is clear that 
(3.4.5) holds. If (x,t) G Ω and χ G Ωι(ί), a straightforward computation shows 
that 
σ { + a(\ogy'Y + r < at + σθ(ϊ) +r < at + r + a(-(c- at - r)) = с 
o~ 
If (x,t) G Ω and χ G Ω2(ί), the conclusion follows in a similar way. D 
THEOREM 3.4.2. Ifa = κ{χ)ψ{ί), <p(t) G С 1 (Ο,Τ) and<p(t) φ 0 fort G (Ο,Τ), 
then there exists a smooth function y(t) G [Ο,Τ] such that 
(3.4.6) y(0) = 0, y'(i) > 0, V< G (0,T), y(T) < H-co, 
(3.4.7) σ, + r(logy')' < c(í) < 2ττ2/(μ2(ί) - μ ι ( ί ) ) 2 , 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that ψ{ί) > 0 for t G (0, Τ). If there 
exist positive constants C\, C2 and sufficient small δ\ and i 2 such that 
(3.4.8) p ( f ) > Cit, ί € ( 0 , ί ι ) , v ( i ) > C a ( T - í ) , < G ( T - Í 2 , T ) 
Let c(x,í) = en(x)ip(t), where ε is a positive constant such that c(x,t) < с < 
2π2/(μ2(*) - μι( ί)) 2 · L e t Φ Ό = 0. It follows from Theorem 3.4.1 that 
í1(í)=ff !(<) = í ( i ) = ( e - l ) ^ ( i ) M í ) . 
Let 
(4т)1"*· 
Then у satisfies the condition (3.4.6). Theorem 3.4.1 shows that у satisfies (3.4.7). 
Jo 
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Otherwise, we have ψ -> 0 and tp'{t) -> 0 if t ->• 0 or t -» T. Denote Ω{ = 
{t; t G (Ο,Τ") and <p'(t) < Í } , where S is a positive constant such that κ(χ)δ < 
2π2/(μ2(<) - μι (O)2 f o r (*.<) G Ω and t G (Ο,Γ) - fit. Define 
c(x,í) = 
κ(χ)φ'(ί), if (χ,ί) e Ω and t G Ω4 
K ( I ) J , if (z , i ) f ìandi e ( Ο , Γ ) - Ω ί 
A simple computation shows that 
0, titers 
θ
λ
(ί) = θ2(ί) = θ(ί) = 
(δ-φ'(ί))/
Ψ
(ί), if t e (ο,τ)-íit 
Let 
y = Μ f expf / e(t)dt)dt. 
It is straightforward to show that (3.4.6) holds. Furthermore, Theorem 3.4.1 shows 
that y satisfies (3.4.7). D 
If 2p — q
x
 > 0 and <r(x,i) = κ(χ)φ(ί), Theorem 3.4.2 shows that we can 
always find transformations χ = χ and y = y(t) such that (3.4.4) holds for c\(t) < 
2τΓ2/(μ2(<) —μι(О) 2 because 
at + σ(1οβ у')' + qx-2p = at + ff(log у')' + qx-2p<at + <r(log y')'. 
Therefore, we can use our method to solve the problem (3.4.1), (3.4.2). In particu­
lar, we can solve the model problem of ρ = q = 0 if σ = κ(χ)φ(ϊ) without any other 
condition. 
Now we consider the case where q = 0, ρ > 0 and σ is a function of χ + et + d, 
i.e., σ = σ(χ + et + d), where с is a constant. With the use of the transformation 
ί = t and y = χ + et + d we obtain a new equation 
(3.4.9) 
(3.4.10) { 
a(y)vt = Vyy - ca{y)vy - pv + ƒ, V(y, t) G Ω, 
( υ{μ1{ί) + et + d,t) = w(/ia(t) + et + d,t) = 0, Vi G (0,7'), 
v(y, 0) = u0(y - d) for σ(#) > 0, 
. u{x, Τ) = uT(y -cT-d) for a(y) < 0, 
where Ω = {(y, t) : μχ(ί) + et + d < y < μ2(ί) + et + d, 0 < t < T}. Let function 
w = exp(-§ jf0y σ{ζ)άζ)ν. Then the problem (3.4.9), (3.4.10) becomes 
(3.4.11) 
(3.4.12) i 
a(y)wt = Wyy - pw + f, Ϋ(ΐ/,ί)£Ω, 
С wfa1{t) + ct + d,t) = wto{t)+ct + d,t) = 0, Ví€ (Ο,Γ). 
tu(y, 0) = uio(y) for a(y) > 0, 
k w(x,T) = wr[y) for ст(у) < 0, 
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where 
P = P + ( f < r ( y ) ) 2 - § T ' ( y ) , ƒ = exp(-§_/>(*)<**)ƒ, 
w0{y) = e x p ( - § J* a(z)dz)u0(y-d), 
wT(y) = e x p ( - % fi¡a{z)dz)uT(y- cT- d). 
We now prove that our method is applicable to the problem (3.4.11), (3.4.12). By 
using Theorem 3.2.1, our task is to search a smooth function g(y) such that 
с
2
 c
2
 1 
g' + 2p>g'+p-ca' + -a2 > g'- ca' + - a2 > -g2, 
i.e., 
(3.4.13) r ' > ì r ( r + 2<r), 
where г = g — ca. Assume that \ca\ < M for ail (y,t) £ Ω and M > 1. It is readily 
seen that r — 2eexp(Mj/)/(l - eexp(My)) satisfies (3.4.13), where ε is a positive 
constant such that 1 — eexp(My) > 0 for (y,t) G Ω. Therefore g = ca + г. 
A example given in [11] shows that if at > π 2 /2 in every point of Ω directly using 
Lu's method fails to solve the forward-backward heat equation. The situation is the 
same for the generalization in the present paper simply because the generalization 
is reduced to Lu's method if ^i(i) = —1, μι(ί) — 1 and ρ = q = щ(х) = ит{х) = 0. 
However, we can solve all forward-backward heat equation for which a(x,t) = 
a(x + ct + d), q — 0 and ρ > 0. Therefore, the use of a variable transformation leads 
indeed to a substantial improvement of the generalization of Lu's method presented 
in this paper. 
3.5. Numer ica l Tests 
Most test examples involve identical numerical methods which are commented 
upon below first. Afterwards, the numerical tests are presented. Emphasis is placed 
on examples out of the extended class of problems of the form (3.1.1) which can be 
solved with the use of the theory presented in this paper. 
We now consider the numerical methods which are used to perform the tests. 
Except when mentioned otherwise the methods described below are used for all 
tests. First, consider the mesh generation and refinement. The coarse grids are of 
the Tucker-Whitney triangular type described by Todd in [14]. The grid refinement 
used to create finer (uniform) meshes is of the bisection type applicable to arbitrary 
space dimensions as described in Maubach [13]. Secondly, the finite element bases 
used are conforming bases of polynomial degree к which are for instance described 
by Zienkiewicz in [22]. Whenever the polynomial degree is not mentioned explicitly, 
degree к = 1 is assumed. 
The discrete systems were all solved with the use of iterative solution methods. 
Because the global finite element presented in this paper to solve the forward-
backward heat equation always leads to a non-symmetric discrete system due to the 
discretization of the time variable, the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method 
(PCG) was not considered. Here, all discrete solutions are computed with the 
Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) by Sonneveld from [17] and in all cases this 
method is accelerated with an ILU(O) preconditioner. Also the Generalized Minimal 
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Residual method (GMRES) by Saad and Schultz described in [16], the Generalized 
Conjugate Gradient Least Squares method (GCGLS) by Axelsson in [2] and [1] 
were used for several tests. As they took usually few more iterations, all tests are 
presented with CGS for sake of brevity and to make comparison easier. The initial 
solution used by the iterative solver is a vector of which each coefficient is related 
to one finite element basis function and corresponding support point, called node. 
Below, this vector has the correct value for nodes at the Dirichlet boundary, and 
the value 0 at all other nodes. The stopping criterion is of the form 
(3.5.1) \\r{k%<e 
where, unless mentioned otherwise, e = I O - 8 . Here, r( f c ' is the k-ih updated residual 
(as is usual with many iterative methods, CGS updates the residual independently 
from the solution in order to save a matrix multiplication) which is identical to 
Ax(ki — b if there are no round-off errors. The difference between r ^ and Ах^ — b 
was monitored and turned out to be negligible for all tests. Finally, the ILU(O) 
preconditioner (due to its inexact nature) depends on the numbering of the finite 
element basis functions. For uniform meshes and diffusion dominated problems, 
the preconditioner works well independent on the numbering but for locally refined 
meshes this is not necessarily the case. In all examples, the nodes were numbered 
left right and bottom up. For a few examples a different numbering was tested 
(right to left, top to bottom) but no large discrepancies in numbers of iterations 
were found. As usual, the ILU(O) preconditioner performs well for piecewise linear 
к = 1 finite element discretization of (3.1.1) when q — 0 and ρ > 0. 
The discrete system's coefficients were computed with quadrature were as usual 
the degree of the rule is taken to be 2k, in order to take into account the term cuv 
in the variational formulation. However, in the case where the solution or one of 
its derivatives is non-continuous (see below) across an element edge a quadrature 
rule was used with only quadrature points strictly interior to the element. In the 
case of к = 1, for instance, we used rule "T2: 5-1" of degree 5 from Stroud [20], 
page 314. For higher k, most quadrature formulas were taken from the paper [5] 
by Duvenant. The integrals over the edges involved with the | | . ||(i,o) norm were 
computed with the standard Gauss-Legendre formulas of degree 2k. 
Finally, the error estimates shown in the tables below were obtained by quad­
rature identical to the quadrature used for the construction of the linear systems of 
equations, i.e., we made no use of quadrature rules of order higher than 2k. Each 
table with measured convergence rates will show per row, from the first column 
to the last one in order: the minimum element diameter of the related mesh, the 
number of unknowns for the this mesh and the calculated rate of convergence of 
и — u
h
 measured with an approximate L°° norm, L2 norm, H1 semi-norm 
(3.5.2) \\u\\= Π j ul + uUxdt\ 
and the | | . ||(i,o) norm, abbreviated with W. Due to the time-derivative in this semi 
H1 norm, the W norm errors may be less than errors in this former norm. Tables 
which contain the actual error will show the actual errors in the same order and do 
not contain the column which shows the number of unknowns. 
It is reconsidered in order to corroborate the error estimate (3.3.2) in Theo­
rem 3.3.2 for several degrees к of finite element polynomial approximations. The 
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ащ = u
xx
 - qu
x
 - pu + f, V(x, t) € Ω = (-1,1) χ (0,1), 
u(x,t) 
equation is 
(3.5.3) 
complemented with boundary conditions as in (3.1.2). For the first example, we 
choose ρ = q = 0 and σ = (π2 — l)x/2. The function ƒ is taken such that the 
solution of the above equation is given by 
(x - l)H2[(t - l ) 2 - 4x2] Vx > 0, t e [0,1], 
(χ _ 1)2(ί _ 1)2(ί2 _ 4 ι 2 ) VX < 0, ί £ [0, 1]. 
The solution has a discontinuous second derivative in x, whence a higher order 
quadrature rule is used as described above. Because q = ρ = 0 and at = 0, both 
Corollary 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.3 in combination with Theorem 3.2.1 show that 
the solution to (3.5.3) is unique. 
Tables 1 and 3 below show the rate of convergence of и — uh on subsequent 
uniform grids (/Ϊ,+Ι = /ц/2) (approximates the exponents к in (3.3.2)) for degrees 
1 and 3 polynomial finite element approximation, respectively. On the finest mesh 
the discrete Galerkin systems resulting from (3.5.3) involves 33153 and 74305 un­
knowns. Tables 2 and 4 shows the size of the actual errors. 
TABLE 1. Galerkin convergence rates for example 3, к = 1. 
h 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
Ν 
45 
153 
561 
2145 
8385 
33153 
max |e| 
1.263 
1.595 
1.800 
1.894 
1.929 
1.955 
L2 
2.159 
2.252 
2.094 
2.033 
2.015 
2.008 
Я
1 
0.823 
1.056 
1.023 
1.008 
1.003 
1.001 
W 
1.003 
1.159 
1.062 
1.017 
1.004 
1.001 
TABLE 2. Errors of Galerkin method for example 3, к = 1. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
max |e| 
0.68D+00 
0.28D+00 
0.94D-01 
0.27D-01 
0.72D-02 
0.19D-02 
0.49D-03 
L2 
0.47D+00 
0.10D+00 
0.22D-01 
0.52D-02 
0.12D-02 
0.31D-03 
0.79D-04 
tf1 
0.23D+01 
0.13D+01 
0.65D+00 
0.32D+00 
0.16D+00 
0.79D-01 
0.39D-01 
W 
0.17D+01 
0.88D+00 
0.39D+00 
0.19D+00 
0.94D-01 
0.46D-01 
0.23D-01 
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TABLE 3. Galerkin convergence rates for example 3, к = 3. 
h 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
Ν 
325 
1225 
4753 
18721 
74305 
max |e| 
4.155 
3.839 
3.683 
3.804 
3.880 
L2 
4.250 
4.062 
4.021 
4.002 
3.992 
tf1 
3.419 
2.969 
2.986 
2.993 
2.992 
W 
3.082 
3.031 
3.001 
2.995 
2.996 
TABLE 4. Errors of Galerkin method for example 3, к = 3. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
max |e| 
0.31D-01 
0.17D-02 
0.12D-03 
0.96D-05 
0.69D-06 
0.46D-07 
L 2 
0.12D-01 
0.64D-03 
0.38D-04 
0.23D-05 
0.14D-06 
0.93D-08 
Я
1 
0.23D+00 
0.21D-01 
0.27D-02 
0.34D-03 
0.43D-04 
0.54D-05 
W 
0.94D-01 
0.11D-01 
0.13D-02 
0.17D-03 
0.21D-04 
0.26D-05 
For the second case, the solution и to equation (3.5.3) is identical to the previous 
solution, but here we take ρ = —4x, ρ = — 4 and adapt ƒ. For the sake of simplicity, 
σ is taken to be the same as in the first example. According to Corollary 3.2.2, 
ft + 9x — 2p = 4 whence the requirement (3.2.2) is satisfied and a unique solution и 
exists according to Theorem 3.2.1. Tables 5 through 8 show the rates of convergence 
and actual errors for а к = 1 and к = 3 solution. Both tests corroborate to the 
predicted | | . ||(li0)-convergence rate of order к by Theorem 3.3.2. The observed rate 
of convergence in the L2 norm, not theoretically founded in this paper, turns out 
to be of the order к + 1. 
TABLE 5. Galerkin convergence rates for example 4, к — 1. 
h 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
max |e| 
1.922 
1.618 
1.833 
1.908 
1.943 
1.966 
L2 
2.007 
2.295 
2.118 
2.044 
2.023 
2.014 
Я
1 
0.951 
1.085 
1.035 
1.013 
1.006 
1.003 
W 
1.090 
1.187 
1.070 
1.019 
1.005 
1.001 
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TABLE 6. Errors of Galerkin method for example 4, к = 1. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
max |e| 
0.11D+01 
0.30D+00 
0.10D+00 
0.28D-01 
0.74D-02 
0.19D-02 
0.49D-03 
L2 
0.68D+00 
0.17D+00 
0.34D-01 
0.80D-02 
0.19D-02 
0.47D-03 
0.11D-03 
Я
1 
0.31D+01 
0.16D+01 
0.77D+00 
0.37D+00 
0.18D+00 
0.93D-01 
0.46D-01 
W 
0.19D+01 
0.91D+00 
0.40D+00 
0.19D+00 
0.94D-01 
0.46D-01 
0.23D-01 
TABLE 7. Galerkin convergence rates for example 4, к = 3. 
Л 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
max |e| 
4.597 
3.895 
3.722 
3.824 
L2 
4.005 
4.007 
4.019 
4.042 
Я
1 
3.561 
2.961 
2.978 
2.984 
W 
3.096 
3.038 
3.003 
2.996 
TABLE 8. Errors of Galerkin method for example 4, к = 3. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
max |e| 
0.47D-01 
0.19D-02 
0.13D-03 
0.99D-05 
0.70D-06 
L2 
0.16D-01 
0.99D-03 
0.61D-04 
0.38D-05 
0.23D-06 
Я
1 
0.26D+00 
0.22D-01 
0.29D-02 
0.37D-03 
0.46D-04 
W 
0.95D-01 
0.11D-01 
0.13D-02 
0.17D-03 
0.21D-04 
Here, due to a negative mass term and higher polynomial degree (k = 3) 
the ILU(0) preconditioner performed rather poorly. Orthogonality of the iterative 
solution method (here CGS) is partially lost: the first time the updated residual met 
the stop criterion its magnitude was ||r^fc'||2 = 0.992d— 11 while the actual residual 
turned out to be ЦАг^^ — 6||г = 0.617d— 05, several orders of magnitude larger. 
This was overcome with a restart of CGS taking the newly computed approximate 
solution x(fc) to be the initial solution (such strategy would not work for stationary 
iterative solution methods). 
Finally, consider example 3 where one takes σ = acx(t + 1) with о = 2 and с = 
π
2 /2 and where ρ = q — 0. Because σ is separable, we can apply the transformation 
y(t) = ln(i + l)/ln(2). 
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The transformed problem is solved on subsequent uniform grids, as previously 
created with refinement, where the mesh size parameter is given by h = 1/2', ι > 2. 
After the discrete solution to the transformed equation (but on the uniform grid) is 
computed, the grid and its related solution is backwards transformed via / = 2y — 1, 
after which table 10 with discretization errors and 9 with rates of convergence are 
computed. Clearly, also under this transformation the discretization error estimate 
holds. 
TABLE 9. Galerkin convergence rates for example 5, к = 1. 
h 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
max |e| 
2.037 
1.599 
1.646 
1.848 
1.942 
1.934 
L2 
2.681 
2.567 
2.241 
2.071 
2.020 
2.006 
tf1 
1.073 
1.230 
1.106 
1.029 
1.007 
1.002 
W 
1.276 
1.378 
1.159 
1.045 
1.011 
1.003 
TABLE 10. Errors of Galerkin method for example 5, к = 1. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
0.015625 
0.007812 
max |e| 
0.96D+00 
0.23D+00 
0.77D-01 
0.24D-01 
0.68D-02 
0.17D-02 
0.46D-03 
L2 
0.64D+00 
0.10D+00 
0.17D-01 
0.36D-02 
0.85D-03 
0.21D-03 
0.52D-04 
tf1 
0.28D+01 
0.13D+01 
0.58D+00 
0.27D+00 
0.13D+00 
0.66D-01 
0.33D-01 
W 
0.28D+01 
0.11D+01 
0.44D+00 
0.20D+00 
0.96D-01 
0.48D-01 
0.24D-01 
TABLE 11. Galerkin convergence rates for example 5, к = 3. 
h 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
max |e| 
3.786 
3.808 
3.952 
3.703 
L2 
4.246 
4.175 
4.064 
4.018 
tf1 
3.195 
2.975 
2.978 
2.994 
W 
3.138 
3.066 
3.020 
3.002 
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TABLE 12. Errors of Galerkin method for example 5, к = 3. 
h 
0.500000 
0.250000 
0.125000 
0.062500 
0.031250 
max |e| 
0.23D-01 
0.17D-02 
0 12D-03 
0 79D-05 
0 60D-06 
L2 
0.10D-01 
0.53D-03 
0.29D-04 
0.17D-05 
0.11D-06 
Hl 
0.15D+00 
0.17D-01 
0.22D-02 
0.28D-03 
0.35D-04 
W 
0.10D+00 
0.11D-01 
0.13D-02 
0.17D-03 
0.21D-04 
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CHAPTER 4 
A Barrier on Finite-Difference Schemes of Positive 
Type* 
Abstract. In this note it is shown a uniform consistency barrier on finite difference schemes of 
positive type for convection-diffusion equations, i.e., any difference scheme of positive type cannot 
approximate Lu — — с Au + f · Vu + gu to 0(ha) (or > 1) accuracy uniformly in ε. 
Key words, difference schemes of positive type, truncation error, uniform-difference scheme, 
convection-diffusion equation 
A M S subject classifications. 65L05, 65N06 
4.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Consider a discrete method for solving a differential equation Lu = ƒ. Let Lh 
be a discrete approximation to L defined on a difference or finite element mesh Ω/, 
depending on some meshwidth h. Lh is monotone if LhV > 0 implies υ > 0, where ν 
is a function defined on Qy,. Let w be a barrier function, i.e., a normalized function 
with maxw(x,) = 1, such that Lhw(x,) > с > 0, Vx, G Ω/,. If Lh is monotone, it is 
shown (see [1] for instance) that 
РлЧісо^С-
1
, 
where | |£j , | | r o = supu;é0 ЦХ-л^ Цоо/Ц^ Цоо and ||υ||οο = т а х
І і е П ) , \ (х,)\ is the maxi­
mum norm, and the discretization error ||u — u/,||oo is bounded by the truncation 
error \\LhU — /||oo as follows: 
||« - илЦоо < c~l\\Lhu - /H«,. 
In general, it is not easy to check if a discrete difference linear operator Lh is 
monotone. Consider a finite difference scheme 
(4.1.1) Lhku=(2a0 0 Г ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) 
• l = - P l U = - P * 
in k-Ό for a uniform mesh, where и is a function defined on Ω/,, T(/?i,/?2, · · · ,ßk) 
is a translation operator defined by 
T{ßi,ß2,.... А ) в ( ц , x2,... ,Xk) = u(xi + fah, x 2 + & Л , . . . , χ* + ßkh), 
* This chapter is based on the paper: H. Lu, A uniform-consistency barrier on finite-
difference schemes of positive type for convection-diffusion equations, SIAM J. Sci. Comput. 
16 (1995), pp 169-172. 
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and the /?j's are integers. ¿£ is of positive type if 
(4.1.2) aili2...ik > 0, 
4 = - P i , · · · , ? 1 , «2 = - P 2 > · • • ,Ç2, · • · , ¿fc = - P A , · · · ,9fc, 
9 i 92 9* 
(4.1.3) 2a0 o> Σ E ·· Σ ai··* ·*· 
It is well known that L¿ is automatically monotone if £¿ is of positive type. Henee 
much attention has been paid to difference schemes of positive type [3], [5], [7], [8], 
[9]. In particular, difference schemes are useful for numerical methods for singular 
perturbation problems [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Unfortunately, in 1978, Kellogg 
and Tsan [7] showed that any 3-point difference scheme of positive type cannot 
approximate L(u) = —ευ" + b(x)u' + g(x)u to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly 
in ε. This implies that it is difficult to obtain a highly accurate approximation 
of the solution if any 3-point difference scheme of positive type with meshpoints 
independing on ε is used to solve a convection-diffusion equation —ε«" + b(x)u' + 
g(x)u = 0. Note that this barrier can be overcome somehow in one dimension 
by slightly adding meshpoints depending on ε. Recently, Axelsson and Nikolova 
showed an 0(h2) accuracy uniformly in ε by using 0 ( l o g £ - 1 + /ι - 1 ) points [2]. 
The aim of this note is to show that any difference scheme of positive type 
cannot approximate Lu — —εΑιι + f -Vu+gu to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly 
in ε. It is shown first that any difference scheme of positive type cannot approximate 
L(u) = —ευ." + b(x)u' + g(x)u to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly in ε, which 
generalizes the result given by Kellogg and Tsan [7]. We then extend the result to 
higher dimensions. 
4.2. Main Results 
Let Lh be a discrete approximation to an operator L defined on a difference 
rnesh Ω/, depending on some meshwidth h and a(h) be a positive function of the 
mesh width h. If there exists a positive constant С independent of h such that 
(4.2.1) \Lhv{xi) - Lv(xi)\ < Ca(h),Vxt £ ΩΛ, 
where ν is a smooth function, it is said that L/, approximates L to 0(a(h)) accuracy. 
Let 
- 1 g 
(4.2.2) Lhv
n
 =a0(h,n)vn - £ ] α,·(/ι,η)υη+ι· - y^a¡{h,n)vn+i 
i=—p t = l 
denote an approximation to the operator Lu = —εη" 4- f(x)u' + g(x)u, where ρ 
and q are nonnegative integers and f(x) is not identically zero. First we prove that 
any difference scheme Lh of positive type cannot approximate L to 0(ha) (a > 1) 
accuracy uniformly in ε. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. Suppose that LH approximates L to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy 
uniformly m ε. Then Lh is not of positive type. 
Proof. Denote a» = a¡(h,n) , i — —ρ,... ,q, for convenience in the proof. 
Under the assumption of the theorem, Lh(xk) = L{xk) + 7* for к — 0,1, 2, where 
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І7АІ < Cfc/í", Ck is independent of Λ and ε. Hence 
- i я 
· = — ρ 1=1 
- 1 Я 
- ^2 α, (χ + ¿ή) + α0χ - J ^ α, ( ι -f ¿Λ) = ƒ (ζ) + g (χ)χ + 7ι, 
j = —ρ » = 1 
- 1 g 
- ^2 α,(χ + ih)2 + α0χ2 -^2<ι,(χ + ih)2 
ι =—ρ 1=1 
= -2ε + 2/(χ)χ + g(x)x2 + 72-
By direct computation, one obtains the following equations. 
-1 я 
- Σ α, + α0 - Σ
 α
· = 9ІХ) + 7ο, 
! = — ρ »=1 
- 1 9 
Σ
 ia
» - Σ
ΐ α
* = ( Я 1 ) + 7 ι - ζ7ο)Λ_ 1, 
ι =—ρ t = l 
- 1 Я 
- Σ
 г
'
2а
· " Σ*
2 α
· = ( - 2 e + ъ - 2хъ+χ2ι°)Η~2-
ι =—ρ 1 = 1 
Adding the last two equations shows 
ρ ч 
(4.2.3) ^ г'(г' - ^ 0 - · + Σ г ' ( г ' + ^ 0 » 
і = 1 1=1 
= (2ε - 72 + 2х7і - я27о)Л~2 - (ƒ(*) + 7і - я7о)А - 1· 
Since /(χ) is not identically zero, one can find a point χ such that either f(x) > 0 
or f(x) < 0. In the former case, since |7*| < Ckha, к = 0,1,2, (4 2.3) becomes 
strictly negative for ε sufficiently small, which implies Lh is not of positive type. 
In the latter case, doing a transformation χ М- с — χ, we have similarly that 
ρ я 
(4.2.4) £ i ( i - l ) a _ , + £ ¿ ( i + l)a, 
1=1 »=ι 
= (2ε - 72 + 2(c - x)7i - (с - х)27о)/Г2 + (/(с - χ) -
 7 ι + (с - χ)7ο)Λ_ 1. 
The conclusion follows from the same argument. Π 
In fact, we can see from the proof that Lh cannot approximate L to 0(ha) 
(a > 1) accuracy uniformly in ε if a, > 0, г = — ρ , . . . , —1,1 , . . . , q. The result 
given by Kellogg and Tsan [7] is the case of ρ = q = 1. 
Now we consider finite difference schemes in k-Ό. Let i £ defined by (4.1.1) 
denote an approximation to the operator 
(4.2.5) IfcU = -εΔίί + ƒ · Vu + gu 
in a difference mesh Ω/, with a uniform meshwidth h, where vector-valued function 
ƒ = (ƒ1 ( x i ) , . . . , Л ( х * ) ) т is not identically zero. Since an ODE is a epecial case 
of a PDE, if something cannot be done for ODEs, it cannot in general be done 
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for PDEs. We claim that the same result of Theorem 4.2.1 holds in k-D. In fact, 
assume that f\{xi) is not identically zero without loss of generality and let 
92 Як 
(4.2.6) со = 2ao o - ¿^ ' " ¿ J ао»з u> 
»2 = — Pi 4s = — Pk 
42 Як 
(4-2.7) c,= Σ ··• Σ a»> »*. 
»3 = - Р 3 *к = -Рк 
г - - p i , . . . , - 1 , 1 , . . . ,ςι. 
If ¿¿i is of positive type, one can sec that 
(4.2.8) c, > 0 , i=-pi,...,qu 2co>Y^c,. 
- p . 
Consider L%{x{) = Lk{x\) + 7J, j = 0,1,2. The proof of Theorem 4.2.1 shows the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2.2. If L\ approximates Lk to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly 
in ε, then h\ is not of positive type. 
Theorem 4.2.2 reveals a uniform consistency barrier on finite difference schemes 
of positive type for convection-diffusion equations. 
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Part 2 
Analysis of Iterative Methods 

CHAPTER 5 
Numerical Radius and Application to Iterative 
Methods* 
A b s t r a c t . Uses of the numerical radius in the analysis of basic iterative solution methods, of 
the SOR method for quasi-Hermitian positive definite matrices (not being consistently ordered) 
and of maximal eigenvalues of symmetric positive definite matrices using incomplete block-matrix 
factorizations are presented. 
K e y w o r d s , numerical radius, basic iterative method, SOR method, quasi-Hermitian positive 
definite matrix, incomplete block-matrix factorization, eigenvalue estimate 
A M S s u b j e c t classif ications. 65F10, 65F15, 65F50 
5.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Three uses of the numerical radius in the analysis of iterative solution methods 
are presented, where the use of the spectral radius is not applicable or would give 
inferior results. 
When analyzing the rate of convergence of iterative solution methods commonly 
the spectral radius is used. However, for nonsymmetric iteration matrix В this gives 
only information about the asymptotic rate of convergence. It is shown that the 
numerical radius r(B) is a more reliable measure of the convergence behavior for 
the initial iterations, because 
r{Bm)" < | | S m | | - < 2-r(B m )™ < 2 - r ( B ) . 
A matrix A is called a quasi-Hermitian positive definite if there exists a non-
singular block diagonal matrix Ρ such that PAP~1 is Hermitian positive definite. 
Next in the analysis of the successive overrelaxation method for quasi-Hermitian 
positive definite matrices it is shown that a crucial parameter (7) depends on the 
numerical radius of the (block) lower triangular part (¿) of the standard splitting 
of the matrix. On the other hand, in the analysis of the symmetric SOR method 
the corresponding parameter depends on the spectral radius of LLT (see Young 
[19], 1971 and Axelsson [3], 1974). 
Finally, it is shown, using the numerical radius, that one can derive an upper 
bound of the largest eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix C~lA, when A is a 
symmetric and positive definite matrix partitioned in in χ m blocks and С is an 
incomplete block factorization of A. Under a certain condition this upper bound is 
2m. 
* This chapter is based on the paper, O. Axelsson, H. Lu and B. Polman, On the numeri­
cal radius of matrices and its application to iterative methods, Linear and Multilinear Algebra, 
37(1994), pp. 225-238. 
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The paper is organized as follows: First in §5.2, some general results on the nu­
merical radius and its relation with the spectral radius are presented. §5.3 presents 
estimates of the rate of convergence of basic iterative methods. In §5.4 the use of the 
numerical radius in the estimate of the rate of convergence of the SOR method for 
quasi-Hermitian positive definite matrices which are, in general, not consistently 
ordered, are found. Finally, in the last section the numerical radius is used for 
the derivation of an upper bound of the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive 
definite matrix preconditioned by a block incomplete factorization method. || · || 
denotes the 2-norm throughout the paper. 
5.2. Numerical Radius of Matrices 
Let Л be an η χ η complex matrix. The Rayleigh quotient of A for a vector 
χφΟ is 
î(x) = (xMx)/(x'x) 
and the numerical radius of A is defined by 
r(A) = sup{|xMx|; χ e С", x*x = 1}. 
V(A) = {χ* Αχ; χ £ <Dn, x*x = 1} is called the field of values or the numerical 
range of A. 
It is readily seen that r(A) is a matrix norm, i.e., 
1) r(A) = 0 if and only if A = 0 
2) r(aA) = |а |г(Л), for any scalar α € С 
3) r{A + B) <r(A)+r(B) 
but one important feature, namely multiplicativity, does not hold (see e.g. [7]). 
However, Pearcy [14] (see also Goldberg and Tadmor [7], Horn and Johnson [9]) 
proved the following power inequality 
(5.2.1) r(Am) < rm(A), 
where m is a nonnegative integer. The norm \\A\\ is bounded by the numerical 
radius of Л as follows (see e.g. Goldberg and Tadmor [7]): 
(5.2.2) ( Л ) < | | Л | | < 2 г ( Л ) . 
Based on inequality (5.2.1), we have the following result concerning the inverse of 
matrices. 
THEOREM 5.2.1. Let A be an η χ η matrix and a be a constant such that 
\a\ > r(A). Then al — A is nonsingular and 
гЦаІ-А)-1)^ l 
\a\ - r{A) 
Proof. Let (λ,χ) be an eigenpair of Л such that p(A) = |λ| and | |x| | = 1, then 
p(A) = |A| = | xMx | < r(A), 
which implies a! — A = a(I — a-1 A) is nonsingular and 
p{<*~lA) < | а - 1 И Л ) < \a~l\r{A) < 1. 
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(5.2.1) shows that 
r{(al - A)-1) = | a _ 1 | r ( ( / - Q~lA)-1) 
oo oo 
= \a-l\r(£(
a
-
lA)k) < |α-4^ΓΛ(α-Μ) 
fc=0 fc=0 
1 
- \a\-r(A)' 
which leads the desired result. D 
Denote by Η {A) = \{A + A*) and S (A) = \{A-A*) the Hermitian and anti-
Hermitian parts of A respectively. In 1975, Goldberg, Tadmor and Zwas [8] showed 
that for A > 0: 
(5.2.3) r{A) = p{H(A)) = max xTH{A)x, 
x
T
x = 1 
xeR" 
where A > 0 means that A is entry-wise nonnegative. 
Let M = XI — A. Then (μ, χ) is an eigenpair of A if and only if (λ — μ,χ) is 
an eigenpair of M. If p(A) < \X\, it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 that 
M is nonsingular, and furthermore 
*""> S ¡ S O T 
If, in addition, Л > 0 and λ > p(A)} 
oo 
M " 1 = λ - 1 ^ - XA)-1 = λ" 1 ^ ( λ " 1 A)k > 0 
к = 0 
i.e., M is an M-matrix. However, it is sometimes difficult to compute p(A) when 
A is nonsymmetric. Since p(A) < r(A) = p{H(A)) if A > 0, we can estimate the 
spectral radius of the inverse of M = XI—A by the spectral radius of the symmetric 
part of A if A > 0. 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. Let M = XI — A be a Z-matnx, where A is a nonnegatwe 
matrix and X is a positive constant. If p(H(A)) < X, then M is an M-matrix and 
The next result estimates the bound of the numerical radius of matrices using 
the spectral radius of the Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts. 
COROLLARY 5.2.3. Let A be an η χ η matrix. Then 
maX(p(H(A)),p(S[H))) < r(A) < ^/p*(H(A))+p*(S(A)). 
Proof. 
x*Ax = x*H(A)x + x*S{A)x. 
It is easily seen that x'H(A)x is real and х*5'(Л)х is imaginary and the conclusion 
follows immediately. Π 
More generally, let Ρ be a Hermitian positive definite matrix and let (x ,y) P 
denote an inner product on C n defined by 
( x , y ) p = y * P x . 
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Given a matrix A, the Rayleigh quotient of A for a vector χ φ 0 w.r.t. the inner 
product (x,y)p is 
9 Р ( Х ) = И Х . Х ) Р / ( Х > Х ) Р 
and the numerical radius of A, denoted by rp(A), w.r.t. the inner product ( x , y ) p 
is given by 
r J , ( A ) = S u P { | g p ( x ) | ; x e C n , | | x | | ? t O } . 
It is readily shown that rp(A) is a norm on the space of matrices. Let Q be a 
nonsingular matrix and define the matrix norm || · | |Q by 
\\A\\Q = \\QAQ-\ 
THEOREM 5.2.4. Let Ρ = Q*Q be Hermihan positive definite and rp(A) be 
the numerical radius w.r.t. the inner product (x ,x) p , where Q is a nonsingular 
matrix. Then 
(5.2.4) rp(A) = r(QAQ-1), 
p(A)<rp(A), 
rP(Am)<r™(A), 
rM) < ІИІІ«, < 2г
Р
И). 
Proof. Since 
(Лх,х)
Р
 _ χ* Ρ Ax _ y'QAQ-iy 
(x ,x) p x*i"x y*y 
where у = Qx, (5.2.4) follows immediately. The remaining results follow from 
(5.2.4). • 
From Theorem 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.4, the following result is immediate. 
COROLLARY 5.2.5. Let Ρ be Hermihan positive definite, A be an η χ η matrix 
and a be a constant such that \a\ > rp(A). Then al — A is nonsingular and 
rp((al - A)'1) < \a\-rp{A)' 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2.1. • 
The following result shows that if we can choose a proper Hermitian positive 
definite matrix P, rp(A) estimates the spectral radius of Л efficiently. 
THEOREM 5.2.6. For any square matrix A 
Mrp(A) = p(A), 
P 
where Ρ is Hermihan positive definite. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 6.10 [9]. Π 
For other generalizations of the numerical radius see [13] and of fields of values, 
see [12]. The methods presented in [9] and [11] for determining fields of values can 
be useful for the numerical radius. 
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5.3. An Application to Basic Iterative Methods 
Consider the basic 
(5.3.1) Cx('+ 1) = Ях<'> + b, 1 = 0,1,2,..., 
for solving the linear system Ax = b, where A = С — R is a splitting of A and R is 
the defect matrix of the splitting. Let В = С - 1 Я be the iteration matrix. Given 
a norm || • ||, | | 5 m | | is the convergence factor for m steps and Rm = | |5m | |™ is the 
average convergence factor for this norm. For any square matrix D with p{D) > 0, 
it is shown that there exist positive constants с, С G R such that 
(5.3.2) cms-lp{D)m <\\Dm\\<Cm'-lp{D)m, m = 1 , 2 
where s is the order of the largest Jordan block that belongs to an eigenvalue λ 
with |λ| = p{D) (see Young [19] (1971), Theorem 7.1, p85 for details). 
It follows from (5.2.2) that 
(5.3.3) r(Bm)~ < | | B m | | ~ < 2 - r ( S m ) - . 
(5.3.3) shows that r(Bm)™ becomes an increasingly accurate estimate of | |5m | |™ . 
Denote pM(A) = ma,x(p(H(A)),p(S(A))). (5.2.1), (3.3) and Proposition 5.2.3 show 
that 
(5.3.4) PM(Bm)" < \\Bm\\-
< 2-(r(S m ))™ < 2±r(B) < 2~y/2pM(B). 
In particular, if В > 0, (5.2.3) yields 
(5.3.5) p{H{Bm))~ < \\Bm\\™ < 2±p{H{B)). 
(5.3.2) implies that ||i?m||™ —>• p(B). Hence, the average convergence fac­
tor (Rm) approaches asymptotically the spectral radius. Furthermore, Rm = 
| |ßm | |m = p(B) for a symmetric matrix B. For unsymmetric matrices, however, 
p(B) may be a by far too optimistic estimate of | | B m | | " for practical values of 
τη, because | | 5 m | | does not have to converge monotonically to zero and can even 
increase significantly for some initial values of m. Using the Jordan canonical form 
of B, V-1BV = J, where V is a proper nonsingular transformation matrix and 
J = blockdiag(Ji, J^,... , J
r
) , we can analyze the basic iteration χ( ' + 1 ) = 5χ(') + b 
as follows: Let yW = Vx^ and b = ^ Ь . Then χ( ' + 1 ) = ΒχΟ -f- b takes the form 
y ( '+i) = j y O + ь, / = 0 , 1 , . . . 
Hence, to analyze the convergence behavior of yO it suffices to consider | | ·/£Ί| ™ for 
the Jordan blocks J/,, к = 1,... , r. For simplicity we consider here only a Jordan 
block matrix of order 2. The main results about nonmonotone convergence will be 
similar for any order of the Jordan blocks. 
Example 1. Nonmonotone convergence. 
Consider the matrix В = Í „ J, where 0 < α < 1. We have p(B) = 
α < 1 which implies that the iterative method (5.3.1) converges if В = C~lR. By 
induction we find 
/ a m ma"1-1 \ τ f a 2 m ma*"-1 \ 
\ 0 a m ) ' B \ ma2"1'1 a2m + m V " 1 " 2 J ' 
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Τ 
The largest eigenvalue X
m
 of Bm Bm is readily found to satisfy 
1 
2' 
(5.3.6) A
ra
 ~ a
2m
 + ^m2a2m-2 ( 1 + y/l + 4α2/τη* ) . 
Since | | 5 m | | = λ£, (5.3.6) shows that | | 5 m | | increases until m ~ \S~l for α = 1-S, 
0 < δ -С 1. There exists a certain positive integer mo such that | |-Bm | | > 1 for all 
m < mo. As an example, mo = 644 for a = 0.99. 
On the other hand, 
(5.3.7) r(Bm) = p(H(Bm))=p(\(Bm + BmT)) 
a
m
 ma"
1
'
1
 λ
 m
„ . m, 
(5.3.5) and (5.3.7 show that 
l|ßm|| " > r(Bm)¿ = α(1 + jî-)» > 1 
for m < mi, where mi = 562, for a = 0.99. 
In this case the spectral norm | | J m | | is computable, but the computational 
effort needed is larger than the effort to compute r(Jm). 
In (5.3.4) we have derived lower and upper bounds of the average convergence 
factor ||5m||™ involving the numerical radius. The above examples show that the 
numerical radius is a more reliable function to use when analyzing iterative methods 
for nonsymmetric matrices than the spectral radius of the iteration matrix. 
Let e<m) = x(m ' - x. We have 
||e("»|| < | |Д т | | | |е(°) | | . 
Usually, | | 5 m | | is difficult to compute. Hence, in the case that | |Л| | is difficult to 
estimate or | | 5 | | > 1, it is hard to obtain a good rate of convergence. On the other 
hand, using the numerical radius, we have 
||e(m>|| < | |B m | | | |
e
(°) | | < 2г(Ят)| |е(°>|| < 2 r m ( 5 ) | |
e
( 0 ' | | . 
Therefore, if r(B) < 1, which is certainly less restrictive than | |B | | < 1, we can 
easily derive an error estimate. This is illustrated in the next example. 
Example 2. Consider the convection-diffusion equation, 
-eu"(x) + bu'(x) - cu(x) = f(x), 0 < χ < 1, 
ιι(0) = α, u ( l ) = / ? , 
where e, b and с are positive constants with b > с and e > eh2. Discretizing the 
equation by an upwinded scheme with a uniform mesh h = l/(n + 1), we obtain a 
linear system with a tridiagonal matrix of the form 
... , ε b 2ε b ε . 
^ = t n d , a g ( - - - - , - + - - c , - / ^ . 
Let A = D — L — U, where D is diagonal, L and U are strictly lower and upper 
triangular, respectively, and let ν = (1 — (η — 1)J,... , 1 — S, 1)T, where S = ch/b. 
One finds that ν > 0 and Av > 0. Hence A is an M-matrix. Consider the forward 
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Gauss-Seidel method with iteration matrix B\ = (D — L) lU. A computation 
shows that 
l|5i||oo = | | 5 : V \2e + bh-ch2J Je- eh2' 
ε-eh2' 
L e t
 7 = (а,+ь+ь-сдО"· I f 7 < ^ < 7 ' , then Ц^Ц«, = ЦВІЦІ > 1. It is difficult 
to check if | |Bi | | < 1. In this case, however, r(Bi) < 1. We can use the numerical 
radius to estimate the rate of the convergence for any number of iteration steps. 
The spectral radius, which is 
/r. \ 4(bh + s)e η , 
p { B l )
 = (2e
 + bh-ch^
COa πΗ
' 
gives only the asymptotic rate of convergence. 
Examples of using fields of values to estimate the convergence of iterative meth­
ods can be found in [6] and [15]. 
5.4. A Use in the Analysis of the SOR Method 
Let A = D — U — L, where D = diag(Di, D2,... , D
r
) is the block diagonal part 
of A. L and U are the lower and upper block triangular parts of A respectively. 
Consider the SOR method 
(-D - ¿)χ('+ 1) = [{- - \)D + tf]x<'> + 6, Ζ = 0,1 
U) LO 
where ω φ 0 is a relaxation parameter. The iteration matrix is 
(5.4.1) LU = {-D-L)-1({--1)D + U). 
The matrix A is said to be consistently ordered if ctD~lL + a~1D~1U, α φ 0, 
has eigenvalues which do not depend on a. It is well known that there exists a 
unique value u)
opt for consistently ordered matrices such that р(Ьш t) < p(Lw), 
ы φ LJopt (see [16], [17], [18], [19] for details). As an application of the numer­
ical radius, we now investigate some properties of the SOR method for so called 
quasi-Hermitian positive definite matrices without requiring that the matrices are 
consistently ordered. 
THEOREM 5.4.1. Let A = D — L — U and L
w
 be the iteration matrix defined 
by (5.4.1) with 0 < ω < 2. If there exists a nonsingular block diagonal matrix 
Ρ = diag(Pi, Pi, • •. , PT) such that Ä = PAP-1 is Hermitian positive definite, i.e., 
A is a quasi-Hermitian matrix, where the order of P, is equal to that of Dx, then 
where 
7 = sup{ [ K i g H - i ( x , x ) ] / ( i x , x ) }<{r(L)2-\)/S, 
x?£0 
S = >
т ш
( Л ) = тіп(Лх,х)/(х,х) 
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and 
G*G = PDP-1, λ = G * " ' Д о - 1 , L = G*"PLP-lG-x. 
Furthermore, if r(L) < | , then 7 < 0 and w* = 2/(1 + y/28) minimizes the upper 
bound in (5.4.2) of p(L
u
) and we have 
p(L
w
.)2 = (l-^/S/2)/(l+^Sj2) 
Proof. Note that under the assumptions of the theorem, PDP~l is Hermitian 
positive definite and Ü = L*, where L = Ρ LP'1 and Ü — PUP-1. Transforming 
Ь
ш
 by GP, we have 
L
u
 = GP(-D-L)-1P-1G*G*~1P({--1)D + U)P-1G-1 
= G(-D-L)-1G*G'~\{--\)b + U)G-1 
(J и 
= ( i / - L ) - 1 ( ( - - l ) / + Z*) 
ω ω 
Let (λ, χ) be an eigenpair of L
w
 and ζ = (χ, Lx)/(x,x). One finds 
( - - l ) / + L*)x = A(-/-Z)x. 
A simple computation shows 
A = ( I - l + z)/(i-2). 
Lu w 
Hence 
( ( ¿ - 1 ) 2 + 2 (1-1)Λε(ζ) + | ζ Π |A|2 
= 1 -
( 2 - l ) ( l - 2 i t e ( z ) ) 
( ( ¿ - е ) 2 + ^(1-2Ле(
г
)) + И 2 - і )· 
Since λ = I-L-L*, we have ( ix,x)/(x,x) = 1 - (z + z) = l-2Re(z). Thus 
μι2 = ι- (ä-D/{ (e-è)2 + | ^ | 2 - 0 ( S ) + ^ } ' 
which shows (5.4.2). If r(L) < \, then 7 < 0 and 
ρ{Ι
ω
γ<\-2/ ( ( 1 - | ) ^ + ( 1 _ | ) - ι ) . 
It is readily seen that ω = ω* = 2/(1 + V2¿) minimizes this upper bound and for 
this value of ω we get p(L
u
>)2 < (1 - у/Щ)/{1 + s/Щ). • 
Regarding the constant 7, here we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.4.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.4.1 hold. Then 
, = W{X'{L-Lt}x)]-
4 XJÍO (x, Ax) 
Proof. Let ζ — (χ, ¿χ) . As proved in Proposition 5.2.3, 
|z | 2 =i(x,(Z + r)x) 2 + i(x,(L-r)x) 2 . 
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Because A = I — L — L* is positive definite, (x, (L + L*)x) < 1 and 
7 = sup (\z\2-\)/(Äx,x)< sup ( х , ( І - І » 2 / ( Л х , х ) , 
(x,x) = l ^ (x,x) = l 
which finishes the proof. D 
REMARK 5.4.3. Theorem 5.4.1 is applicable to the case that A is not consis­
tently ordered and not a Stieltjes matrix. If A is consistently ordered 
p(Lw
opt) = wo p i - 1, 
and if Л is a Stieltjes matrix, 
"opt - 1 < p{Lw
apl) < («opt - 1)*, 
see [17], [19]. 
REMARK 5 4.4. If L > 0, (5.2.3) shows that 
r(L) = - max xT(L + LT)x, 
2
 xeRn 
(x,x) = l 
so r{L) < \ and by Theorem 5.4.1, 7 < 0. 
REMARK 5.4.5. A formula similar to (5.4.2) was first derived in [1] and [4]. 
It is interesting to note that in a similar expression for the SSOR method, the 
corresponding constant 7 involves the spectral radius of LLT, see [2] and [19]. 
5.5. U p p e r Eigenvalue Bounds of ILU P r e c o n d i t i o n e d 
Let Л be a symmetric matrix split as 
(5.5.1) A = DA+LA + Ll, 
where DA and LA are the block diagonal part and the lower block triangular part 
of A, respectively. Consider a block incomplete preconditioner of the form 
(5.5.2) C=(X + L)X-\(X + L), 
where X is block diagonal and s.p.d. matrix and L is a block lower triangular 
matrix. In addition, X and L are partitioned in blocks consistently with DA and 
LA respectively. 
To estimate the rate of convergence of preconditioned iterative methods such 
as the Chebyshev iterative method and (generalized) conjugate gradient method we 
need to know the extreme eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix. As the third 
application of numerical radius in this paper, we use it to estimate the upper bound 
of eigenvalues of C~lA. For later use of this section, we state the following result 
given by Axelsson and Lu [5] without proof. 
THEOREM 5.5.1. Let A be a symmetric matrix andC= (X + L)X~1(X+ LT) 
defined by (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) respectively, where X is s.p.d. If there exist two 
constants σ and β such that βΧ < Κ < σΧ in a positive semidefinite sense, then 
Χ,(Μ(β)) < KiC^A) < \(Μ(σ)), 
where A,(D) < λ,+ι(£)), i = 1, 2, . . . , η — 1, denote the eigenvalues of D, К = 
A — L — LT, and 
M(
s
) = (I + L)-1+(I + LT)-1 + (s-2)(I + L)-1(I + LT)~\ 
l = X-ÏLX-ï. 
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Based on this result, wc can estimate the maximum eigenvalue of C~lA by the 
numerical radius. The aim here is to investigate how Ζ influences the upper bound 
of eigenvalues of C~lA. 
THEOREM 5.5.2. Let A be partitioned in τη χ m blocks and assume that the 
conditions of Theorem 5.5.1 hold. If σ < 2 and r(L) < 1 + — for some nonnegative 
constant c, which does not depend on m, then 
2m^=i, ifoO 
^max(C' A) < , , 
L 2m, if с = 0 
Proof. Applying Theorem 5.5.1, Proposition 5.2.3 and (5.2.1) shows that 
A
m a x
( C - M ) < p((I + I)'1 + (I + LT)-1) 
= m^y((I + L)-' + (I + LT)-^\ 
x
T
x = l 
= max 
x
T
x = l 
/m— 1 m — 1 
\k=0 k=0 
m - 1 
2 max > 
χ
τ
χ = 1 ^-i 
< 
v T r - 1 
k=0 2 
m — 1 m — 1 
TL
k
 + LkT 
χ < 2 ¿ р(Я(і")) 
m — ι τη —i y* 
< 2 J ] r(Zfc) < 2 £ r*(¿) < 
fc=0 
2 r a ^ i , i f o O , 
2m, if с = 0, 
k=0 fc=0 
which is the result desired. • 
Note that, firstly, the power inequality (5.2.1) is being used here, secondly, that 
if one used the spectral radius one would have to bound p(Lk + Lk ) which may 
not be easy, and finally that if one used the spectral norm then the bound could be 
considerably worse. 
Theorem 5.5.2 shows, in particular, that if r(L) < 1, then X(C~1A) < 2m. Our 
next result estimates the upper bound of eigenvalues in the case of r(L) < 1. 
THEOREM 5.5.3. Let A be partitioned m m χ m blocks and assume that the 
conditions o/Theorem 5.5.1 hold. Ifr(L) < 1 — ε, where 0 < ε < 1, then 
А (С1 A) < ί 2 ε _ 1 ' tfa~2' 
Amax(0 Α)<[2ε-ι + (
σ
-2)ε-2, ifa>2. 
Proof. Note that r(B) = r(B*) for any square matrix B. If σ < 2, Theorem 
5.5.1 and Theorem 5.2.1 show 
A
m a x
( C - M ) < A
m a x
((7 + L ) - 1 + (I + L 7 ) - 1 ) 
= max x
T ( ( / + I ) " 1 + (I + Z T ) - 1 ) x < r((I + Z ) " 1 + (ƒ + Ιτ)~ι) 
x
T
x = l 
< r((I + Ζ ) " 1 ) + r((/ + LT)-1) < —i-j- + \ < 2ε" 1 
1 — r(L) 1 - r(L' ) 
Note that for any two symmetric matrices В and D 
Л
т а х
( Я + D) < A
m a x
(B) + A
max
(£>). 
Hence, If σ > 2, Theorem 5.5.1 shows 
AmaxtC-1^) < A
max
((/ + Z)"1 + (/ + ZT)-1) 
+(^-2)A
m a x
((/ + Z)-1(/ + ZT)-1). 
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Therefore, it remains only to prove 
To this end, Let (λ,χ) be an eigenpair of (ƒ + L ) - 1 ( / + ¿ T ) _ 1 . We have 
(/+¿T)-1x=A(/+¿)x, 
which implies 
| А | ( 1 - г ( І ) ) < | Л | 
Theorem 5.2.1 now shows 
x
T{I + L)x xT{I + LT)-1x 
<r((I + LT)-i). 
r((I + LT)-1)^ 1 / „ - 2 |A| < a i _ : J—L <
 =
— < ε 
' - l-r(L) " ( l - r ( L ) ) ' -
which ends the proof. D 
If σ < 2 it is shown in [5] that А
т а х
( С _ 1 Л ) < jr¿ f° r symmetric matrix A, 
but 23^ is still very large if σ is close to 2. If A is positive definite, X is a Stieltjes 
matrix and L is nonpositive, the following improved result holds. 
THEOREM 5.5.4. Let A be a symmetric positive definite matrix partitioned 
m m χ m blocks and С = (Χ + ІЛХ~1{Х + LT) defined by (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) 
respectively, where X is a Stieltjes matrix and L is nonpositive. If there exists a 
constant σ < 2 such that σΧ — К is positive semidefimte, where К — A — L — LT, 
then 
А
т а х
( С _ 1 Л ) < m h J -j-,2m\, 
[2-ff + X
mm
(A) ) 
where A = X~*AX~i. 
Proof. Since X is a Stieltjes matrix, X~* is nonnegative so L — X~?LX~? is 
nonpositive. Under the assumption of the theorem, 
σΧ + L + LT = (σΧ - Κ) + Α. 
Hence, 
σΙ + ί + Ιτ=χ-*{σΧ- K)X-* + Â, 
which, using the assumption that σΧ — К is positive semidefinite, implies 
jr^f ι тТ\ - 1 max χ -{-L-L )x < -(σ - А
т ш
(Л)) . 
x ' x = l i ¿ 
(5.2.3) shows now 
r(L) < \(σ - A
m m
( i ) ) = 1 - 1(2 - ff + А
т т
( Л ) ) . 
Theorem 5.5.2 and Theorem 5.5.3 end the proof. D 
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CHAPTER 6 
Matrix Compensation and Diagonal 
Compensation* 
Abstract. Matrix compensation is introduced to preserve the positivity of matrices when we 
construct preconditioners for positive definite matrices. Diagonal compensation for symmetric 
positive definite matrices is generalized to positive definite matrices. If matrix compensation is 
used to construct preconditioners, condition numbers of preconditioned matrices are estimated. 
K e y w o r d s , matrix compensation, diagonal compensation, eigenvalue estimates, precondi­
tioners 
A M S s u b j e c t classif ications. 65F10, 65F15, 65F50 
6.1. Introduction 
When we construct a preconditioner for a positive definite matrix, it is impor­
tant to preserve the positivity of matrices. Let Л be a positive definite matrix. 
Roughly speaking, matrix compensation is to find a matrix G such that G — A is 
positive semidefinite. In general, it is not easy to find a good compensative matrix 
G to construct a good preconditioner for A by using G. In some occasions, however, 
the diagonal compensation can be used to obtain matrix compensation for symmet­
ric positive definite matrices easily for constructing good preconditioners [2], [3], 
[4]. The idea of diagonal compensation can be traced back to Axelsson's early work 
[1]. Further study can be found in [2], [3], [4], [5], [9]. It is well known that di­
agonal compensation acts as a key in modified block incomplete factorization. We 
generalize the diagonal compensation to positive definite matrices. 
Let A = В + R be a symmetric positive definite matrix and M = B + D, where 
S is a symmetric matrix and D is a diagonally compensative matrix of R. M can 
be an efficient preconditioner of A (see e.g. [2], [3], [4]). If Bv > 0 for some positive 
vector ν or p(A~1R) < 1, some general results on upper bounds of eigenvalues 
and condition number for M~lA are derived by using the spectral radius p(B~iR) 
and the condition number к(М~1В) in [2], [4]. Sometimes, however, p{B~lR) 
and K(M_1B) are difficult to estimate accurately, where and throughout the paper 
/с(С - 1Л) = А
т а х
( С - 1 Л ) / А
т ш
( С - 1 Л ) for symmetric positive definite matrices A 
and C. We show here some new upper bounds of eigenvalues and condition numbers 
for compensative preconditioners involving p(B~l D) or p(M~ïD). Finally, condi-
tion numbers of preconditioned matrices are estimated if matrix compensation is 
used to construct preconditioners for symmetric positive definite matrices. 
* This chapter is based on the paper, H. Lu, Matrix compensation and diagonal compensation, 
J. С о т р . Appi. Math., (to appear). 
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6.2. Matrix Compensation and Diagonal Compensation 
In this section we define matrix compensation and generalize diagonal compen­
sation to positive definite matrices. 
DEFINITION A matrix Ω is called a compensative matrix of R if D — R is 
positive semidefinite. 
To make matrix compensation simple for a given positive definite matrix A, we 
choose a matrix R for which one can easily find a compensative matrix and consider 
the matrices 
(6.2.1) A=B + R, 
(6.2.2) M = B + D, 
where D is a compensative matrix of R. Clearly M is a positive definite matrix and 
a compensative matrix of A. For practical reason, frequently В and D are assumed 
to be sparse matrices or matrices with special structures. 
Let A = ( a
u
) "
= 1 and S be a sparse pattern. We can find a compensative 
matrix M with the pattern S as follows. Let (B)tJ = atJ if (i,j) G S, (Β)ν = 0 if 
{г, j) $L S, and R = A — В. Choosing a compensative matrix D with the pattern 5 
of matrix R, one finds that M = В + D is a result. 
We now generalize the diagonal compensation to positive definite matrices. 
Let Л be a positive definite matrix split as (6.2.1) and denote |Л| = (|r,j |)" ^ for 
R = (r,j)" ·
= 1 . Assume D is a diagonal matrix such that 
(6.2.3) Dv > 
for a positive vector ν = (v\, V2,... , v
n
)T. It is not hard to see from (6.2.3) that 
matrix V~X(D — д + д )V is diagonally dominant, where V — diag(i>i,i>2, · · · ,v
n
)-
The Gerschgorin Circle Theorem (see e.g. [8]) shows that A(V _ 1 (D - ^ 1 ^ ) ^ ) is 
nonnegative, so is X(D — Д + 2 Д ). Hence, D — д + л is symmetric positive semidef­
inite. On the other hand, 
xT(ü-R)x = xTÍD-?-t2^-)xl Vx€R", 
which implies that D — R is positive definite, i.e., D is a compensative matrix of 
R. We call D a diagonally compensative matrix of R. 
If Л is a symmetric positive definite matrix and В is a symmetric matrix, (6 2.3) 
becomes Dv > \R\v so it is seen that (6.2.3) generalizes diagonal compensation for 
symmetric positive definite matrices [2], [3], [4]. In this case M given by (6.2.2) is 
also symmetric positive definite and \(M~lA) < 1. 
Eisner and Mehrmann presented a class of m χ m block matrices A — (AtJ )|",=i 
[7], i.e., a generalization of Z-matrices, where the blocks A,j's are к χ к Hermitian 
matrices and the off-diagonal blocks are negative semidefinite (see also Axelsson 
[2]). These matrices arise for example in the numerical solution of Euler equations 
[7], [10]. Denote Sl^ = {A — (Л,_,)™
 = 1 | A / s are fc χ A: symmetric matrices }. If 
A = (A,)™
 = 1 G S*, split A = B + 'R, where B,R = (ñ,j),mJ=1 G S* . and R,, = 0, 
i = 1,2,... , т. Let £)=blockdiag(Di, D2, •. · , Dn) be a block diagonal matrix such 
R + R1 
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that 
m 
2 Д щ - 5 ^ и , ( | Л , , | 2 + \Rj,Ì2), i = 1,2,...,m 
J = l 
are positive semidefinite for some positive vector u = (щ,и2,... ,u
m
)T G t t m , 
where |С?|г = (GG)î and Д ' в are к χ Ar symmetric positive definite matrices. It 
follows from [10] that D — Ris positive semidefinite. Hence, D is a compensative 
matrix of R. We call D a block diagonally compensative matrix of R. Μ = В + D 
becomes clearly a compensative matrix of A. In the rest of the paper, we assume 
that all matrices are symmetric. 
6.3. Analysis of Compensative Precondit ioned 
Given a matrix A, a compensative preconditioner means using a compensative 
matrix of Л as a preconditioner of A. In this section, we will analyze this kind of 
preconditioners. Some analysis and practical examples of compensative precondi-
tioners can be found in [2], [4]. 
THEOREM 6.3.1. Let A = В + R and M = В + D, where D is a compensative 
matrix of R. Assume that A and В are positive definite. Then 
(a) IfD is positive semidefinite, к(М~1В) < ( l - p ( M _ 1 D ) ) _ 1 = l+p(B~lD). 
(b) If D is a diagonally compensative matrix of R and p[B~1D) < 1, 
к(М A) S
 1_p(B-iD) - і _ 2 Р ( М - і Д Г 
Proof. To prove the theorem we need the following inequalities (see [2], [4]) 
(6.3.1) \,{М-1В)Х
тлх
(В-1А) > \t(M-lÄ) > \l{M-1B)Xmm(B-1Ä), 
where А, В and M are positive definite. 
If D is positive semidefinite, M = В + D implies that p(M~1B) < 1 and 
p(M~lD) < 1. Hence, 
K{M~lB) < (X^AM^B))-1 
= (A
m m
(/ - M-'D))-1 = (1 - p{M-lD))-\ 
On the other hand, λ ( 5 _ 1 Μ ) = λ _ 1 ( Μ - 1 Β ) > 1 shows that 
\ + p{B-lD) = l + p(B-1(M-B))=p{B-1M) 
= {\
mm
(M-1B))~1 = (l-p(M-1D))-1, 
which ends the proof of (a). 
If D is a diagonally compensative matrix of R, i.e., D is a nonnegative di­
agonal matrix such that Dv > д + л ν = |Л| for some positive vector v, 
then as mentioned above, both D — R and D + R are positive semidefinite, so 
are B-ÌDB-τ - B~^RB~^ and B~^DB~i +B~^RB~i. Hence, p{B~lD) > 
p{B-xR). 0 < X(M~lA) < 1, p{B-xD) < 1 and (6.3.1) show that 
K{M~1A) < (Хш^М-'А))-1 <(X
mm
(M-1B)X
mn
(B-1A))-1 
\+р(В-1Р) l + pjB-ìp) l + p(B-lD) 
1+Х
тт
(В~^) - l-p{B-lR) - l-p(B-iD)-
The last equality of (b) follows from the equality ( l - ^ M - 1 ! ) ) ) - 1 = l + p(B~1D). 
Π 
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Other estimates of upper bounds for eigenvalues and condition numbers of 
Μ~
λ
Α by using p(B~lR) and κ(Μ~1Β) can be found in [2], [4]. 
The theorem requires that В is positive definite. The following result shows a 
simple condition for both p(B~1D) < 1 and В being positive definite. In particular, 
p{B~l D) < 1 implies that В is positive definite if D is positive semidefinite. 
LEMMA 6.3.2. Let M = В + D be positive definite. If p{M~lD) < \, then В 
is positive definite and 
(6.3.2) p(B-lD)<2p(M-1D). 
If, in addition, D is a positive semidefimte matrix, then p(B~l D) < 1 if and only 
ifP{M-'D) < \. 
Proof. M = S + Dand J o(M- 1 Z?) < \ show that A {M'1 В) >l-p{M-lD) > 
L· which implies that В is positive definite and 0 < X(B~lM) < 2. A simple 
computation shows that - 1 < X(B~lD) = X(B'1 M) - 1 < 1, i.e., p(B~lD) < 1. 
Thus, I + B~*DB~* is positive semidefinite and 
p{M~xD) = ρ(Β~τ{Ι + B-s DB-i)-1 В'? D) 
= p{(I + B-'DB-i)-ÏB-iDB-2{I+B-*DB-*)-i) 
x
TB-ÏDB-ix 
= max 
x¿0 
\xTB-iDB-?x\ 
> max ; ;— 
-
 χ
τ
χ=ι
 1 + \χΤ
Β
- kDB-hx\ xT(I + B-?DB-$)x 
p(B-lD) 1 , „ . . 
which completes (6.3.2). 
If D is positive semidefinite, we have 
(6.3.3) 0 < X(M~lD) = 1 - A(M - 1 B) = 1 - X-^B^M). 
On the other hand />(ß_1D) < 1 shows X(B~lM) = X(I+B~lD) < 1+ρ(β- χ£>) < 
2. Equation (6.3.3) shows that p{M~lD) <\. Π 
Because Μ, В and D are often sparse matrices, we estimate the upper bounds 
of X,{M~lA) by using X,{M~lB) and p{M~lD). 
THEOREM 6.3.3. Let A = B + R and M = B + D, where D is a compensation 
matrix of R. If В ts positive definite and A and D are positive semidefimte, then 
(6.3.4) {\-p{M-lD))-l\t{M-lB) 
= (1 + p (ß- 1 D))A,(M- 1 ö) > Xt{M-lA). 
Proof. Note that under the assumption of the theorem we can prove that 
(l-p(M-lD))-1 = l + piB^D) as we did in the proof of Theorem 6.3.3. We now 
prove that 
(6.3.5) X,{M-1B)Xmax(B~1M) > λ , ( Μ - Μ ) . 
To this end, we need to prove that А
т а х
( 5 _ 1 Л ) < A
m a
x ( 5 _ 1 M ) . Equalities A = 
B + R and M = B + D show that B~^MB~i - B'^AB'^ = B~i{D - R)B~%, 
which implies that 
AmaxiS^M) = А
т а х
( Я - * М £ Г * ) > А
т а х
( Я - * Л £ Г * ) = λ ^ Β ^ Α ) . 
The inequality (6.3.5) now follows from the first inequality of (6.3.1) 
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Let A = al + А, В = al + В and M = al + M, where α is any positive 
number. One finds that A - В + R and M = В + D. Applying (6.3.5) to Ä, В 
and M shows that 
(6.3.6) Л , ( М - 1 В ) А
т а х
( В - 1 М ) > \i(M-lÄ). 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.3.1 that Х
т&х(В~1М) = (1 - р(М~1 D))~l. 
Hence, we have from (6.3.6) that 
(6.3.7) (1 - piM-^^X.iM-^B) > Х,(М~1А). 
Using Courant-Fischer theorem (see e.g. [8]) and setting α ->• 0 in (6.3.7) show 
(6.3 4). Π 
If D is a diagonally compensative matrix of R, Theorem 6.3.2 (b) shows a 
bound of K(M~1A). For the general case of compensative matrices the next result 
shows the same bound for matrix compensation if B_1R > 0. 
THEOREM 6.3.4. Let A = В + R and M = В + D, where A and В are positive 
definite and D is a compensative matrix of R. If B~XR > 0 and p(B~lD) < 1, 
Proof. Since D — R is positive semidefinite, \{Β~λR) < p(B~lD). In the case 
of B~lR > 0, Perron-Frobenius theorem (see e.g. [6]) shows that 
p(B-lR) = X^AB-'R) < p{B~lD). 
0 < λ ( Μ - Μ ) < 1 and (6.3.1) show that 
κ(Μ-ιΑ) < λπ, ,ηίΜ-Μ)" 1 < (X
mm
(M-1B)X
mtn(B-1A))-1 
X^jB-'M)
 =
 l + X
max
(B-lD) 
A
m i n ( 5 - M ) l+Xmm{B-iR) 
l + pjB^D) l + pjB-'D) 
- \-p{B~lR) - l-p{B-lDY 
which is (6.3.8). D 
As an application, we use diagonal compensation to estimate the spectral radius 
of positive definite matrices. 
PROPOSITION 6.3.5. Let A = ( a . j ) " J = 1 = В + R be a positive definite matrix, 
where R is a nonnegative matrix and D = diag(di,u¡2, · · · ,¿n) « a diagonally 
compensative matrix of R. If all positive off-diagonal entries of A are reduced, 
then 
(6.3.9) p{A) < 2(o + d) 
where a = тах(ац,а22, · · · ,a
n
„) and d = max(di,cÍ2,... ,dn) 
Proof Let С = (c, j ) " J = 1 be an M-matrix and u = (« i , . . . , un)T be a pos­
itive vector such that Cu > 0. Then U~lCU is diagonally dominant, where 
U = diag(ui,i i 2 , . . . ,u„). Hence p{C) = piU^CU) < WU^CUWoo < 2c, where 
с = тах(сц,С22, · · · ,c
n
„). Under the assumption of the theorem, M defined by 
(6.2.2) becomes a Stieltjes matrix with the diagonal (ац+di, 022+^21 · · · ,<inn+dn)· 
(6.3.9) follows from p(A) < p{M). D 
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6.4. Applications to Ρ reconditioners 
Let M be a compensative matrix of A. Another way to construct a precondi-
tioner for A is to choose a preconditioner of M as a preconditioner of A. To apply 
our results to the preconditioned, we first show the following result. 
THEOREM 6.4.1. Let A and M be positive definite such that \\I-M~1A\\2 < ε, 
where ε < 1. Then for any positive matrix С 
к{С~1А) < ^^к[С-1М). 
Proof. Note that for any two positive definite matrices A and B, 
(6.4.1) p{AB) = p{Ä'BÄ$) < p(Ä)p(B). 
Let A - M = E. Then p{M-^EM~i) = p(I - M~lA) < \\I - М~1А\\* < ε < 1, 
which implies that I + M~?EM~i is positive definite. Applying (6.4.1) shows that 
Amax(C-M) = р(С-ІАС-і) = р(С~імі(І + M-?EM-*)MÏC-ï) 
= рЩгС^мЦі + M-ÌEM-*)) <р(М'С-1М?)р(Г + М-$ЕМ-і) 
<
 Р
{С-хМ){1 + р{М-*ЕМ-±))<\
т
ы{С-1М){1 +
 £) 
On the other hand, ρ(Μ~ϊΕΜ~ϊ) < 1 shows that 
A'1 = (M + E)-1 = M-2(I + M-ÌEM-ì)-1M~2 
oo 
= м-%(У^(м~*ЕМ~*)к)м~^· 
Similarly, we have 
А
т
ах(Л- 1С) = | | С 5 Л - 1 С 5 | | 2 
< \\сЬм-1сЦ2^\\М-*ЕМ-*\и < \m„(M-lC) — . 
к=0 
The theorem follows immediately. D 
A similar result for С — M can be found in Axelsson's book [2] (pp. 327-328). 
Let M be a compensative matrix of A and С be a preconditioner of M. If 
we choose С as a preconditioner of A, the following corollary shows a bound for 
/c(C-M). 
COROLLARY 6.4.2. Let A = В + R and M = В + D, Assume A and В are 
positive definite. If 1. D is a diagonally compensative matrix of Ft and p{B~l D) < 
1 or 2. D is a compensative matrix of R, B_1R > 0 and р(В_10) < 1, then for 
any positive definite matrix С 
(6.4.2) « ( C - M ) < 1 ± ^ Ц « ( С - М ) 
Proof, inequality (6.3.1) implies that κ{0-λΑ) < K(M-1A)K(C~1M). Theo­
rem 6.3.1 (b) and Theorem 6.3.4 complete (6.4.2). D 
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CHAPTER 7 
Eigenvalue Estimates for Incomplete 
Factorizations* 
A b s t r a c t . Eigenvalue estimates of block incomplete preconditioned are considered. We inves­
tigate how the block diagonal entries and off block diagonal entries influence the bounds of all 
eigenvalues. The results presented here improve and unify some previous results. We generalize 
the well-known inequality that the spectral radius is bounded by the trace for symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrices to block form. Some of the methods can also be useful to estimate lower 
bounds of block incomplete preconditioners. 
K e y words, eigenvalue estimates, incomplete factorization, preconditioners 
A M S s u b j e c t classifications. 65F10, 65F15, 65F50 
7.1. Introduction 
To estimate the rate of convergence of preconditioned iterative methods such 
as the Chebyshev iterative method and the conjugate gradient iterative method, 
one needs to know the extreme eigenvalues and the distribution of eigenvalues of 
the preconditioned matrix respectively, see [1], [2], [8], [7], [5], [12]. Naturally, 
this problem by itself is difficult, especially for the distribution of all eigenvalues. 
Fortunately, it has been shown (see [4]) that under certain conditions lower and 
upper bounds of some eigenvalues can be derived and they provide the information 
necessary to compare modified and unmodified incomplete factorization methods 
for symmetric positive definite matrices, for instance. 
Consider the implicit preconditioner on factorized form 
C={X + L)X-1{X + LT) 
of a symmetric matrix A. Let Λ = DA + ¿ A + LTA, where DA is a block diagonal 
matrix. If Л is a Stieltjes matrix and L = LA in some cases, some methods to 
estimate upper bounds of eigenvalues of C~lA were derived in [6], [4], [10], [9]. 
However, the assumptions limit the applicability of the results because for incom­
plete factorization methods they do not hold in general. In this paper, we discuss 
upper bounds and distribution of eigenvalues of block incomplete preconditioners 
for the general case of Л being only a symmetric matrix. All of results allow that 
LA differs from L. As we will see, even when the assumption of A is weakened, 
we can have strong results. The results here unify some of the previous results on 
upper bounds of eigenvalues of incomplete preconditioners. 
* This chapter is based on the paper, O. Axelsson and H. Lu, On eigenvalue estimates for 
block incomplete factorization methods, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appi. 16 (1995) (to appear). 
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The paper is organized as follows: under assumption of A being a symmetric 
matrix, in §7.2 we focus our attention on both estimates of upper bounds and dis-
tribution of eigenvalues of block incomplete preconditioners. The result presented 
in this section can also be useful to estimate lower bounds of block incomplete 
preconditioners. In §7.3, some further useful methods to estimate upper bounds 
and distribution of eigenvalues are presented based on the fundamental result in 
the previous section. We generalize the well-known inequality p(A) < tr(A) for A 
symmetric positive semidefinite to block form, which with the result in §7.2 yields 
a new upper bound depending only on the block order of matrices for the largest 
eigenvalue. 
For convenience, A,- (A) denotes the ¿th eigenvalue of matrix A and it is assumed 
that all eigenvalues of a matrix are ordered in a non-increasing order. For any pair 
of matrices А, В of the same order, A > В means that the same inequality holds 
elementwise. The notation s.p.d. means symmetric positive definite while s.p.s.d. 
means symmetric positive semidefinite. 
7.2. Upper and Lower Bounds of Eigenvalues 
Let Л be a symmetric matrix partitioned in a block form 
A = DA + LA + Ll, 
where DA, LA is the block diagonal part and strictly lower block triangular part of 
A, respectively. Consider a preconditioner С in the form 
C=(X + L)X-1{X + LT), 
i.e., a so called implicit preconditioner, where X is a block diagonal and s.p.d. 
matrix and L is a block lower triangular matrix. X and L are partitioned in blocks 
consistently with DA and LA, respectively. We present first a result for upper 
bounds of eigenvalues, which extends some results in [4], [10]. 
THEOREM 7.2.1. Let A be symmetric and assume that X is s.p.d. and σΧ — К 
and К — βΧ are s.p.s.d. for some constants σ, β. Then 
(7.2.1) A,-(M(/?)) < \i(C-lA) < Xi(M(a)), 
where K = A-L-LT,C={X + L)X~1 {X + LT) and 
(7.2.2) M (a) = (I + L)-1 + (I + L7)'1 + (a - 2)(I + L)~l{I + LT)~\ 
L = X~ÎLX~Ï. 
Proof. We have 
A = К - σΧ + (Χ + L) + (Χ + LT) + (σ - 2)X. 
A computation with a similarity transformation of C~ ' A shows that 
X-i{X + LT)C~lA(X + LT)-lX± 
= XÏ{X + L)-lA{X + LT)-lX? 
= X^iX + L^iK-aX^X+ LT)-1X^ 
+ХЦХ + L)-lX$ + ХЦХ + LT)-lXÏ 
+(σ - 2)Xi{X + L)~1X[X + LTy1XÌ 
= X*{X + L)~l(K - σΧ)(Χ + LT)-lX* + Μ(σ). 
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Since, by assumption, К — σΧ is negative semidefinite, this shows that 
A,(CTM) < Λ,·(Μ(σ)). 
Similarly, we can prove the first inequality in (7.2.1). D 
If L = LA is non-positive and X is a block diagonal Stieltjes matrix, The special 
case of Theorem 7.2.1 for the maximum eigenvalue of C~lA can be found in [10]. 
The following five propositions give situations in which the theorem is applica­
ble. 
PROPOSITION 7.2.2. X is s.p.s.d. if X is a symmetric Z-matrtx and Xv > 0 
for some vector ν > 0. 
Proof. Let ν = («i, t»2, · · · ,Vk)T and D = diag(ui,i>2i... ,v¡,). DXD +εΙ is a 
diagonally dominant Z-matrix for any e > 0, which implies, in particular, that X 
is s.p.s.d.. D 
PROPOSITION 7.2.3. Let X be symmetric. If σΧ — DA IS a Z-matrtx and the 
entries of L + LT are not larger than the corresponding entries of LA + LTA, then 
σΧ — К is a Z-matrix. If, m addition, σΧν — Kv > 0 for some positive vector v, 
then σΧ — К is s.p.s.d.. 
Proof. A direct calculation shows that σΧ — К = (σΧ — DA ) + (L + L T — LA — 
L'A), which shows that σΧ — К is a Z-matrix. An application of Proposition 7.2.2 
completes the proof. D 
PROPOSITION 7.2.4. Α,(Μ(σ)) < тіп(Л,(М(2)),1/(2 - σ)) ι / σ €[0 ,2 ] . The 
inequality is strict if σ < 2. 
Proof. λ,·(Μ(σ)) < λ,(Μ(2)) is straightforward. By a simple computation 
Μ{σ) = (/
 + ¿ ) - I + ( / + ¿ T ) - 1 + ( < T - 2 ) ( / + ¿ ) - 1 ( ; + Z T ) - 1 
= äV - (2 - -не+¿г1 - ¿л((/+ίτ)-1 - é-Л 
we finish the proof. D 
If L = LA, the upper bound 1/(2 — σ) can be found in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 7.2.5. Suppose matrix X is s.p.d. and σΧ — Κ + ηΙ is s.p.s.d. 
Then (σ -f ~jIX
m
m[X))X - К is s.p.s.d. if η > 0 and (σ + 7/A
m a x
(X))X — К is 
s.p.s.d. if 7 < 0. 
PROPOSITION 7.2.6. X^iX'1 K)X - К and λ^χ-1 K)X + К are s.p.s.d. 
if X is s.p.d.. 
7.3. Some Alternative Upper Bounds 
As we have seen in the previous section, the maximum eigenvalue of C~lA can 
be bounded by ^ — if σ < 2, but the situation is not so fortunate if σ > 2. It is 
impossible to derive a bound by involving σ alone. The bound of the eigenvalues 
must depend on both σ and the lower triangular matrix ¿ . In this section, first, we 
discuss how to estimate the eigenvalue bound of C~M if σ > 2. Though y ^ is an 
upper bound provided σ < 2, it is still very large if σ is close to 2. In the second 
half of this section, we reconsider the bound m this case. The discussion is based 
on our generalization of the well-known inequality p(A) < ti(A) for A s.p.s.d. to 
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block form. It is shown that 2 — σ-\-2(σ — \)m is another upper bound of X(C~1A) 
if 1 < σ < 2 and Л is an m χ m block s.p.s.d. matrix. 
Let M = (ƒ + ¿ ) ( / + LT), where L stands for the same matrix as in Theorem 
7.2.1. The following result gives a method to estimate upper bounds of eigenvalues 
λ,(0-1Α)ίΐσ>2-Χξ_,+ΛΜ) = 2-λ;*(Μ-1). 
THEOREM 7.3.1. Let matrices A and С satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
7.2.1. If к, ^ . ( A f - 1 ) , where M - (I + L)(I + LT), anda>2-K~\ then 
(7.3.1) Х,(С-1А)<{а-2)к
г
 + к?. 
Proof. Using Weyl's theorem (cf. Parlett [11], p. 192), we find for any μ < 2 
and μ < σ that 
λ,(Μ(<τ)) = X,((I + L)-ï+(I + LT)-l + (a-2)(I+L)-1(I + LT)-1) 
< Amax((/ + ¿)-1 + (/ + ¿T)-1 + (^-2)(/ + ¿)-1(/ + ZT)-1) 
+(σ-μ)λ,(/ + Ζ)-1(/ + ϊΤ)-1) 
- 2 ^ + ( σ _ μ ) κ ' · 
Therefore, Χ,(Μ(σ)) < min^< 2((2 - μ ) - 1 + (σ - μ)κ, = 2κ* + (σ - 2)κ,. The 
minimum is taken for μ = 2 —к, а . An application of Theorem 7.2.1 ends the proof 
of inequality (7 3.1). D 
The bound given by (7.3.1) is clearly an improvement of 1/(2 — σ) if σ > 
2-X-J,+1(M)._ 
Divide I + L into a 2 χ 2 block form 
V ¿21 ¿2 
where Ly and Li are the k χ k and (m — Ar) χ (τη — k) block lower triangular 
submatrices of I + L, respectively, and Z21 is the (m — k) χ k block submatrix of 
I -\- L at the south-west corner. 
Let A(D) denote the set of all nonzero eigenvalues of matrix D. Let G\ be an 
nxm matrix and G2 is an m χ η matrix. It is well known that A(GiG2)=A(G2Gi) 
Set M, = ¿ ,¿f , i = 1,2, and denote ¿ = ni + . . . + щ, ρ = n^+i + . . . -f n
m
. We 
now consider how to estimate A,(M). To this end, we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 7.3.2. Let et\ and a2 be positive numbers, В be α ρ χ k real matrix, 
and D be a matrix of the form 
(7.3.2) D = 
where Ik denotes the unit matrix of order k. Then the eigenvalues of D are given 
by 
ί
/ + ( α ι , α 2 , μ , ) . г/1 < г'< min(p, A;) 
Qi, ifp<i<k 
o 2 , ifk<i<<p /_(ai,a2,//fc+p+i_,), ifma.x(p,k) < i < k + ρ, 
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where μι, ... , /i
m
in(p,A) are the first min(p,k) eigenvalues ofBBT, /+(α,β,μ) and 
ƒ_ (α, β, μ) are the largest resp the smallest zero of the function 
Í -» (α-ί)(β-ί)-μί. 
Proof. If к > ρ, a computation, using a block decomposition of Xh+p — D 
shows the characteristic polynomial of D 
fD{\) = det{XIk+p - D) 
= (λ - ai)fc-pdet((À - αι)(λ - a2)IP - XBBT) 
= ( λ - α 1 ) * - * Π ( ( λ - α ι ) ( λ - α 3 ) - / ' . λ ) . 
1 = 1 
Thus, / + ( α ι , θ 2 , μ , ) , /_(αι,α2,μ,) and α ι are eigenvalues of D. Since / + ( α ι , α 2 , ι ) 
and / _ ( Q I , Q 2 , Ï ) are monotonously increasing and monotonously decreasing, re-
spectively, the lemma follows immediately due to the fact that f+(o¡i, a2,x) > 
max(ai,a2) and f-(ai,a2,x) < т і п ( а і , а 2 ) for χ > 0. Note that A(BTB) = 
A(BBT). Similarly, one can prove the case к < p. D 
LEMMA 7.3.3. With L = ¿ i 0 
^21 
, where Li are nonsmgular, and L = 
( -1 ), where σ2 = XmmiLÎL,), we have that X,(LLT) > X,(LLT). 
¿21 C2 ) 
Proof. Note that it is readily seen that X,(BG) > X,{DG) if B, Д G and Я - £ > 
are s.p.s.d.. Hence, we have 
Xt(LLT) = X, 
= λ, 
> λ, 
= λ, 
= λ, 
0 
о 
h о 
¿21 ¿2 0 Li 
Li 0 
0 
¿f¿! 0 τ 
0 7
Р 
σ-2/fc 0 
0 І„ 
\( h 0 \( І
к
 Li, λ \ 
Д ¿2i ¿2 Д 0 ¿J Д 
Л ¿l'i /fc 0 
¿21 ¿2 0 Li 
(
 σι
Ι
Η
 0 W h 0 W Д. і*і 
^ 0 ƒ„ Д ¿21 ¿2 Д 0 ¿ J 
σι/* 0 
0 І„ 
σι/* 0 
¿21 ¿2 
С"і4 ¿2Ί 
0 Li 
Similarly, it follows that λ, > A,(¿¿T). D 
Since A(¿2i¿2i) = A(¿2i¿2i), it follows from the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 with 
using Lemma 7.3.2 and Lemma 7.3.3 that 
Xt(M) > 
f+ [Xmtn{Mi, Xmtn(M2), μ,), if 1 < i < min(p, k) 
Xm,n{Mi), if P<i< к 
Xmxn{M2)^ __ '\î~k<i<p 
. f-(Xmin(Mi),Xm,n{M2)^n+i-t), if max(p, k) < i < η 
where μι, μ2, • • • , /¿min(p ¿) are the first min(p, k) eigenvalues of ¿2i¿2i numbered 
in a non-increasing order. 
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LEMMA 7.3.4. Let В be α ρ χ к real matrix and D be a matrix of the form 
D = 
В a2L· 
Then the eigenvalues of D are given by 
λ,(£>) = -
9+{ai,<*2,ßi), if 1 < i < min(p, к) 
αχ, if ρ < i < к 
a2, if к < i < ρ 
, 9-(<xi,Q!2,ßk+p+i-i), г/тах(р, к) < i < к+р, 
where ß\, ß2, •. • , and ßmm(p,k) <*re the first min(p, к) eigenvalues of BBT, 
g+(alta2,x) = τ{αι + α2 + ((αϊ - α 2 ) 2 + 4χ) 3 ) , 
9-{αι,α2,χ) = - ( α ϊ + α 2 - ((αϊ - α 2 ) 2 + 4χ)^). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7.3.2. D 
THEOREM 7.3.5. Let A = {AtJ)™ x be a block matrix partitioning ofa s. p. s.d. 
matrix. Then 
(7.3.3) P(A) <Σρ(Α„). 
I = 1 
Proof. Consider first the case m = 2. Let В = I * . n ' , , 1 ,
 r
 ) which 
1
 \ A2X p(A22)I J 
is clearly s.p.s.d. and p(A) < p{B). Lemma 7.3.4 shows that 
p(A
n
) + p(A22) - ((p(An)- р{А22)2 + | |A 1 2 | | ! )5 = 2Am i n(B) > 0 
and, hence 
P(B) < \(p(Au) + p(A22) + ((р(Л„) - p{A22f + \\Aí2\\l)i) < p(An) + р(А22). 
By induction, we find that for any s.p.s.d. matrix, A = (Д,)™ ] (7.3.3) 
holds. ' D 
If A has scalar form, (7.3.3) reduces to the well-known inequality 
p(A)<tT(A). 
If 1 < σ < 2, we give now an alternative method to estimate an upper bound 
of the eigenvalues of C - 1 A , which yields 2 — σ + 2(σ — l)m as an upper bound if 
A is s.p.s.d.. 
THEOREM 7.3.6. Let A and С satisfy all conditions of Theorem 7.2.1. If A 
s.p.s.d. and 1 < σ < 2, then 
\
ma
x{C-lA) < 2 - σ + 2(σ - l)m. 
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Proof. 
m —1 m —1 
(/+i)-i(/+iT)-1 = (E(-1),¿,)(E(-1)'(IT)') 
i = 0 · = 0 
m —1 τη—1 m — l τη—1 
=
 /+Σ(-ΐ)<ζ· + Σ(-ΐ)4ζη') + (Σ(-ΐ)«ζ·)(Σ(-ΐ)·(Ζτ)') 
« = 1 » = 1 « = 1 1 = 1 
m — 1 m — 1 
= Μ(2) - ƒ + ( ^ ( - 1 ) · Ϊ ' ) ( Χ ; ( - 1 ) · ( Ϊ Τ ) · ) . 
»=ι ·=ι 
Since ( Σ ™ Ί 1 ( - 1 ) , ^ ' ) ( Σ ^ 1 ( - 1 ) , ( ^ Τ ) ' ) i s s.P-s.d. and Κ σ < 2, Theorem 7.2.1 
and the above yield 
\{C~lA) < A,(M(2) + (σ - 2)(/ + Z ) " 1 ( / + ¿ T ) _ 1 ) 
m—1 m—1 
= λ
ι
( ( 2 - σ ) / + ( σ - 1 ) Μ ( 2 ) + ( σ - 2 ) ( ^ ( - 1 ) · Ζ ' ) ( ^ ( - 1 ) ' ( ϊ Τ ) * ' ) 
1=1 ι = 1 
< 2 - < τ + ( σ - 1 ) Α , ( Μ ( 2 ) ) . 
Since Л is s.p.s.d and С is sp.d., Proposition 7.2.4 shows that M{2) is s.p s.d.. 
Since the diagonal part of M (2) is 21, (7.3 3) finishes the proof. Π 
Under some additional assumptions, the bound of Theorem 7.3.6 can be re­
duced. For example, if 
1. Л is a Stieltjes matrix, 
2. L = LA, 
3. X is a Stieltjes matrix such that offdiag(X) <offdiag(i)i4), and 
4. there is a positive vector ν such that 
(7.3.4) Cv > 0, 
(7.3.5) ( ƒ / - I ) v < Cv, 
(7.3 6) (X+LT)v> Av, 
LTpv > 0, 
where X = LpPLj denotes the point LU decomposition of X, then it has been 
shown in [9] that 
X
max
{C-lA)<m + l. 
These assumptions imply actually that 2X + L + LT — A is s.p.s.d. In this case, 
2X + L + LT — A is a Stieltjes matrix. This follows, because as has been shown in 
[9], (7.3.4) and (7.3.5) imply (X + L)v > 0. Hence using (7.3.6) shows that 
(2X + L + LT - A)v > 0, 
which implies that 2X + L + LT — A is s p.s.d.. 
The matrix M(2) acts as a key for estimating the eigenvalues λ, ( С - 1 Л) as we 
have seen. In general, λ, (M(2)) can be estimated by using Lemma 7.3.4. Denote 
M, = Z,_ 1 + (Zf ) _ 1 , i = 1,2, and η, = A
m a x
(M,). According to the partitioning of 
I + L, it is easy to check that 
»<4£ S;) 
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and hence 
Λ,(
Μ
(2»<Λ,(·ϋ S ) ' 
Again using A(Z-2i¿2i) = M ^ 2 i ^ 2 i ) and Lemma 7.3.4, we have that 
λ,(Μ(2)) < < 
9+(т,т,ъ), if 1 < i < min(p, к) 
ηι, if ρ < i < к 
1)2, if к < i < ρ 
. 9-(m,V2,ln+i-%), if тах(рД-) < г < n 
where ¿21 = — ¿ Г ^ г і - Ь г . 7 ι > · · · • Tmmfp fe) a r e ^ n e n r s * m i n ( p , £ ) eigenvalues of 
L21L21 numbered in a non-increasing order. 
7.4. Application to Generalized SSOR Preconditioned Matrices 
As an application of the results presented in §7.2 and §7 3, we now consider 
upper bounds of the condition number of the preconditioned matr ix when the gen­
eralized SSOR method is applied to symmetric block tndiagonal matrices. 
Let Л be a block tndiagonal matr ix of the form 
A = b]ocktTidia,g(At},-i, Atl, A,¡1+i), 
where A„ = tridiag(—b, a, — b) and Л,,,-і = Α , ι + ι = — С Л * = 1,2 т. All 
blocks have order n χ n. In addition, we assume that b,c > 0 and a > 2 ( 6 + c) 
Consider 
A = DA - L - L, 
a splitting of A, and the generalized SSOR preconditioned matr ix 
C={D-L)D-1{D-LT), 
where DA = b l o c k d i a g ^ n , A22, • • , A
mm
), L is the lower blocktndiagonal part of 
A, D = blockdiag(£>i, £>2,. . . , D
m
) partitioned as DA-
We compute a preconditioner С for Л in a common way as follows (see [3]): 
Di=A
n
, 
D, = A„ -Λ,,-ιΑΓ,.ιΛ,-ι,, + Οί, ¿ = 2 , 3 , . . . ,m, 
where X,, i > 1, is a sparse approximation to D~ and D't is a diagonal matrix 
such that 
D[v = Λ,,,.χίΧ,.χ - ¿ Г Д И - І , . " . i = 2,3 m 
for some positive vector v. Hence we have 
(7.4.1) D1v = Anv, 
(7.4.2) D,v = {A
u
-Ayi^D;21At-1,,)v, i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,m. 
Sinceri,, = (α — 2b)I + b tridiag(—1,2, —1), the smallest eigenvalue of A„ isa — 26 + 
6(2sin,/
n
*. ^ ) 2 , denoted by λ, where η is the order of Alt. Let ν be the eigenvector 
of A„ corresponding to λ. (7.4.1) and (7.4.2) imply that ν is also an eigenvector of 
D, and the corresponding smallest eigenvalue of D, becomes 
ЛІ = A, A, = λ-c2A1"_
1
1, i = 2,3, . . . , m . 
It is readily seen that A, converges monotonically to the lower bound 
A = ¿(A + ( A 2 - 4 c 2 ) i ) . 
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Let σ = -—§rrr · We have σ = 1 + —^—- < 2. A computation shows that 
σΌ\\ - Л ц > О, 
λ - с
2
 λ I 1 
σ ο , ν - Д . ν = λ - -^-f ν - λν > 0, i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,m, 
A — c J A - 1 
which implies that σΧ — L — LT — A is s.p.s.d.. Now Proposition 7.2.4 shows that 
2 - σ AA - 2c2 ' 
On the other hand, using λ > 2c, it is also seen that λ, > A,, which satisfy 
Ai = 2c, A, = 2c — c2Aj"1, t' = 2,3, . . . ,m. 
Hence A, = ^ c . Let a = •?—x\i-l = 2 - —χ^·. Similarly, we find that α ΰ — L — 
LT — A is also s p.s.d.. 
Consider the lower block tridiagonal matrix Τ = I — D~tLD~*. We have 
m - l 
Σ' 
t = 0 
7 1 » — Í 
T-1=(TtJ)=J2(D-^LD-i)t 
where T„ = In, T,3 = ci~Wi *Д~_\ . . . I ^ D , *, » > ¿, Г
ч
 = 0, i < j . 
Partition (j<r^~1T~x into an m χ m block matrix (BtJ) consistently with the 
partitioning of A. Clearly, ( j , T ) - i j ' - 1 ¡ s a nonnegative matrix. Applying D¡lv < 
( ' i)cv shows that 
Hence, 
Γ.,ν < (Щ^)* ν < Í ± J v and Т^ < Ш т , i > j . 
„ f T T T . f (7+ 1)0 + 1) 
BtjV = ^TktTkjy < ^ _ _ _ _ v fc = l fc>max(ij) 
J —1 m /. ,
 1 \ / . , -4 m m 
¿ ¿ ΐ (fc + 1)2 2 ¿ V + * + l (* + l)V 
І + 1 ^ Λ . _ 1 2 \ 
< 2
 έ ί V fc + 1 ( * + 1 ) ( * + 2 ) , Г 
i + 1 / . , Γ + ι dx 1
 n
^ W 1 1 \\ 
< -7r-\m-i + l+ — + -.—r-2> τ - - - ν 
= 2 ( ( г ' + 1 ) ( m - » > l + b g ( m + l ) - l o g ( » + l) + ^ - ^ J - l ì ν 
< l ( (
m + i + bg(2) + ; ^ ) ( m + 3 + log(2) + ;;íH_)-4)v 
< i ( m + 2 + log(2))2v, 
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which implies that 
РІМ-
1) = р{{Тт)-'Т-1) < i ( m + 2 + log(2))2 = к, 
where M stands for the same matrix as in Theorem 7.3.1. Since к > ρ(Μ~λ) and 
α > 2 — κ " , applying Theorem 7.3.1 shows that 
p ( C - M ) < (a - 2)« + 2/s* < 2 v ^ - 1 ( m + 2 + log(2)). 
This bound is approximately 0.4571(m+ 2 + log(2)). The result can be further 
improved if we can estimate p(M~l) more accurately. Application of the result 
in [9] (Theorem 4.3) shows only an τη/2 upper bound for this example, although 
the result requires that Л is a Stieltjes matrix, L = LA and some other additional 
conditions. 
Further, because А — С is a Z-matrix and {A — C)\ = 0, we have А
т
і„(С - 1 Л) = 
1 and, therefore, 
cond(C-M) < min í ^ f ¿ , ^ - ^ ( m + 2 + log(2))J . 
For the model second order elliptic difference equation on a rectangular η χ m 
mesh with uniform meshwidth h = j^W, we have Ац = tridiag(—1,4,—1), с = 1. 
In this case, using the previously given bound on λ, we find 
ΛΛ- 1 _ n + 1 
λλ - 2 ~ 2π 
Therefore, 
cond(C-M) < min (2±i, ^ — ! - ( m + 2 + log(2)) ) . 
It turns out that the second part holds also for the more common choice of 
the vector e = ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1)T, because we have Д е > ^У-е, where Д· are the 
corresponding matrices of £),· obtained by using e. 
The general bound 2m of the condition number is hence not very accurate for 
the model type problem. Bounds involving only m, the number of blocks, are of 
particular interest when an elliptic second order difference equation is solved on an 
oblong rectangular domain with number of nodepoints ΛΓχ χ N2 where we assume 
that A/i ~^> N2- If we number the points such that the order of the matrix blocks 
is N1, i.e., there are m = N2 blocks in the main diagonal, then applying Theorem 
7.3.6 shows that 
c o n d ( C - 1 ^ ) < 2JV2, 
or 0.4571(7V2 + 2 + log(2)) for the model problem, both of which hence do not 
depend on JVi. It is therefore efficient to choose big blocks for such domains. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Conditioning Analysis and Its Application* 
A b s t r a c t . The paper deals with eigenvalue estimates for block incomplete factorization meth­
ods for symmetric matrices. Some previous results on upper bounds of maximum eigenvalue of 
preconditioned matrices are generalized to every eigenvalue. Considering the relation of matrices 
with their preconditioners, we derive an accurate upper bound depending only on the block order. 
Finally, the results are used to estimate the bound for every eigenvalue of the preconditioned 
matrices if the generalized SSOR method is used to solve an elliptic equation in two dimensions. 
Using a transformation we show how the coefficients of the differential equations influence the 
bounds of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix. 
K e y w o r d s , eigenvalue estimates, incomplete factorization, preconditioners, elliptic equation 
A M S s u b j e c t classif ications. 65F10, 65F15, 65F50 
8.1. Introduction 
Consider block incomplete factorizations of the form 
C* = {X + L)X-1{X + LT) 
for symmetric matrices, where X is symmetric positive definite or, briefly s.p.d. 
and L is a lower triangular matrix. To estimate the rate of convergence of pre­
conditioned iterative methods such as the Chebyshev and the conjugate gradient 
iterative methods we need to know the distribution of eigenvalues or, at least the 
bounds of extreme eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices see [1], [2], [4], [9] [10], 
[14]. In the past decade the eigenvalue estimate for block incomplete factorization 
method has been extensively studied for symmetric positive definite matrices [3], 
[6], [7], [8], [11] and [12]. Recently, the authors unified some previous results and 
obtained some strong results even if the assumption of A is weakened. 
Let В and D be symmetric matrices. Throughout the paper В > D means 
that В — D is positive semidefinite and \i(A) denotes the ¿th eigenvalue of A. The 
eigenvalues of a matrix are ordered in a non-increasing order. Let A, X, and L be 
partitioned in blocks according to a given partitioning of vectors, and let m χ m be 
the numbers of matrix blocks. The fundamental result in [5] is that 
Xi(M(0)) < Xi(C-lA) < \i(M(a)) 
where M(a) = {I+L)-l + {I+LT)-1 + (a-2){I+L)-1{I+LT)-\ L = Х~НХ~і, 
σ and β are constant such that βΧ + L + LT < A < σΧ + L + LT. Applying this 
* This chapter is based on the paper, H. Lu and O. Axelsson, Conditioning analyiis of block 
incomplete factorizations and its application to elliptic equations, Report 9504, February 1995, 
Department of Mathematics, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands (submitted). 
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result, we obtained some simple upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue, for 
example, 1/(2 — σ) if σ < 2 and 2m if σ < 2 and A is positive semidefinite. 
This paper continues our analysis of block incomplete factorization methods. 
We show that if there exist two constants a, and σ,· such that a, < Α,·(Λ'-1 A') < σ,, 
where К = A — L — LT, then 
A
m i n(M(a,·)) < A,(C-M) < Xmax(M(a,)). 
The result yields immediately a simple upper bound 1/(2 —σ,) for the ?th eigenvalue 
of the preconditioned matrix C~lA if σ,- < 2, which result generalizes the old one 
for the maximum eigenvalue. Considering the relation between A and С and using 
the generalization of the well-known inequality that the spectral radius is bounded 
by the trace for symmetric positive semidefinite matrices to block form in [5], we 
show also that m+ 1 is another upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue if σι < 2 
and С < A. The results are used to estimate the bounds of each eigenvalue if the 
generalized SSOR method is used to solve an elliptic equation 
- fallii* >v)foU{*,v)) - f y ( a 2 ( * . y ) ^ « ( * . î 0 ) = / ( * . » ) . ° " Ω 
«0 е. У) = 9(x, У) ° n i1 = <9Ω-
where Ω = (0,α) χ (0,6), ai(x,y) and 02(1,у) are positive functions. By doing 
a transformation, we show how the coefficients ai(x,y) and a2(x',j/) influence the 
bounds of eigenvalues. 
8.2. Simple Upper Bounds for Every Eigenvalue 
Let Л be a symmetric matrix. Consider a block incomplete preconditioner 
С = (X + L)X~l(X + LT), where X is a block diagonal and s.p.d. matrix and L 
is a block lower triangular matrix. 
In [5] it is shown that 1/(2 — σ) is a upper bound of the spectral radius of the 
preconditioned matrix C~XA if A < σΧ + L + LT with σ < 2. In this section, 
first we generalize the result to every eigenvalue of C~lA. To this end, wo need the 
following basic result. 
THEOREM 8.2.1. Let A be a symmetric matnx andC = (X + L)X _ 1 (A' + L T ) 
with a s.p.d. matrix X. If there are two constants a¡ and σ, such that a, < 
λί(Χ - 1 Λ') < σ,·, where К = A- L - LT, then 
A
mi„(M(a,·)) < K{C~lA) < Лтах(М(<т,·)), 
where Μ(σ) = (I + L)~l + (I + ϊΓ)~ι + (σ - 2)(/ + І)~\І + ¿ T ) ~ l and L = 
Proof. Using first a similarity transformation and then a congruence transfor-
mation, we find that the equality \,(X~ÏK) = \,(Х~гКХ~') < a¡ is equivalent 
to Xi(K — σίΧ) < 0. Furthermore, it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [5] 
that 
X-i(X + L T ) C - M ( X + LT)-lX* 
= X*(X + L)-X{K - a¡X)(X + LT)-lX* + Μ(σ,). 
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Applying Weyl's theorem (cf. Parlett [13] 1980, p. 192) shows that 
Х,(С~1А) = Xt(X-^{X + LT)C-1A{X + LT)-1X^) 
< X,(Xi(X + L)-l{K - σ,Χ)(Χ + LT)-1XÍ) + Amax(M(<r,)), 
which implies that λ, ( C - M ) < A
max
(M(<7,)) ίίλ,(Χ~ιΚ) < σ<. If α, < λ^Χ^Κ), 
then A
min(M(o:,)) < A,(C~M) follows in a similar way. Π 
The following two propositions give some situations in which Theorem 8.2.1 
is applicable. The first one shows a simple upper bound for every eigenvalue of 
the preconditioned matrix С _ 1 Л , which generalizes some previous results for the 
maximum eigenvalue in [3], [5]. 
PROPOSITION 8.2.2. If the conditions o/Theorem 8.2.1 hold and σ, < 2, then 
(8.2 1) M C - ^ l ) < - i - . 
¿ — σ, 
In particular, ifX^X^K) < 2, then A,(C-M) < (2 - Χ^χ-1 K))-1. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 8.2.4 in [5] D 
PROPOSITION 8.2.3. If the conditions o/Theorem 8.2.1 hold, к > p(M), where 
M = (ƒ + L)-\I + LT)-\ and K-5 + σ, > 2, then 
Л,(С _ 1Л) < (σ, - 2 ) к + 2/с2 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.3 in [5]. Π 
In view of the proof of Theorem 8.2.1, we find that matrix σΧ + L + LT acts 
as a key to connect the symmetric matrix A and its block incomplete factorization 
preconditioners in estimating upper bounds of eigenvalues of the preconditioned 
matrix. Under the assumption λ,(A' — atX) = Xt(A — σ,Χ — L — LT) < 0, we 
have derived some upper bounds for every eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix 
C~lA, but such bounds can be very large if σ, is close to 2 or they depend on 
the estimate of spectral radius of M = (ƒ + ¿ ) _ 1 ( / + ¿ T ) - 1 . To further estimate 
upper bounds of eigenvalues of preconditioned matrix C_1A by Theorem 8.2.1, as 
the second part of the section, we consider the condition 
(8.2.2) X,{ß,C - a,X - L - LT) < 0 
with A < σΧ + L + LT. The following lemma shows the relation between the 
parameters β, and a,- if (8.2.2) holds. 
LEMMA 8.2.4. Let С - (X + L)X~l{X + LT), where X is a s.p.d. matrix. 
1. IfX,{ß,C - α,Χ - L - LT) < 0 with a, < 2, then β, < 1/(2 - a,)· 
2. IfßC<aX + L + LT, then β < a. 
Proof. Let A = ß,C. Proposition 8.2.2 shows 1. 
Let X = blockdiag(Xi,... ,Xm). Under assumption ßC < aX + L + LT, 
matrix В = aX + L + LT — ßC > 0. Since L is a strictly lower block triangular 
matrix, it is readily seen that В = (
 D D ) . Hence, (a — ß)X\ > 0, 
\ #21 #22 / _ 
which implies a > ß. D 
COROLLARY 8.2.5. Let A be a symmetric matrix and С = (X + L)X~1(X + 
LT), where X is s.p.d. and block diagonal. If 
(8.2.3) X,(ß,C-a,X-L-LT) < 0, α, <2 
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and A < σΧ + L + LT, then 
1 
if σ < 2 - 2 - α , 
A,(C-M) < { 
2 - σ ' _ 1+^/1-/3.(2-0.) 
. 2 (l + V l - Ä ( 2 - o , ) ) ( σ - a . ) 
+ /?ι, otherwise. ( 2 - α , ) 2 
Proof. Under the assumptions of the corollary, (8.2.3) shows for any χ > 0 
λ,(χΛ + Ä C - ( w + a , ) * - (1 + x)(L + LT)) < 0, 
i .e . , 
^(T^Z^ + AZC-^±^.X-{L
 + L T ) ) < O . 
' l + x l + x 1 + χ 
Let В = JXJJ4 + -fòC If we choose χ such that 
u r i a, (8.2.4) l + x < 2 , 
then A,(5 - £f£§J-X - L - LT) < 0 and Proposition 8.2.2 shows that 
KiC-'B) = - £ - A , ( C - M ) + - ¡ A - < ¿ + 7Г-
1 + x 1 + ζ
 0 χσ + α, 
Hence, 
A,(C"M) < l + x 1 ß, 
V 
χσ+α, 1 + ; 
l + x 
l + x 
= * ( * ) • 
I 
Let у = Y^J, which implies that 0 < у < 1. A simple computation shows that 
, , ч , χ / ' Ι ~ \ 1 σ — a, 1 
\ 2 - Q , / 1 - У 2 - α , 2 - α , + (σ - а,)у 
If σ > 2 - 2 - α . 
nVi-/9.(2-or,)' we have 
(ΐ + ν ΐ - Α ( 2 - α , ) ) 2 ( σ - α . ) 
о
і
й і
 f (у) = f(y0) = А ^—^ + Ä, 
where 
σ
- α , - ( 2 - α , ) 4 / ΐ - / ? , ( 2 - α , ) 
и < Wo = , — < 1. 
( σ - α , ) ( 1 + ν / 1 - / ? . ( 2 - « . ) ) 
(8 2.4) holds for io > 0 such that y0 = т+ " 
Otherwise, 
i n i • ƒ ( » ) = ДО) = Hm <,(x) 
0<1/<1 χ-»+οο 2 - σ 
2 - α 
ι < 2, (8.2.4) holds for χ sufficiently large. D In this case σ < 2 — . 
In general, it is not easy to determine a parameter pair (a,,/?,) to minimize 
the bound of Л , ( С - М ) given by Corollary 8.2.5. We can use Corollary 8.2.5 as 
follows- fix /?, (a,) and then estimate α, (β,). In particular, one can choose β, to 
be negative. For example, choosing a, = 1 shows the following proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 8.2.6. Let A be a symmetric matrix and С = {X + L)X~1 (X + 
LT), where X is block diagonal and s.p.d.. If A„_,+i(7,C + X + L + LT) > 0 and 
Α<σΧ + L + LT, then 
X,(C-lA)< 
Proof. Let a, = 1 and β, = —7,. Condition (8.2.3) is equivalent to condition 
Л„_,+і(7,С + X + L + LT) > 0. Applying Corollary 8.2.5 shows our results. D 
If σ < 2, Proposition 8.2.6 shows in particular that 
\1(С-1А)<2(1 + у/ТТТг)-
8.3. Alternative Upper Bounds 
Let X = Blockdiag(A'i Д 2 , . . . , X m ) and A > 0. If A < σΧ + L + LT with 
1 < σ < 2, we showed in [5] that 2(<r — l)m + 2 — σ (< 2m) is another upper bound 
of the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix С - 1 A. Under some strong 
assumptions that Λ is a Stieltjes matrix, L = LA and other additional conditions 
which is stronger than σ < 2, this bound can be reduced t o m + 1 (see [11]). In this 
section, we extend this kind of upper bounds to symmetric matrices. Furthermore, 
if the result is used for a symmetric matrix A such that 0 < A < σΧ + L + LT 
with 1 < σ < 2, we obtain an upper bound smaller than our previous bound 
2(<r— l)m + 2 — σ. In particular, if С < A, we have A
m a x
( C - M ) < m + 1 . To finish 
the task, we recall the generalization of the well known equality p(A) < ti(A) for a 
symmetric matrix A > 0 see [5], for instance. 
LEMMA 8.3.1. Let A — (A,}) be an m χ m block symmetric positive semidefi-
mte matrix. Then 
m 
(8.3.1) p{A) <Σρ(Α,,). 
»=I 
LEMMA 8.3.2. Let С = (X + L)X~1{X + LT). If ßC <aX + L + LT with 
α < 2, where a and β are constants, then matrix (I + L)~l + (I + L T ) _ 1 — ßl is 
positive semidefimte. 
Proof. Let A = ßC and σ, = a. It follows from Theorem 8.2.1 that ßl < 
(I + L)-1 + (I + L7)-1 + (a- 2)(/ + L)-\I + LT)-\ Hence, (I + L)'1 + (I + 
LT)-1 - ßl > (2 - α)(/ + L)~l{I + LT)~l, which implies our corollary. D 
Now we prove our main result of this section. 
THEOREM 8.3.3. Let A be a symmetric matrixandC = (X + L)X~l(X + LT), 
where X = blockdiag(Xi, X2, • • • ,X
m
) *s s.p.d.. If ßC < aX + L + LT and 
A < σΧ + L + LT, where α < 2, σ and β are constants, then 
2 — a 
( σ - 1 ) ( 2 - / 9 ) ( ι η - 1 ) + σ ifl<a<2 
1 t/σ < 1. 
(1 + л/1 + 7 . Н ^ - 1 ) - 7 . , ί / < τ > 2 -
ΐ τ
^ _ , 
1 
otherwise. 
v. — er 
Amax(C A) < 
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Proof. It follows from the proof of Corollary 8.2.5 that for any i > 0 w e have 
-A + 
χσ + a X-(L + LT) < 0 . 
1 + χ 1 + χ 1 + χ 
Let В = î f j A + j^C. It follows from Theorem 8.2.1 that 
AmaxiC^B) = - ^ - Л
т а х
( С - М ) + JL-
I + X 1 + X 
< A
max
^(/ + ¿)-1 + (/ + ¿)-1 + ( ^ ^ - 2 ) ( ; + ¿)-1(/ + ¿ ) - 1 ) . 
If σ > 2, choosing XQ = (2 —α)/(σ —2) and applying Lemmas 8.3.2 and 8.3.1 shows 
that 
XQ \ I a-'o 
x0 + 1 
< 
-A
max
 (i + L)-1 + (I + LT)-1 -ßl)+ß 
XQ V / 
2 - 0 
Let M = (/ + L)-1 + ( / + I T ) - 1 . Since 
(ƒ + L)~X{I + L7)-1 = (I- ((ƒ + 1)^Ц{1 - LT(I + I 7 ) - 1 ) 
= (i + Lr1 + (i + LTr1-i + (i + L)-1LLT(i + LT)-\ 
if 1 < σ < 2, a computation shows that 
1 + x 
'S A
m a x 
Amax(C-M) + ß 
l + x 
Γ/« ι σ + a / ι ι τ + ο Λ
 Λ
\ , fχσ + α \ ,,-, ,.,. 
+ ( x o + « _ 2 | ( / + ¿ ) _ 1 ¿ Z T ( / + ¿ T ) _ 1 
l + x 
S ^max (2 - ^ Ч ^ г Н *) '+(ттН,й - 4 
Setting a; —» +oo and using Lemma 8.3.2 and (8.3.1) shows again that 
Amax(C A) 
< lim 
I- f + OO ^ " ( ( ! - ^ + ( ^ - ' ) ' ) ' + 
/ XQ-+ a _ \ (M-ßI))+ß-
< Amax((2 -σ+{σ- Ι)β)I + (<r - 1)(M - /?ƒ)) 
< 2 - σ + ( σ - 1 ) / ? + ( σ - 1 ) ( 2 - / 3 ) Γ Π 
= ( σ - 1 ) ( 2 - / 3 ) ( τ η - 1 ) + σ. 
If σ < 1, Proposition 8.2.2 shows that A
m a x
(C - 1 A) < 1. D 
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If σ < 2 and A > 0, it is readily seen that there are two constants β > 0 and 
a < 2 such that ßC < aX + L + LT. Applying Theorem 8.3.3 shows that 
Am a x(C-M) < (
σ
-1)(2-β)(τη-1) + σ 
< 2{σ - l)m + 2 - σ. 
Hence, the bound given by Theorem 8.3.3 is smaller than the bound 2(σ—l)m+2—σ 
given in [5]. In particular, If С < A, applying Theorem 8.3.3 shows the following 
result: 
COROLLARY 8.3 4. Let С = {X + L)X~1(X + LT) < A, where the block 
diagonal X = b l o c k d i a g ^ i , ^ , . . . ,X
m
)- If there is a positive constant σ < 2 
such that A < σΧ + L + LT, then 
(8.3.2) cond(C - 1i4) < ( f f - l ) m + l . 
Proof. If σ < 2, since C<A<aX + L + LT, Theorem 8.3.3 shows that 
A
m a x
( C - M ) < ( < T - l ) m + l . 
Since X and С are s.p.d., there exists a positive constant μ such that X < μΟ. 
Let e be a positive number such that 2εμ < 1. In the case σ = 2, the assumption 
2X + (L + LT) > A > 0 implies that -{L + LT) < 2X. Therefore, we can check 
that 
С ^ 2
 v t lT t r T . , 2εμ < τ ^ χ + {L + LJ) + τ-^C, 
1 + e - 1 + e ч ' 1 + e 
which implies that ^ц^С < ^Х + L + LT. It follows from Theorem 8.3.3 that 
A
m a x
( C - M ) < (2 - ^^)(m - 1) + 2. 
Setting ε ->• 0 shows (8.3.2) for σ = 2. D 
8.4. Application to Elliptic Equations 
As an application of our results in the previous sections, we consider an elliptic 
equation in two dimensions 
Q / я \ я /* я \ 
( 8 A 1 )
 -fc{aiix'y)teV~^\a2{X'y)dïU)=f{X'y)' °ΠΩ 
« = д{х,у) on Г = <9Ω, 
where Ω = (0, α) χ (0, δ), α\{χ, y) and аг(л;, у) are positive. Discretizing the equation 
by central difference schemes with a grid of mesh size h and δ and ordering the mesh 
lexicographically yields the following linear system 
Ax = b, 
where Л is a block tridiagonal matrix of the form 
A = blockdiag(A,,_i, Α,, Α,,+ι), 
A„ = tridiagiajU.!, a $ , 4 ' i + 1 ) , Λ,,,.ι = At¡t+1 = d i a g ^ ' \ ό £ \ . . . , δ£>) 
i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m, m = ah~1 — 1, 
42 = «ι ((«' + г)A.fcí) + °ι ((*' - е)Л, M) + о3(іЛ, (Λ + ¿)á) + a2(»ft, (* - i)J) 
4 ' ì - i = 4-1.* = -M*, (k - i)Ä), б« = -
β 1 ((i - ì)h, M), 
fc = 1 , 2 , . . . , η , n = bS~1-l. 
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Assume first that ai(x,y) is non-increasing for x. We compute a generalized 
SSOR preconditioner С - {D - L)D~l{D - LT) for A as follows: 
Д = A
n
, 
D, = A„ - Λ,,-ιΧ,-ιΛ-ι,, + Д ' , t' = 2, . . . , m, 
where X,, i > 1 is a sparse approximation to Д and Д ' is a diagonal matrix 
determined by 
Д ' е = Л , , , - ! ^ , - ! - Д - Д ^ . ^ е , 
where e = ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 ) τ . Hence, we have 
Д е = Лце, 
(8.4.2) Д е = (Λ, - Λ , , - ι Д " Л ^ - і , . ) е . 
Let Δ, = diag(ai((i+ l /2) / i ,¿ ) , . . . ,a\((i+ l/2)h,nS)). It is readily seen that 
(8.4.3) A„e > 2Δ,β. 
Using (8.4.2), Theorem 8.3.3 and induction, we can show that 
(8.4.4) Д е > — Δ , Θ . 
г 
To further analyze our SSOR preconditioner, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8.4.1. LetO(x,y) Ε Ω and rrii(x) and m2 (χ) be two functions, where 
гаг (a;) > mi(x). If for any x\ and X2 there exist η and ξ such that χι < η, ξ < x2 
and 
(8 4.5) тп
х
{п)(х2 - хх) < (х2,у) - (х1,у) < τπ2(ξ)(χ2 - *ι) 
uniformly m y for any Χι < x2 in Ω, then 
(8.4.6) / mi(x)dx < (х2,у) - 0(xi,y) < / m2(x)dx. 
Jxi Jx1 
Proof. Under the assumptions of the lemma, we have for any x\ = z\ < z2 < 
• · · < z
m
 — X2 that 
m m 
9{x2,y) - [хиу) = ^ ( 0 ( z , + 1 , ¡ / ) - {г,,у)) < £ > 2 ( £ , ) ( ¿ . + i - ζ,), 
1 1 
where г, < £, < г
І + і Setting m -+ oo and letting zt+i — zt —• 0 shows the second 
inequality. The first one follows in a similar way. D 
Assume that there exists a bounded integrable function т(х) such that 
(8.4.7) logai(xlty) - logа г(x2,y) < τ(ξ)(χ2-χι) 
for any x2 > χι in Ω, where x\ < ξ < x2. Let μ, = expí f^_1j2\h r(x)dx) and 
β, = (г + l ) t ? ; | | ' ' • A computation using (8.4.2), (8.4.4) and Lemma 8.4.1 shows 
that 
/3,Де = Λ , β + Κ Α - Ι ^ , - Α Α , , , - ι ο - Λ Λ - ι , , Ι β 
¿Α Δ,_ Γ 
> Л , е + 
> А„е 
(Α-ΙΗΔ, + Δ,-Ο-
г + 1 
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In addition, ß,D, - A„ = (/?, - 1)Д + ( Д - Att) is a Z-matrix. Therefore, ß,D, — 
Au > 0 and 
/>(D,-M„)<Ä, t = l ,2 m. 
Reordering β, such that /?,+i > β,, we have 
\in+û(D~xDA) <ßm-,, i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,τη- 1, j - 1,2,... , η . 
If ßm-ι < 2, it follows from Proposition 8.2.2 that 
1 (8.4.8) λ ,
η + , ( ( Γ Μ ) < 2 - Ä„_, 
In particular, if ßm < 2, (8.4.8) gives upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of 
the preconditioned matrix C~XA If τ{χ) = 0, i.e., αϊ does not depend on x, then 
all β, < 2 and hence (8.4.8) becomes 
A,„ + J (C - 1 A) < 2 > ¿ = 0 , . . . , m - 1, J = 1,2,... ,n. 
Consider the lower block tridiagonal matrix Τ = I — D~* LD~*. We have 
m-l 
T-1 = (TtJ)=Yi(D-iLD-iY, 
r-0 
where Tti = I, Tt] = D'^A^xD^ •• -D'^AjDj' for i > j and Tt} = 0 for 
» < j . Partition M = Τ ' - ^ ΐ 1 7 ' ) - 1 into an m χ m block matrix (MtJ) consistently 
with the partitioning of A, where M stands for the same matrix as in Proposition 
8.2.3. Applying (8.4.4) and Lemma 8.4.1 shows that 
Д^Д.е < ¿ e , 
г + 1 
Д -
1
Д , _ 1 е = Д -
1
Д , Д -
1
Д , _ 1 е 
= D - i A d i : u : í a i ( ( l ~ 1 / 2 ) M ) «i((¿ ~ l/2)fe,пД)\ 
• '
 &
 W(*' + 1/2)M)' 'ai((i+l/2)ft,nA)^ 
< / і . Д ^ Д . е ^ ^ - е 
Therefore, for г > kì 
D;?TíkT?kD?e 
= ( Д - 1 А , _ і ) - - - ( о ^ 1 Д , ) р ; 1 Д , ) . . . ( Д - _ 1 1 Д , - і ) е 
* ( * + 1 ) TT 
- t(i + l) x v J 
x
 ' j=k 
*(* + !) f /(,+1/2)h ,
 w
 \ 
= - T T — r r e x P / r[z)dz e, 
*(» + 1) V(*+i/2)* / 
which implies that the spectral radius 
p{TtkTl) = P{D;HkT?kD}) < ^ І ^ е х р ( Г ^ r(z)dz) , 
Ф + 1 ) \J{k + l/2)h j 
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_ 1 -, _ 1 
because Dt
 2TlitT'kDt
 2
 is a nonnegative matrix. It follows from Lemma 8.3.1 that 
m m / ι \ m t 
р(м)<Σ№„) = χ > ( Σ τ ^ <ΣΣΡ^'1^ 
7=?fcTÍ ^ l + 1 / 2 ' \Ak + l/7)h ) 
< f m + l V f ' ^ l ' + I ) A + 1 / 2 N 2 
- \ a J ¿ ^ m + 1 ^¿+ 1/2^ 
e X P
 l У*+іл>.(.+!/:» ^ 2 j ¿ + l / 2 m + 1/2 
4" 1 + 1/2 m+1/2 / ' ' 
< h~2 / y / x2exp( T(z)dz) dxdy + Cih~l+C2 = к, 
Jo Jo \Jxy J 
where C\ and C2 are constants independent of h. Let ν = тахо<і7<
а
 т(х). It follows 
by a simple computation that 
σι = max /?, = max (г + 1) — < 2 + (и - 2)/ι + o(h), 
1<»<т 1<«<т 1 + 1 + / Í , — 
Proposition 8.2.3 yields the following upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of 
preconditioned matrix: 
A m „ ( C - M ) < ( < т
т
- 2 ) к + 2к* 
ƒ 2 C H - 1 + C3, if »Ι < 2, 
2)C + 2CÏ]h-1 + C4, i f < n > 2 , 
where С = /0° у fQ x2exp I ƒƒ r(z)dz) dxdy, C3 and C4 are constants independent 
of/i. 
For the general case, assume that there exist two bounded integrable functions 
such that 
(8.4.9) ^>ι(μ)(χ2 - i i ) < bgai(x2,2/) - loga 2 (x i ,y) < ψ2(ζ)(χ2 - xi) 
uniformly in y for any ζ 2 > %i in Ω. Note that it is straightforward to show that 
(8.4.9) is equivalent to that the function logai(x, y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
(8.4.10) | loga 1(a;2,i/)-loga 1(xi,y) | < L\x2 - xi\ 
uniformly in y for any Χι,χι 6 Ω. where i is a positive constant. This implies 
that we can allow that the function ау(х,у) has jumps in y-direction. Defining 
χ(χ) = exp (fo <p2(t)dt) and making a transformation w = JQ l/x(t)dt, we obtain 
the equation 
-JL(blJL1l\-JL(b3JLt\=f on Ω 
dw \ dw J dy \ dy J 
u — g on Γ = dû, 
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where 6i(w,y) = al(x,y)/x{x), b2(w,y) = x(x)a2(x,y), f{w,y) = x(x)f(x,y) and 
Ω = (0, α) x (0,6) with a - ¡I l/x(x)dx. 
We then discretize the equation by a central difference scheme and construct a 
preconditioner of the same form as previously. 
Note that for any w2 = ƒ„a l/x(t)dt and w\ = ƒ** \/x(t)dt we have x2 > x\ 
if w2 > w\ simply because χ(χ) > 0. Hence, for any w2 > w\, using Lemma 8.4.1, 
we have 
bi(w2,y) -bi(wi,y) - Xfa) X(xi) 
< ai{xi,y) Íai(x2,y) _ у(ж2) 
X{XÌ) \ai(xi, у) χ(χι) 
ai(xi,y) fai(x2,y) 
1
 — exp (¡
ж
'Ы')<ь)) X(x2) Vai(ii,y) 
< 0 , 
which implies that b\(w,y) is non-increasing for w. 
On the other hand, for w2 > wi a computation shows that 
lo£bi(wi,y) -\ogbi(w2,y) 
= logai(xi,y) -logai(x 2,J/) + bgx(a;2) - b g x ( i i ) 
< - I ipi(x)dx+ I ip2(x)dx 
Jxi Jxi 
I-X2 
= / (ψ2{χ)- φι{x))dx 
Jxi 
< / (φ2(χ) - <pl(x))e\p i ip2(t)dt\ dw 
Let ip(w) — (φ2(χ) — ipi(x))cxp (ƒ* φ2(ί)άί), where w, = ƒ * ' l/x(t)dt. Our previous 
analysis shows that 
[ 2Dih-l + D
u
 if 7i < 2 , 
U ( ^ - 2 ) D + 2JDi]/i-1 + D 2 , if τι > 2, 
where £> = ƒ„" у J0 x2e\p ( f%y ip(t)dtj dxdy, μ = ma,xc<w<âip(w), £*i and D2 are 
constants independent of h and 
,
 ч
 l + exp^í/Jí^d«) 
°^
m
 i + i+w(ft;y$<,(x)dx) 
The above shows that the upper bound 0(/ i_ 1) of the maximum eigenvalue 
of C~XA holds also for problems (8.4.1) with variable coefficients, if logai( i ,y) 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition (8.4.10) for x. Because A — С is a Z-matrix and 
(A — C)e = 0 for the lower eigenvalue bound we have A
m i n (C - 1 A) > 1. Therefore, 
all upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue in this section give also upper bounds 
of the condition number for the preconditioned matrix C~lA. 
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8.5. Conclusions 
The application of eigenvalue estimates yields an 0(h~l) upper bound for the 
condition number of the preconditioned matrix if the modified block factoriza­
tion method is used for elliptic equations (8.4.1) with variable coefficients under 
the assumption that log αϊ (x, y) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (8.4.10) for x. If 
log 02{x, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition for y, we can reorder the mesh and use the 
same approach to the new discrete linear system that yields an 0(S~l) upper bound 
for the condition number of the new preconditioned matrix. In particular, this is an 
efficient way to solve equation (8.4.1) if the coefficient a\{x,y) does not satisfy the 
conditions required. Finally, it turns out that the results and the approach can also 
be used to equation (8.4.1) subject to certain forms of mixed boundary conditions. 
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Samenvatting 
Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen, in totaal bestaande uit acht hoofdstukken. 
Het kwam tot stand in een periode van twee en een halfjaar van eind 1992 tot begin 
1995 waarin ik werkzaam was als 010 onder leiding van Professor O. Axelsson. 
Het eerste deel, bestaande uit 4 hoofdstukken, handelt over de existentie en 
uniciteit van een zwakke oplossing en eindige elementen methoden voor voorwaarts-
achterwaartse warmtevergelijkingen en een consistentie grens op eindige differentie 
schema's van positief type voor convectie-diffusie problemen. Het tweede deel, ook 
4 hoofdstukken, houdt zich voornamelijk bezig met het gebruik van de numerieke 
radius om de convergentiesnelheid van iteratieve methoden voor niet-symmetrische 
lineaire systemen te analyseren, generalisaties van diagonale compensatie, schattin-
gen van conditiegetallen en eigenwaarden voor blok incomplete factorisatie metho-
den met toepassingen op elliptische vergelijkingen. Er volgt nu een korte samen-
vatting van ieder van de delen. 
Deel 1 
In de literatuur zijn al veel eindige elementen methoden voor de warmtever-
gelijking geïntroduceerd en geanalyseerd. Gewoonlijk past men eerst een Galerkin 
methode toe in de ruimtevariabelen waardoor de vergelijkingen reduceren tot een 
stelsel gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen. Vervolgens past men een geschikte me-
thode toe om de gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen te integreren. Helaas zijn er 
warmtevergelijkingen die niet in dit schema passen, bijvoorbeeld de voorwaarts-
achterwaartse warmtevergelij kingen. 
Voor een beter begrip van de voorwaarts-achterwaartse warmtevergelijkingen 
bewijzen we eerst de existentie en uniciteit van een zwakke oplossing van de ver-
gelijkingen gegeven passende randvoorwaarden in een zekere Hilbertruimte en we 
laten zien dat het probleem in een zekere zin welgesteld is. Het bewijs is ge-
baseerd op een variant van het Lax-Milgram lemma. Na deze analyse beschou-
wen we eindige elementen methoden, met name ruimte-tijd methoden, voor de 
voorwaarts-achterwaartse warmtevergelijkingen. We bekijken gelijktijdige discreti-
satie van ruimte- en tijdvariabelen gebruikmakend van continue eindige elementen 
methoden. De resulterende lineaire stelsels zijn positief definiet. Deze methoden 
hebben duidelijke voordelen over bestaande methoden voor deze problemen. Om 
een brede klasse van voorwaarts-achterwaartse warmtevergelijkingen te kunnen op-
lossen gebruiken we variabele-transformaties zodat de nieuwe vergelijkingen kunnen 
worden opgelost met onze ruimte-tijd methoden. We leiden voorwaarden af voor de 
toepasbaarheid van de transformaties en laten zien hoe de transformaties kunnen 
worden geconstrueerd. 
We bepalen tevens een consistentie grens op eindige differentie schema's van 
positief type voor convectie-diffusie problemen. 
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Deel 2 
In dit deel analyseren we de standaard iteratieve methoden en de SOR methode 
voor quasi-Hermitische positief definiete matrices gebruikmakend van de numerieke 
radius, we generaliseren het gebruik van diagonale compensatie van symmetrische 
positief definiete matrices naar positief definiete matrices en we geven schattingen 
van eigenwaarden voor blok incomplete factorisatie methoden en compenserende 
preconditioneringen. 
Gewoonlijk wordt de spectraalstraal gebruikt om de convergentiesnelheid van 
iteratieve methoden te analyseren. Echter, voor een niet-symmetrische iteratie-
matrix, geef dit allen informatie over het asymptotische gedrag. We laten eerst 
zien dat de numerieke radius een betere maat is voor de convergentiesnelheid voor 
de initiële iteraties. In de analyse van de successieve overrelaxatie methode voor 
quasi-Hermitische positief definiete matrices laten we zien dat een cruciale para-
meter afhangt van de numerieke radius van het (blok) benedendriehoeksdeel van 
de matrix. In het geval van blok incomplete factorisatie geven we een bovengrens 
voor de grootste eigenwaarde van de gepreconditioneerde matrix met behulp van 
de numerieke radius. 
We introduceren matrixcompensatie om de positiviteit van matrices te be-
houden en laten zien hoe diagonale compensatie gebruikt kan worden voor niet-
symmetrische matrices. We geven schattingen van conditiegetallen van geprecondi-
tioneerde matrices in het geval van diagonale compensatie bij het construeren van 
preconditioneringsmatrices voor symmetrische positief definiete matrices. 
Voor symmetrische matrices geven we schattingen van bovengrenzen en verde-
ling van de eigenwaarden van blok incomplete factorisaties. We laten zien hoe de 
diagonaal en driehoeksdelen van de matrices de eigenwaarden beïnvloeden. Zelfs 
als de voorwaarden op de matrices worden afgezwakt hebben we scherpe resultaten. 
De resultaten die we hier presenteren unificeren enkele van de eerdere resultaten 
betreffende bovengrenzen voor de eigenwaarden van incomplete preconditionerin-
gen. Ook generaliseren we de bekende ongelijkheid dat de spectraalstraal begrensd 
wordt door het spoor voor symmetrische positief semidefiniete matrices naar blok-
vorm. De resultaten worden gebruikt om elliptische problemen op te lossen. We 
laten zien hoe de coëfficiënten in de elliptische vergelijkingen de grenzen op de eigen-
waarden beïnvloeden. De analyse van de eigenwaardeschattingen levert een 0(h~l) 
bovengrens voor het conditiegetal van de gepreconditioneerde matrix als we de ge-
modificeerde blok incomplete factorisatie gebruiken voor elliptische vergelijkingen 
met variabele coëffiënten. 
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